2017 Preliminary Schedule
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Sections in this document
- Conference Highlights, Special Sessions, Training Workshops
- Networking and Meetings
- Thursday, October 12 paper sessions and roundtables
- Friday, October 13 paper sessions and roundtables
- Saturday, October 14 paper sessions and roundtables
- Sunday, October 14 paper sessions and roundtables

Using Control F on your keyboard, use the keyword above to hop quickly to the section of information you’re looking for. When this printed document becomes the final program delivered at the conference, it will also contain an index of attendees/authors.

Requests for Edits to this Preliminary Program

The information in this document was pulled directly from the abstract submission system. The abstracts were submitted by authors or those working on behalf of the authors of the abstract. If you discover spelling errors that we haven’t found, please let us know! This document will be updated on a weekly basis and as we get closer to the conference almost daily. Send an email to ddodd@acsp.org referencing the abstract ID of the paper and we will gladly:

- Correct, add or remove author names.
- Amend titles - The research must remain that which was submitted, reviewed and accepted, but we’re glad to make updates to the paper title.
- Update email addresses – many of us have more than one! ACSP prefers to include your university email address, but will include your preference.
- Correct weird looking characters! In some cases, the translation of text using copy/paste into the abstract system may not have been completely successful.
- Items in red text – not yet confirmed, and in some cases, require reconfirmation.

Requests for Rescheduling of Your Presentation

The conference committee and association staff will schedule an anticipated 200-215 sessions for approximately 850 faculty and student presenters in 12-14 time slots over four days with only 14-15 meeting rooms to work with. ACSP Committee Meetings, journal meetings, and other special sessions must also be included in the schedule. We appreciate your understanding of just how difficult it is to make any changes to the schedule once all participants have been notified.

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
and the schedule is posted to the web. Presenters unable to present at the scheduled time must notify the conference management office in writing and withdraw from the program. Your presentation schedule cannot be rearranged.

**Abstract ID #**

When submitted to the abstract management system, each abstract is assigned an abstract submission ID number for administrative search/find purposes. This is the number that authors should reference to staff with any questions regarding their abstract, their presentation, or their final paper submission.

**Order of Authors**

The abstract management system used by ACSP allows for author role declaration.

- **For paper and poster abstracts** - Authors of abstracts are indicated as presenting, primary, or co-authors. The presenting author is always listed first, typically followed by the primary author. No more than eight authors for one paper are included.
- **Roundtables** will have an organizer and a moderator. The remaining names listed are confirmed participants of the discussion while anyone in the audience can participate in the discussion. There can be a total of eight names listed for each roundtable.
- **Pre-organized sessions** will also have an organizer and some at this point will have a suggested discussant. This suggested discussant has yet to be confirmed and their participation will be verified prior to the schedule of presentations being created.

**Policy for Presenter’s Registration for the Conference**

**Deadline September 18**

A historical policy is enforced – All presenting authors, roundtable participants, and discussants must register by the presenter’s registration deadline of September 18. If you don’t make this deadline, we expect you are unable to attend the conference and so will remove your presentation from the schedule.

**Multiple Program Placement Policy**

Multiple abstract submissions on behalf of one author will be reviewed and may possibly be accepted. However, more than one presentation of a paper and more than one appearance as a roundtable participant during the conference will not be allowed. It is, however, possible to present both a poster and a paper if both proposals are accepted. Participants on the final program will be limited to: one presentation of an individual paper whether in a formed paper session, lightning session, or involved in a pre-organized paper session; one placement on a roundtable; one placement as a discussant of a paper session; and one placement in the poster session. These roles are not interchangeable. If you have more than one submitted paper accepted and are invited to participate on more than one roundtable, in fairness to everyone, we will ask you to limit your participation.
Audio Visual Equipment Available for On-Site Presenters

Pre-Set Equipment
- Podium - no microphone
- Data projector and screen set in every presentation room.

Equipment Assistance
Presentation rooms are staffed by student volunteers, but these volunteers are not trained on the use of the equipment. The audio visual company providing the projectors will have limited staff on site to assist with technical difficulty and will be working in more than a dozen different presentation rooms. In other words, we strongly recommend making yourself comfortable with these types of projectors before your arrival. Most of them are standard and simple in operating procedures. The student volunteer will have a radio to call for assistance if necessary.

Laptop Protocol and Cables for your Laptop
- Laptops are NOT provided, nor does the staff have any available to "borrow just for an hour." If you don't have one, be prepared to borrow one from a friend. If you don't have any friends, we will be glad to introduce to people
- Cables for your laptop – the audio visual company will have a limited supply of cables you may borrow. Please remember to bring your own cables.
- Mac Users - bring the Dongle adapter to plug into a PC port on the data projector.

Internet Access
More details coming!

Final Paper Submission x 3 by October 2

1) Submit Your Final Paper to Your Session Discussant

- The name and the email address of your discussant can be found by reviewing the session schedule posted to www.acsp.org in early August and continually updated throughout September.
- If your discussant is not yet confirmed at the time of the deadline, the conference management office will advise you as soon as the discussant is confirmed and we will ask that you email your paper immediately to the discussant.
- Some paper sessions are planned to be without a discussant.
- If you do not send your final paper by the deadline, the discussant has the option of making no comments about your work.

2) Submit Your Final Paper to Other Presenters in Your Session

- We strongly encourage you to send your final paper to the other presenters in your session, especially if there is not a discussant confirmed.
- Presenter email addresses can be found in the posted conference schedule. This will enhance and hopefully stimulate discussion after all presentations are made.
3) Submit Your Final Paper to Conference Organizers - finalpapers@acsp.org - This request of annual conference organizers is in response to considerable concern expressed in recent years about papers being finished extremely late or not at all and presentations lacking because of it. Paper sessions are much stronger when they are supported by full papers.

- Submitting your final paper in advance to the conference organizers will help ensure sessions are successful.
- The 2017 print program and conference app will indicate that your final paper is available to conference attendees upon request.
- Remember! Sending the final paper to finalpapers@acsp.org does not get your paper to your discussant. Send it separately to the discussant.
- Please submit your final conference paper using the form below NO LATER THAN 5 P.M. EST ON October 2. Use the email address: finalpapers@acsp.org
- Title the paper: Abstract #: _ _ _ /Presenting Author's Last Name. The Abstract # for every paper can be found in the conference schedule and in the conference app schedule.
- PowerPoint presentation files are not considered final papers. If you are unable to make the October 2 deadline, please do finish your paper in advance of the conference. You can of course still present that paper if a final edited version isn’t finished. It just won't be noted in the conference program as having been finished prior to October 2. We suggest letting the audience in your session know the paper is available and they can use the conference app messaging system (or a direct email message to you) to ask for the paper.

**Final Paper Format**

Although there are no official guidelines on the format of your full paper, please submit your paper as an attachment to an email. Microsoft Word is probably the most widely used and readily accessible software format - we suggest you use this software and a very common font, or save your file as a PDF. We do recommend a 20-page limit as discussants only have as much time in their day as you do, and we ask them to pre-read 3-5 papers prior to the conference. Do not submit PowerPoint presentations. PowerPoint is only to be used for the actual presentation.

Many in the planning community utilize the American Psychological Association (APA) style for writing in the social and behavioral sciences. For more information or to obtain the APA Manual visit http://www.apastyle.org/.

ACSP does not publish a conference proceeding book and, therefore, ACSP does not publish style, spelling and usage guidelines. The ACSP Journal of Planning Education and Research (JPER) states in its "Guide for Authors" (on the inside of back cover) that is uses the Chicago Manual of Style. Please also refer to the JPER Guide for any citation questions.

**Speaker Ready Booth in the Exhibit Hall**

The Speaker Ready-Booth will have the same exact equipment available as in the presentation rooms. The booth is available on a first-come, first-serve basis so please be patient with your fellow presenters, but we also ask that in fairness to everyone, please limit your time when using the equipment.

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
• Computer station set with PowerPoint and Microsoft Word software, a CD R/W drive and flash drive for memory sticks. This computer is strictly for double checking your presentation. The ACSP does not provide data storage materials.
• An LCD projector to preview your presentation. Bring your own laptop to practice plugging in before your presentation.
Conference Highlights, Special Sessions and Training Workshops

Conference Highlights
Presidential Session: The State of Diversity within ACSP
Thursday: 4:15pm – 5:30pm
Room: Colorado B

With support from ACSP President Lois Takahashi, this session is hosted by the ACSP Committee on Diversity (CoD). CoD will present their 2016 Report on Race, Ethnicity, and Foreign Origin Data; describe activities undertaken to enhance ACSP’s commitment to inclusive and equitable diversity in education and research; and allow for discussion of their work on programs and incentives for increasing faculty and student diversity as well as expanding diversity in the curriculum.

Presenters from CoD

- Ann Forsyth, Harvard University, aforsyth@gsd.harvard.edu
- Arnab Chakraborty, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, arnab@illinois.edu
- Jeffrey Lowe, Texas Southern University, lowejs@tsu.edu, Chair of the Committee

Conference Highlights/Training Workshop
Case Teaching & Writing for Planners: The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
Friday: 1:30pm – 3:00pm
Room: Colorado I

To address the rising social, economic, and environmental challenges facing cities across the globe, planners need to acquire foundational knowledge and skills in planning and public finance as well as opportunities to apply them in real world situations. Thus the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy created a case library for teaching and learning. A case study re-creates a real-world problem, and asks students to walk in the shoes of public officials, business leaders, and citizens. Through debates, group work, and continuous feedback from educators and peers, participants develop a deep understanding of pertinent issues, analytical skills, and empathy for opposing views.

The workshop will introduce the Lincoln Institute Case Library initiative; strategies and supports for case research, writing, and teaching; ten ($1000) case study awards; and how you can use and contribute to the case library. Using two case study examples, we will review the definition of a teaching case, the

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
learning goals and expected outcomes of using cases, and provide guidance on how to write them. During the last part of the workshop, participants will be invited to brainstorm cases they may be interested in writing. Prior to the workshop, participants will be asked to read two short cases that will be distributed in advance.

**About the Speakers**

**Ge Vue** is an Instructional Designer at the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy. He collaborates with content experts in planning and urban development, public finance, and valuation and taxation to develop residential and online professional learning programs. He is also leading the Institute’s effort to create a web-based, case study library for teaching and learning. The case library will provide educators and practitioners free access to teaching cases on a wide range of issues such as climate change, municipal fiscal health, value capture, property tax, and informality and urban poverty.

**William Ellet** teaches Management Communication at Brandeis University and at the University of Miami in its Executive MBA Program for Athletes and Artists. He facilitates Case Method Training Seminars for Harvard Business Publishing, primarily in Latin America, and independently as a consultant. He has been a writing consultant and coach for the HBS MBA Program for over 20 years. He is the author of *The Case Study Handbook; cases;* and an online course on management communication, all published by Harvard Business Publishing.

**Conference Highlights/Training Workshop**

**Being Heard—and Agreed with—in the Policymaking Environment**

Friday: 3:15pm – 4:45pm  
Ticket required: $25  
Room: Colorado H

Organized by the ACSP Executive Committee. From environmental regulations to infrastructure to social justice to community development, what happens in Washington, DC doesn’t stay there. Every day legislators and staff make decisions that dramatically impact the planning community. ACSP members can influence those decisions--we just need to know how! Join us in this interactive session to learn the four specific things you can do to ensure your legislators and their staff listen up and take notice. We’ll also go over what legislators are looking for from academic interests, the most important things to know about your legislators, and how to develop a winning message. Participants will come away with a specific plan for engaging effectively in the policymaking process. If you want to make a difference for communities across the country, this is the workshop for you.

**About the Speaker**

**Stephanie D. Vance,** also known as the “Advocacy Guru”, is the author of five books including *Citizens in Action: A Guide to Influencing Government* and the recently released *The Influence Game.* She’s a 25-year veteran of Washington, D.C. political scene and has held positions as a lobbyist, grassroots consultant and Congressional aide. Stephanie’s experiences as a legislative director and Chief of Staff on Capitol Hill led her to found Advocacy Associates, a firm dedicated to helping individuals and organizations be both heard and agreed with in the legislative environment. Ms. Vance holds a Master’s Degree in Legislative Affairs from George Washington University and a Master’s Degree in Liberal Studies at Georgetown University. She lives and works in Washington D.C.
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Conference Highlights
Leaping the Hurdles & Navigating the Maze: Getting Funding from NIH & NSF
Friday: 3:15pm – 4:45pm
Room: Colorado I

Organized by the ACSP Executive Committee. This session is intended for faculty members, professionals, and graduate students interested in learning how to prepare successful proposals for research grants. Current and recently retired program officers from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) will highlight the hurdles commonly experienced by applicants and guide participants through the maze of NSF and NIH. They will discuss NSF’s and NIH’s review criteria and will also provide information on doctoral student support, early investigator funding opportunities, and faculty submission guidelines.

Moderator
TAKAHASHI, Lois [University of Southern California] lmtakah@usc.edu

Speakers
Susan Newcomer | susanfnnewcomer@gmail.com  Susan Newcomer retired to the high mountains of Colorado in May of 2017 after a 29 year stint as a health science administrator in the Population Dynamics Branch of the US National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. While there she managed about $34million of research grants on reproductive health, contraceptive use and domestic violence. She also provided advice on grant writing, the NIH review process, and appropriate “homes” for research to a wide range of potential applicants, both US and international. Before becoming a fed, she was the national director of education for PPFA. She has a 1983 Ph.D. in population studies from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill and a 1962 BA from Barnard College. She grew up in Cincinnati Ohio and has lived on both coasts and in Taiwan.

Antoinette WinklerPrins, | NSF | anwinkle@nsf.gov  Antoinette WinklerPrins, PhD, Program Director, Geography & Spatial Sciences Program Antoinette WinklerPrins is a people-environment geographer specializing in nature-society relations, with an emphasis on cultural landscapes and environmental knowledge systems, especially in the Brazilian Amazon. She received her B.A. in (urban) geography in 1983 from the University of Michigan and a Masters of Urban Planning (M.U.P.) with an emphasis on international development in 1985 from the same university. She completed a Ph.D. in geography from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1999, with a minor in soil science. She went on to complete a post-doc in soil science at ITC- Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (now part of the University of Twente) in The Netherlands. After her post-doc Antoinette spent ten years on the faculty of Michigan State University’s Department of Geography. At MSU she was also involved with the Environmental Science and Policy Program, the Latin American and Caribbean Studies Program, and the Centers for the Advanced Study of International Development and Gender in a Global Context. She then spent three years as a rotating Program Officer in the Geography and Spatial Sciences Program at the National Science Foundation, and was then Director for Environmental Programs at Johns Hopkins University, Advanced Academic Programs. In July 2016 she returned to NSF as a permanent Program Director in Geography and Spatial Sciences Program. Antoinette has served as a Regional Councilor for the American Association of Geographers, and also as Chair of Board of the Conference of Latin Americanist Geographers. She currently serves on the Council of the American Geographical Society.
Organized by the ACSP Executive Committee. The United States imprisons its residents at a higher rate than any other country in the world. In many neighborhoods, criminal justice agencies are the primary government actors interacting with the public, and spending on police and prisons is the largest public expenditure. The criminal justice system also displays some of the widest racial disparities of any U.S. government institution. Despite the significant role of the criminal justice and penal systems in shaping the built environment of cities and the lives of urban residents, as well as its significant contribution to continuing urban inequality, the penal system is often not a primary focus of urban planning research or education. The goal of this session is to create an opportunity for debate and critical reflection on the implications of incarceration for planning and to explore the possibilities for planning education in prisons and jails.

About the Presenters

Leah Meisterlin is an Assistant Professor at Columbia University's Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation. Broadly, her research engages concurrent issues of spatial justice, informational ethics, and the effects of infrastructural networks on the construction of social and political space. Her current research explores the ways in which digital technologies are restructuring urban spatial politics and altering methods, both contemporary and historical, of urban research. She teaches the Studio in Architecture and Urban Planning at the Rikers Island Correction Facility in New York.

Justin Steil is an Assistant Professor of Law and Urban Planning at MIT. Broadly interested in social stratification and spatial dimensions of inequality, his research examines the intersection of civil rights, land use, and local government law. His recent scholarship has explored these themes in the context of immigration federalism, residential segregation, lending discrimination, environmental justice, and mass incarceration. Prior to academia, he clerked for judges on federal trial and appellate courts, worked as advocacy director for a non-profit fighting predatory lending practices, urban planner for an environmental justice organization focusing on brownfield redevelopment, program manager for a project bringing youth and prisoners into critical dialogues about justice, and trainer with a domestic violence crisis center training police in Ciudad Juárez in the support of survivors of sexual assault. He has taught in prisons and jails for more than 20 years.

Additional Panelists

- WU, Weiping [Professor, Columbia University] weiping.wu@columbia.edu, Organizer
- LENS, Michael [Associate Professor, UCLA] mlens@ucla.edu, Session Chair
- SIMPSON, Sheryl-Ann [Assistant Professor, UC Davis] ssimpson@ucdavis.edu, Co-Discussant
- FORBES, Flores [Associate Vice President for Strategic Policy and Program Implementation, Columbia University] faf2106@columbia.edu, Co-Discussant
Conference Highlights
Institutionalizing Community – University Engagement: Scaling Up Collaboration through Planning Leadership
Saturday: 3:30pm – 5:00pm
Room: Colorado A

Organized by the ACSP Executive Committee. Inspired by the growing relevance and impact of community–university engagement in the urban planning academy, this session will highlight next steps for further institutionalizing engagement in our programs, colleges, and universities. The session will draw on the insights of planning leaders who, through their own research and teaching, as well as administrative efforts, have worked to advocate for, demonstrate, and embed meaningful engagement in their institutions. The speakers will share their perspectives on scaling up individual engagement efforts within universities and communities. They will envision what our institutions might look like if engagement were integrated across our structures of research, education, and service, and will consider the nature of our relationships with and commitment to communities, stakeholders, and the broader public.

Panelists

- SLOTTERTBACK, Carissa [University of Minnesota] schiv005@umn.edu, moderator
- CHAPIN, Tim [Florida State University] tchapin@fsu.edu
- FORBES, Flores [Columbia University] faf2106@columbia.edu
- RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] sraja@buffalo.edu
- UMEMOTO, Karen [University of Hawaii] kumemoto@hawaii.edu

Conference Highlights/Networking
Community Center & Exhibits

- Thursday: 7:00am – 5:45pm - Enjoy a continental breakfast in the morning, learn about how to use the mobile app, and get to know the industry leaders exhibiting in the Community Center.
- Friday: 7:00am – 6:30pm - This all-day session begins with a continental breakfast, is open during the late-morning/early-afternoon to peruse book titles of interest, take a coffee break, and network with exhibitors. Friday afternoon begins at 1:30pm with the Poster Session & Exhibits Reception where you can network with exhibitors and peers, review more than 60 research posters, and even get a free professional head shot photo!
- Saturday: 7:00am – 6:30pm - On Saturday, enjoy a continental breakfast while networking with colleagues. Grab a cup of coffee while you peruse book titles and exhibits.

Special Session
GPEIG Roundtable: The New Urban Agenda & Global Planning Education
Thursday: 1:00pm – 2:30pm
Room: Colorado B

Hosted by the Global Planning Education Interest Group. The New Urban Agenda (NUA) was presented and adopted at the UN-HABITAT III Conference held in Quito, Ecuador in October 2016. The document sets a new global standards of achievement for sustainable urban development for the next
twenty years. The need for meaningful urban interventions is emphasized in the document including the role of urban planning. The main idea of the roundtable is to discuss the following questions: What are the challenges and opportunities from the NUA to global planning education? How should global planning education respond to those challenges and opportunities? What are some new and emerging questions and conundrums from the NUA that global planning education confronts and that students need to be prepared to engage with? The session will begin with brief remarks of the NUA and the ACSP/GPEAN roles and then go round the room and hear from each on their thoughts on any of the questions outlined above.

About the Speakers

Bruce Stiftel is professor and chair of the School of City and Regional Planning at Georgia Tech. He represents the Global Planning Education Association Network (GPEAN) to UN-Habitat’s University Network Initiative. His research concerns collaborative governance of environmental/water policy, global movement of planning ideas, and international responses to urbanization.

Eugenie L. Birch holds the Lawrence C. Nusssdorf Chair in Urban Research at the University of Pennsylvania where she is Professor of City and Regional Planning, School of Design and the founding co-Director, Penn Institute for Urban Research. She is currently president, General Assembly of Partners (GAP), an engagement platform for the implementation of the UN’s New Urban Agenda and associated global agreements. Her research interests include global urbanization, planning history and urban revitalization.

Additional Panelists:

- RUKMANA, Deden [Savannah State University] rukmanad@savannahstate.edu, moderator
- SANYAL, Bishwapriya [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sanyal@mit.edu
- CAMPBELL, Heather J. [University of Sheffield] h.j.campbell@sheffield.ac.uk
- DAS, Ashok [University of Hawaii at Manoa] ashokdas@hawaii.edu
- ACEY, Charisma [University of California Berkeley] charisma.acey@berkeley.edu
- RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] sraja@buffalo.edu
- SILVA, Enrique [Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] esilva@lincolninst.edu

Special Session
Content Connections: Reaching Practicing Planners
Thursday: 5:45pm – 6:45pm
Room: Colorado A

Join the conversation with editors from the American Planning Association's JAPA and Planning magazine, the editor of JPER, and a practicing planner to find ways to bridge the gap between academics and professionals. We'll ask for your ideas, and talk about which research topics can help advance the profession, how to get your research in front of planners, and how to translate it for a nonacademic audience.

About the Speakers

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Local Host Session

Millennials, Mountains, & Mobility: The Impacts on Housing in Colorado's Front Range
Friday: 8:30am – 10:00am
Room: Colorado B

Denver is the second-fastest growing city in the U.S. Millennials, retirees, marijuana capitalists, IT professionals, people priced out of the coasts, and others are flocking to the region for jobs, access to the mountains, a perceived lifestyle, and yes, legal marijuana. The build out of the light rail system has stimulated development and investment throughout the region. However, this growth is creating pressures across the housing market—one-afordable central neighborhoods are being gentrified by millennials; since 2014 rental rates have increased by 20% and home values by 45%; mobile home parks in formerly forgotten areas are now in TOD zones; and only three of the 50 metro suburbs are still considered affordable. Planners and policymakers are seeking to create and preserve affordable housing within Colorado’s uniquely restrictive policy landscape, which includes budget and tax restrictions, constitutional prohibitions against inclusionary zoning for renters and tenant protections, and three failed attempts for a statewide housing trust fund. A fourth housing trust fund is working its way through the legislature, organizations are fighting to save mobile home parks through tenant buyouts, dozens of towns are supporting ADUs; densities are increasing; the Denver TOD fund has been expanded to the region; and the housing finance authority has initiated rolling 4% tax credit applications. Yet, these measures are not enough to meet the demand, and densification, traffic and NIMBY concerns are generating pushback from many neighborhoods. What else can be done to ensure that people across the income spectrum can find a place to call home in Denver?

About the Speakers

Brad Weinig joined Enterprise Community Partners in June 2011. Enterprise is a national non-profit organization that concentrates on bringing affordable housing expertise and investment to low-income communities. In his role as the Program Director for Transit Oriented Development, Brad is focused on creative financing solutions to ensure affordable housing and community facilities are developed and preserved near public transportation. Prior to joining Enterprise, Brad spent five years with Citi Community Capital in San Francisco, where he underwrote over $600 million of loans to finance the development or acquisition/rehabilitation of low-income apartment communities nationwide. Brad is a LEED Green Associate and an active member of ULI Colorado’s Workforce Housing Council.

Deyanira Zavala oversees the implementation and execution of Mile High Connects workplan by creating and managing partnership opportunities. She focuses on MHC’s Business, Local Workforce, and Middle Skilled Jobs and MHC’s Affordable Fares priority areas, as well as MHC’s gentrification/anti-displacement efforts. Prior to joining Mile High Connects, Deyanira served as Program Coordinator at Rocky Mountain MicroFinance Institute, a Community creating mobility in people’s lives through entrepreneurs. Deyanira has also served as the Business Assistance Center Manager with Business and Community Lenders of Texas and Program Coordinator with NALCAB-National Association for Latino Community Asset Builders, where she facilitated a variety of projects in
support of NALCAB member organizations, including resource development and capacity building activities. Deyanira holds a Master of Public Administration from the University of North Texas and a Bachelor of Arts in Criminology from the University of Texas at Arlington.

Additional Panelists

- STEFFEL JOHNSON, Jennifer [University of Colorado Denver] Jennifer.SteffelJohnson@ucdenver.edu
- MAKAREWICZ, Carrie [University of Colorado Denver] carrie.makarewicz@ucdenver.edu

Special Session
ACSP Student Award Paper Presentations
Friday: 8:30am – 10:00am
Room: Colorado A

Moderator: MOHAMED, Rayman [Wayne State University] Rayman.mohaned@wayne.edu

Ed McClure Award for Best Masters Student Paper
Planning Equitable Food Systems: An Overview of Problems and Opportunities
GAFFNEY, Rachel [University of Oklahoma] rgaffney91@hotmail.com

GPEIG: Gill-Chin Lim Award for the Best Dissertation on International Planning
Adaptive Efficiency in Coffee Clusters: Resilience through Agglomeration, Global Value Chains, Social Networks, and Institutions
DOUTHAT, Thomas [Georgia Institute of Technology] tdouthat@gatech.edu

ACSP/FWIG Marsha Ritzdorf Award for the Best Student Work on Diversity, Social Justice and the Role of Women in Planning - two winners

Advocacy Planning in the Growth Machine: Toward a Political Urban Planning
GROOMS, Wes [University of Louisville] wes.grooms@louisville.edu

An Equity Analysis of the U.S. Public Transportation System Based on Job Accessibility
YEGANEH, Armin J. [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] yeganeh@vt.edu

Barclay Gibbs Jones Award for Best Dissertation in Planning
Crystal Balls and Black Boxes: Optimism Bias in Ridership and Cost Forecasts for New Starts Rapid Transit Projects
VOULGARIS, Carole Turley [University of California, Los Angeles] caroleturley@ucla.edu
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Special Session
APA's New Research Agenda: Opportunities for Collaboration
Thursday: 10:15am – 11:45am
Room: Colorado C

APA conducts sponsored research through the three National Centers for Planning: Green Communities, Hazards Planning, and Planning and Community Health. APA recently developed a new organizational research agenda in which partnering with collegiate schools of planning was identified as a priority. David Rouse, FAICP, APA's Managing Director of Research and Advisory Services, will provide an overview of APA's current research programs, the new research agenda, and opportunities for collaboration linking academic research and practice.

About the Speaker

David Rouse is a Fellow of the American Institute of Certified Planners and registered landscape architect with over 30 years of experience in community planning and design. Since 2013 he has served as Managing Director of Research and Advisory Services for the American Planning Association in Washington, DC. In this capacity he leads APA’s applied research programs, including Planning Advisory Services and the three National Centers for Planning: Green Communities, Hazards Planning, and Planning and Community Health. David co-authored APA publications on green infrastructure and comprehensive planning and is managing APA’s Sustaining Places Initiative to integrate sustainability into local governmental comprehensive plans.

Local Host Roundtable: Planning for Pot
Friday: 10:15am – 11:45am
Room: Colorado B

Medical marijuana is now legal in 29 states while 8 states plus the District of Columbia have legalized marijuana use and sales for recreational purposes. Yet we know very little about the implications of this multi-billion dollar industry on urban economies, neighborhoods, and built and natural environments. Speakers in this local host session will address some of the most pressing questions facing urban planners attempting to accommodate this new and controversial land use. How does this burgeoning industry affect property values, industrial lease rates, housing prices, gentrification, and displacement of underserved residents? How do municipalities and environmental justice advocates ensure that nuisance uses are equitably distributed and environmental externalities are properly managed? How does dispensary and growhouse density affect personal and property crime? And what are the local and regional economic development factors associated with the industry, including its impact on tourism?

The panel will include researchers on marijuana planning, as well as representatives from state and local governments and non-profit organizations.

About the Speakers

- Chad Brue | Chief Executive Officer and Founder | Brue Baukol Capital Partners. Mr. Brue founded Brue Baukol Capital Partners in 2011 to develop and acquire commercial real estate properties, multifamily properties and operating businesses in the Denver Metro area. BBCP focuses on value-add and opportunistic acquisitions with an eye towards finding opportunities the rest of the market is currently overlooking. With assets developed and/or under management
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valued in excess of $400 million, BBCP’s holdings currently include over 385,000 square feet of industrial properties, a 7-story office building currently being redeveloped, a 240,000 SF ground up industrial development, a recently completed 238-unit transit oriented mixed use development, a $55M Public/Private Partnership on a mixed use development, a 13-acre development site in Denver’s RiNo District, a 37 acre transit oriented development in Denver’s largest office submarket, and ownership of Frost Creek – a 2,600-acre mountain resort community in the Vail Valley. Recent development experience includes The LAB, a 79,000 square foot new office development in Denver’s Central Platte Valley and the $60M Oxford Station multi-family project in the Denver suburb of Englewood, both of which were awarded NAIOP’s Innovative Project of the Year in 2015 and 2016 respectively. Prior to forming BBCP, Mr. Brue’s 18 years of experience in the real estate industry includes personally transacting over $1 billion in commercial real estate acquisitions and dispositions and overseeing 350 commercial real estate brokers.

- **Andrew Howard** | Lieutenant, Vice and Drug Control Bureau, Denver Police Department. Andrew Howard is the Lieutenant in charge of the Vice and Drug Control Bureau for the Denver Police Department. In his current assignment he supervises three Marijuana enforcement teams as well as an interdiction team and a vice team. In his 20 years as a police officer he has spent most of his time working and supervising undercover officers. Lt. Howard has spent over ten years in narcotics investigations and was the supervisor of the first narcotic team to focus completely on illegal Marijuana investigations.

- **Kristi Kelly** is the executive director of Marijuana Industry Group, Colorado’s oldest, largest and most diverse trade association for licensed marijuana businesses, where she also served as vice chair and a board member. She recently launched Root Strategies, a national consulting company focused on cannabis strategies and business services. Kristi was an owner, and remains an investor in a group of marijuana cultivation, manufacturing and dispensary business in the Denver area, where she served as COO until December 2015. She is a founding board member of the Fourth Corner Credit Union, the world’s first marijuana financial institution. She currently sits on the Governor’s Marijuana Education task force, Denver's Social Consumption Advisory Committee, the Colorado Task Force for Drunk and Impaired Driving, the Colorado Department of Health and Environment's Marijuana Occupational Health and Safety Workgroup, and Denver's Odor Advisory Workgroup, and has participated in numerous other appointments, workgroups, and rulemaking committees.

- Professor **Sam Kamin** joined the faculty at the Sturm College of Law at the University of Denver in 1999 and is currently the Vicente Sederberg Professor of Marijuana Law and Policy. Holding both a J.D. and a Ph.D. from the University of California at Berkeley as well as a BA, summa cum laude, from Amherst College. He has become one of the nation’s leading experts on the regulation of marijuana, and in 2012 he was appointed to Governor John Hickenlooper’s Task Force to Implement Amendment 64 and the ACLU of California’s blue ribbon panel to study marijuana legalization.

- **Jill Jennings Golich** is Deputy Director of Community Planning and Development Department at the City and County of Denver, where she serves as point person all issues related to regulation of the marijuana industry. Prior to this, she was the Director of Campus Planning for Denver’s Auraria Campus, where she updated the campus’s master plan and managed the creation of a companion strategic implementation plan, the development of new campus design guidelines, creation and installation of monument and pedestrian signage, the renovation of the campus’ library, installation of the campus’ first bike lane, oversaw the design review process for six new buildings, and led the effort to relocate a RTD light rail station. Jill has a bachelor’s degree from the University of Denver, and a Master’s in Public Administration from the University of Washington.
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• **Ashley Kilroy** | Executive Director of Excise and Licensing, City and County of Denver. After serving for nearly three years as the Executive Director of Marijuana Policy in Denver, Ashley Kilroy was promoted in October 2016 by Mayor Michael B. Hancock to lead the city’s Department of Excise and Licenses. Excise and Licenses is the central business-licensing department for the City and County of Denver and includes the Office of Marijuana Policy. The department manages licensing for a broad range of businesses, including bars and restaurants, security guard companies, and marijuana stores and cultivation facilities. In this position, Kilroy maintains responsibility for the administration and implementation of marijuana policy for Denver. She coordinates the marijuana-related work of various city departments, commissions, boards, officers, agencies and employees, and serves as Denver’s liaison to local, state and federal elected officials, agencies, and other partners on marijuana issues. Kilroy and her team have developed a collaborative approach to marijuana management, facilitating engagement and coordinating the work of hundreds of city employees who are committed to the city’s successful implementation of a legal marijuana. Her work has helped position Denver at the forefront of cannabis regulation, enforcement and education worldwide, and the city continues to lead and innovate as the industry and its regulations evolve. Kilroy has served Denver in many capacities, including as the Deputy Manager of Safety where she provided managerial support, oversight, and discipline of the Denver Police, Sheriff and Fire departments. She has extensive experience as an attorney, mediator and investigator, practicing law for more than 20 years and specializing primarily in municipal employment law. Kilroy received her J.D. from Tulane University Law School in New Orleans, graduating with honors, and her B.A. from the University of Alabama. She has three daughters and lives in Denver with her husband, Jim.

• **Margie Valdez** | Chair, Denver Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation Zoning & Planning Committee. Margie Valdez, J.D. is the current Chair of Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation (INC), a non-profit coalition founded in 1975 and comprised of representatives from all of Denver’s registered neighborhood organizations (RNOs), city agencies, and others. Margie is a member of many civic organizations and committees include the Social Consumption Advisory Committee (to regulate public marijuana use), and Blueprint Denver. She is also an Executive Member of INC and Board Member of Capitol Hill United Neighbors Association. Previously, she served as Chief Counsel for the California School Employees Association and before that was in private practice as an attorney in California.

• **Jeff Romine** | Chief Economist | City and County of Denver. Jeff is the Chief Economist for the City and County of Denver, and works directly in Denver’s Office of Economic Development. He assists in setting the policy and program direction for community economic development programs for Denver. Jeff has been the lead staff in working with the Mayor and the OED Executive Director to attract, retain, and expand companies in Denver, including DaVita, TIAA, Panasonic Enterprise Solutions, Johns Manville, and Optiv (formerly Accuvant) and a number of fast growing technology businesses. He works on a number of initiatives and business development projects. He was the city staff lead on the establishment of the Denver, now Mile High, TOD Fund, the CGR Impact Fund, and other innovative financing tools. Previously under Mayor Hickenlooper and Mayor Vidal, he served as the Director of Business and Housing Services and led the Business Development team. In these roles, he directed the business attraction and development, affordable and workforce housing, and neighborhood development program activities of the integrated community economic development program. Prior to joining the City, Jeff was on the economic research faculty of the Leeds School of Business, at the University of Colorado at Boulder, the Chief Economist at the Maricopa Association of Governments (Phoenix metro) and the Denver Regional Council of Governments. He has taught undergraduate and graduate courses in micro- and macroeconomics, economic development, urban market analysis and public policy.
Special Session
Public Communication Strategies for Planning Academics
Friday: 1:30pm – 3:00pm
Room: Colorado G

Hosted by the ACSP Communications Committee. Interested in sharing your research with practitioners, connecting with media, and better communicating about your work for a public audience? Come hear from leading planning researchers about these topics and more. The speakers will share their insights on venues for sharing their research and expertise, engaging with social and traditional media, and framing planning research for broad audiences. In addition to sharing personal strategies and examples, the speakers will offer advice about integrating communication efforts with teaching and research expectations, developing relationships with writers and editors relevant to planning, and engaging colleagues around communication efforts. The session will offer ample opportunities for discussion about communication strategies, as well as ways that ACSP can support faculty and students in enhancing their communications skills.

Panelists

- SLOTTERBACK, Carissa [University of Minnesota] schiv005@umn.edu
- BOEING, Geoff [University of California Berkeley] gboeing@berkeley.edu
- DILL, Jennifer [Portland State University] jdill@pdx.edu
- HOLLANDER, Justin [Tufts University] justin.hollander@tufts.edu
- FAN, Yingling [University of Minnesota] yingling@umn.edu

Special Session
FWIG: Pathways to Academic Leadership for Women & Faculty of Color
Friday: 1:30pm – 3:00pm
Room: Colorado H

Hosted by the Faculty Women's Interest Group. There are a number of different pathways to academic leadership positions in the academy. While some are better understood (faculty chair dean), other are not. Panelists will discuss the opportunities for academic leadership positions and the different pathways available to women, faculty of color, and other underrepresented groups.

Featured Panelists

Dr. Marlon Boarnet is the founding and current chair of the Department of Urban Planning and Spatial Analysis at the University of Southern California. Prior to that, he was vice dean for academic affairs in the USC Sol Price School of Public Policy. From 2003-2006, Dr. Boarnet served as chair of the Planning, Policy, and Design Department at UC Irvine. Dr. Boarnet is currently the Vice-President/President elect of ACSP and has been a major leader on issues of diversity. He led a USC/ACSP partnership to design, build, and host the first-ever pre-doctoral workshop for students of color in urban planning.

Dr. Jennifer Evans-Cowley was appointed the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs at the University of North Texas on July 1, 2017. Prior to this, she was Vice Provost for Capital Planning and Regional Campuses at the Ohio State University. In this role, she created and implemented the
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University’s six campus, $1+ billion capital plan to enable the advancement of the university’s mission and foster an environment of excellence for faculty, students and staff. She has held positions as the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Administration and Department Chair for the City & Regional Planning Department at Ohio State.

Additional Panelists

- NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina] nguyen@unc.edu, moderator
- CLARK, Jennifer [Georgia Institute of Technology] jennifer.clark@gatech.edu
- GOUGH, Meghan [Virginia Commonwealth University] mzgough@vcu.edu
- SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jhspenc@clemson.edu
- TAKAHASHI, Lois [University of Southern California] lmtakaha@usc.edu

Special Session
Examining Global Planning Education: An Open Conversation
Friday: 6:00pm – 7:30pm
Room: Mattie Silks

Hosted by the ACSP Global Planning Education Task Force. Global planning education in North America finds itself at a crossroads once again. Since the 1950s planning approaches to understanding international and global contexts have gone through several turning points. Early theories in comparative planning, influenced by modernization theory, assumed that Europe and the United States were to be emulated as the apogee of planning theory and practice.

Beginning in the 1960s, however, planning pedagogy and research began to emphasize the particularity of cities, and the need to root planning approaches in an understanding of societies, cultures, and the historical and contemporary role of economic and political structures operating at an international scale in shaping urban issues. The 1980s saw a turn towards an interest in issues of globalization and neoliberalization, and the challenges that these forces presented to cities across the globe. Today, we witness a dramatic turn inwards in national political discourse, as political leaders in the United States ratchet up discourses of American exceptionalism, and cast immigrants and other nations as threats to American security and prosperity.

What do these changes mean for global planning education? How do we educate our students to tackle the inward and nationalistic turn in political discourse? How do we train students to understand and reflect on the ways that the global intersects with local planning practice, whether in the US or in other contexts? What challenges and opportunities does the current political moment present to planning education more generally in its efforts to bring the global dimensions of local issues to the attention of current and future planning practitioners?

This session is hosted by the ACSP Global Planning Education Task Force, which has been tasked by ACSP with reviewing contemporary practices in global planning education and research. As part of its review, the Task Force plans to hold sessions at the 2017 and 2018 ACSP annual meetings in order to better understand the perspectives of a broad range planning academics, and to foster a continuing discussion about the agenda of the Task Force with the broader ACSP community. We hope to gain input from a range of stakeholders planning educators from programs that have significant course offerings in global and international planning and those that do not, and faculty who conduct research and teaching that is explicitly international and those who do not. While taking the above questions as a starting point, we intend for this session to be an open discussion that may touch on any number of
issues of interest to attendees, including the role of global planning in curriculum and instruction, recruitment and engagement of international students, issues of accreditation, and others.

Panelists

- SHATKIN, Gavin [Northeastern University] g.shatkin@northeastern.edu, moderator
- CAROLINI, Gabriella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] carolini@mit.edu, moderator
- HOEY, Lesli [University of Michigan] lhoey@umich.edu
- EHRENFEUCHT, Renia [University of New Mexico] rehrenfeucht@unm.edu
- MCDONALD, Noreen [UNC-Chapel Hill] noureen@unc.edu
- VAN ZANDT, Shannon [Texas A&M University] svanzandt@tamu.edu

Special Session/Training Workshop
PAB - Assessing Assessments: The Role of Professionals
Saturday: 11:30am - 12:30pm
Room: Colorado A

Learning Objectives:

- Learn about the driver and fundamentals of student learning and outcomes assessment in higher education
- Understand the various ways planning programs are ensuring students have the skills required to work as planners
- Identify opportunities for professionals to work with local universities and planning faculty in student learning and outcomes assessment.

Student Learning and Outcomes Assessment are buzzwords flying around academia. Why should this matter to the profession? Explore the opportunities and challenges of engaging external stakeholders in outcomes assessment, and how feedback from practitioners is used to improve learning in the program.

Speakers

- NIXON, Hilary [San Jose State University] hilary.nixon@sjsu.edu
- WARNKEN, Charles G. [University of Oklahoma] cwarnken@ou.edu
- GENSKOW, Kenneth [University of Wisconsin-Madison] kgenskow@wisc.edu

Special Session
Emerging Challenges for Planning & Collaborative Strategies to Prepare for Them
Thursday: 2:45pm - 4:00pm
Room: Colorado A

Hosted by the ACSP Committee on the Academy. This session follows issues raised at the 2017 ACSP Administrator’s Conference held in Reston, VA. Given the changing environment across the country marked by budgetary challenges for public universities, declining enrollment, changing demographics and an aging population, the planning academy faces several internal and external challenges. In this session, panelists will share some ideas that emerged from the Administrator’s conference that show the
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nature of these challenges, their similarities and differences across different parts of the world, and the kinds of strategies that have been adopted to address them.

Speakers

- FESER, Ed [Provost, Oregon State University] ed.feser@oregonstate.edu
- STIFTEL, Bruce [Georgia Institute of Technology] bruce.stiftel@design.gatech.edu
- CAMPBELL, Heather J. [University of Sheffield] h.j.campbell@sheffield.ac.uk
- VERMA, Niraj [Virginia Commonwealth University] nverma2@vcu.edu

Special Session
POCIG Roundtable
Saturday: 3:30pm – 5:00pm
Room: Nat Hill

Lewis Mumford, in his seminal work The City in History, describes a historical duality of cities - they serve simultaneously as a sanctuary and a stronghold. While strongholds often connote safety, critics argue that the city in fact can have carceral qualities to it - the stronghold may double as a prison cell. The recent visibility of urban policing, police-involved killings, and immigration raids has surfaced the disparity in experience around urban safety and security. While planning often wields police powers in a far more subtle manner, planning serves as another form of policing which is often experienced disparately by race, income, gender, and nativity.

The victory enjoyed by Trump reflects a conservative populism that sees punishment and a vigilant police force, as an unquestioning response to the perceived threat of people of color in inner cities. Containment and imprisonment, punishment - become the requirements per Trump's political base and their ideology. For example, the White House immigration policy is founded on a social construction that demonizes the "other."

Planning will need to respond to this conservative temperament that affects the poor and minorities as programs such as affordable housing and even the "Wall" becomes the focus of the Trump Administration. This roundtable hosted by the ACSP Planners of Color Interest Group calls into question the role of planning in policing urban space, at a moment when the Trump administration policy calls into question the right to sanctuary, particularly in urban spaces.

Special Sessions
Local Host: Mobile Workshops
Friday: 1:30pm – 5:30pm

Get out of the hotel and see some of what Denver has to offer! There are opportunities to learn about history, culture, neighborhood revitalization case studies, public housing redevelopment, and Denver's perspective on marijuana, beer, and urban planning. Mobile Tour Details
Training Workshop
Measuring and Assessing Student Learning Outcomes at the Program-Level
Friday: 3:15pm - 4:45pm
Room: Colorado G

Provided by the ACSP Governing Board. For over a decade, assessment of student learning has been a focus in higher education. Accreditors, like PAB, require that programs define, measure, and assess what and how much students learn throughout their education. In this hands-on interactive session, we will discuss various methods for measuring student learning. We will use measurement examples from specific planning programs as well as ideas brought forward by session participants. In addition, we will examine assessment approaches and the types of curricular feedback that can improve student learning in the future. Participants in this session should leave with examples and strategies for measuring and assessing levels of student learning in their programs and ways for documenting and enhancing that learning.

This session is designed for planning program administrators and faculty involved in student learning assessment.

About the Speaker

Cheryl Contant has over 30 years of experience in urban and regional planning education and university administration. She has served as a member of PAB and visited many programs on accreditation site visits. In the past four years, Cheryl has been assisting PAB with their site visitor training programs, with particular attention toward student learning outcome assessment. Most recently, she has been consulting with Morgan State University's School of Architecture and Planning in the development of program-level student learning outcomes and devising efficient and effective ways to measure and assess those desired outcomes. Cheryl is providing this session, with the support of ACSP, as professional development for program administrators and planning faculty.

Training
PAB Program Administrator Orientation
Thursday: 4:15pm – 5:30pm
Room: Colorado A

Special Session/Training
Preparing for the Job Market
Friday: 10:15am – 11:45am
Room: Colorado A

Organized by the ACSP Student Governing Board Representatives. This workshop is geared towards doctoral students who are on the job market, will be applying soon, or are interested in learning about the job application and interview process. It features faculty who have been part of search committees and/or were recent job market candidates. The format is primarily focused on student interest, so come prepared with questions!
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Panelists

- LEE, C. Aujean [University of California, Los Angeles] aujean@ucla.edu, moderator
- GUERRA, Erick [University of Pennsylvania] erickg@upenn.edu
- SHIH, Mi [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mi.shih@ejb.rutgers.edu
- ZAMBRANA, Ivis Garcia [University of Utah] ivis.garcia@gmail.com
- SLOTTERBACK, Carissa [University of Minnesota] schiv005@umn.edu

Training
Student Workshop - Publishing in Planning: Where and How?
Saturday: 8:00am – 9:30am
Room: Colorado B

Organized by the ACSP Student Governing Board Representatives. This workshop focuses on the decisions that planning researchers face in the publishing process. The format of the workshop will be largely interactive with a panel of faculty—some of whom are current/former editors—to share valuable tips and insights and answer questions.

Topics of discussion will include: journal selection, publishing expectations of doctoral students, editorial interaction and revision process, web presence of one’s publications, publishing a paper from the thesis/dissertation, and the merits of the various types of publication (e.g. peer-reviewed articles, technical reports, book chapters).

Panelists

- LEIGH, Nancey Green [Georgia Institute of Technology] ngleigh@design.gatech.edu
- BENDOR, Todd [University of North Carolina] bendor@unc.edu
- WOLFE, Mary [UNC-Chapel Hill] mkwolfe@unc.edu, moderator
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2017 Networking & Meetings

ACSP Governing Board Meeting
Wednesday: 8:00am - 5:00pm
Room: Penrose

GPEAN Delegates Meeting (invitation only)
Wednesday: 9:00am - 5:00pm
Location: Environmental Design Building, Room 213, UC Boulder

CU Denver & CU Boulder Reception
Wednesday: 6:00pm-8:00pm
Location: Rhein Haus Denver

Join the University of Colorado Denver and University of Colorado Boulder for a pre-conference reception at Rheinhaus. Enjoy complimentary food and drinks, with a cash bar for beer, wine or cocktails. Be sure to stop by and say hello to our 2017 Local Hosts!

Community Center & Exhibits

- **Thursday: 7:00am - 5:45pm**  Enjoy continental breakfast in the morning, learn about how to use the mobile app, and get to know those exhibiting in the Community Center.
- **Friday: 7:00am - 6:30pm**  This all-day session begins with continental breakfast, is open during the late-morning/early-afternoon to peruse book titles of interest, take a coffee break, and network with colleagues. Friday afternoon begins at 1:30pm with a Poster Session & Exhibits Reception where you can network with exhibitors and peers, review more than 60 research posters, and even get a free professional head shot photo!
- **Saturday: 7:00am - 6:30pm**  On Saturday, enjoy continental breakfast while networking with exhibitors, grab a cup of coffee while you peruse book titles, and catch up with friends and colleagues.

Journal of the American Planning Association Editorial Board Meeting
Thursday: 9:45am - 11:15am
Room: Mattie Silks

GPEIG Business Meeting & Luncheon
Thursday: 11:15am – 12:45pm
Room: Colorado Ballroom Section F

The annual GPEIG Business Meeting and Luncheon will celebrate the success of GPEIG programs and activities during the academic year 2016-2017 and discuss the upcoming GPEIG programs. We will announce and honor the winners of the following GPEIG awards: Best Journal Articles in International Planning; Best Student Paper Award; Best Case Study Project
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Award; Gill-Chin Lim Dissertation Award; Gill-Chin Lim Travel Award. We will also launch a new GPEIG website that will include many new features including Learning Resource Center for International Development Planning.

Purchase tickets in advance. Seats will not be available for purchase on your arrival in Denver.

Consider making a donation to the Global Planning Educator's Interest Group (GPEIG). Donations to GPEIG help offset the cost of subsidized student lunch tickets, the non-monetary GPEIG awards and the new GPEIG website. Thank you! Donate to GPEIG

**Ball State University Information Session**
Thursday:3:00pm - 4:00pm
Room: Mattie Silks

**Thursday Opening Reception - Wynkoop Brewing Company**
Thursday: 7:30pm – 9:30pm
Location: 1634 18th Street, Denver
Join your colleagues for the Opening Night Reception at the Wynkoop Brewing Company. Enjoy food, drinks, and fellowship with your planning colleagues in this unique Denver location.

**Continental Breakfast Sponsored by**
Friday: 7:00am – 8:30am
Room: Exhibit Hall
Join your colleagues for continental breakfast in the exhibit hall. Visit with exhibitors, sit, relax and scan the app for your upcoming day.

**ACSP Annual Business Meeting & Breakfast**
Friday: 7:00am - 8:15am
Room: Colorado Ballroom F
Invitation Only. Department and Planning Program Chairs, ACSP Governing Board members please attend the Annual Business Meeting of the ACSP. RSVP to katie@acsp.org.

**Junior Faculty of Color Workshop Alumni Breakfast**
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Friday: 7:00am – 8:15am  
Room: Mattie Silks

Join Committee on Diversity members, workshop faculty, and your colleagues who attended the 2015 and 2017 Junior Faculty of Color Workshop for continental breakfast and fellowship.

**Emeriti Breakfast**  
Friday: 7:00am – 8:15am  
Room: Homestead

Dear Colleagues! I have been thinking about ways for ACSP old timers (like me) to get together at the ACSP Annual Conference. I suggested that the ACSP arrange an Emeriti Breakfast. I’m definitely not thinking of having a formal program or speaker(s), just providing a time and place for us to get together. Please email dick.klosterman@gmail.com if you’re interested in participating in this special breakfast at the Denver conference. There is no cost to attend. I’d also appreciate any other ideas you may have on ways for us to get together during the conference or communicate throughout the year. ~ Sincerely, Dick Klosterman

**Breakfast Roundtables**  
Friday: 7:00am – 8:15am

- “Post Harvey Discussion” in room Colorado C
- “GPEIG: Insurgent Planning From Within: New Conversations in Development” in Colorado D
- “International Study Trip: The Case of Seoul City Study Program” in room Colorado G
- “The What and How of Assessing Student Learning Outcomes in Planning Programs: An Interactive Session” in room Colorado H
- “Geodesign in Academia: Scholarship and Pedagogy” in room Colorado I
- “Leveraging Local & State Planning for Megaregional Transportation Needs” in room Colorado J
- “Political Ecology of Exurbia: Lessons for Planning” in room Penrose 1

**Journal of Planning Literature Editorial Board Meeting**  
Friday: 8:30am - 10:00am  
Room: Mattie Silks

**Lincoln Institute of Land Policy/ACSP Curriculum Award Task Force Meeting**  
Friday: 8:30am - 10:00am  
Room: Homestead

**Committee on Diversity Meeting**  
Friday: 9:00am - 10:00am  
Room: Saratoga
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JP öff Editorial Board Meeting
Friday: 10:15am - 11:45am
Room: Mattie Silks

FWIG Business Meeting & Luncheon
Friday: 11:45am – 1:15pm
Room: Colorado Ballroom F

Purchase tickets in advance. Seats will not be available for purchase on property. You may also consider making a donation to the Faculty Women's Interest Group (FWIG) to help offset the cost of subsidized student lunch tickets for #ACSP2017. Donate to FWIG

Housing Policy Debate Editorial Board Meeting
Friday: 1:30pm - 2:30pm
Room: Homestead

Poster Session & Exhibits Reception
Friday: 1:30pm - 6:30pm
Room: Exhibit Hall

While this may seem like a very long session, before or after attending workshops, please come spend some time in the exhibit hall Friday afternoon during this window. We'll have 65-75 research posters on display, exhibitor displays, and other fun activities taking place all afternoon - not to mention lots of snacks and beverages to tide you over until evening.

Town Planning Review Editorial Board Meeting
Friday: 4:00pm - 5:30pm
Room: Homestead

IACP Annual Business Meeting & Session
Friday: 6:30pm - 9:30pm
Room: Independence Room

Friday Evening Receptions
Friday: 7:30pm - 9:30pm

- Virginia Tech Reception in the ballroom sections Colorado A&B
- USC, UC Irvine and UCLA Reception in the ballroom sections Colorado C&D
- Rutgers, MIT, Cornell, Columbia, Harvard, NYU and University of Pennsylvania Reception in the Penrose Ballroom
- UNC, Georgia Tech, Michigan, UIC, UIUC Reception in the ballroom sections Colorado G-J
- Journal of the American Planning Association Reception in the Pomeroy Room
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ACSP Review & Appraisal Committee Meeting  
Saturday: 7:00am – 8:00am  
Room: Homestead

ACSP Global Planning Education Task Force Meeting  
Saturday: 8:00am – 9:30am  
Room: Homestead

UCLA Information Session  
Saturday: 9:45am – 10:45am  
Room: Mattie Silks

POCIG Business Meeting  
Saturday: 9:45am – 11:15am  
Room: Colorado B

Planning Theory & Practice Journal Editorial Board Meeting  
Saturday: 9:45am – 11:15am  
Room: Homestead

ACSP Committee on the Academy Meeting  
Saturday: 11:30am – 12:30pm  
Room: Homestead

Luncheon & Faculty Awards Ceremony  
Saturday: 12:30pm – 2:00pm  
Room: Colorado Ballroom E&F

Join us for lunch as we celebrate the transition of our leadership, the outstanding contributions of our award winning faculty, and hear about some plans for ACSP’s future. We promise there will be plenty of time for engaging your friends and colleagues!

Book Signing in the Exhibit Hall  
Saturday: 2:00pm - 3:15pm  
Room: Exhibit Hall

Join us in the exhibit hall for a special event. We'll have two very unique authors with us to sign your books!
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ACSP 2017-2019 Track Chair's Meeting  
Saturday: 2:00pm – 3:15pm  
Room: Homestead

Planning Theory Journal Editorial Board Meeting  
Saturday: 3:30pm - 5:00pm  
Room: Homestead

ACSP National Conference Committee/Local Hosts 2017, 2018, & 2019  
Saturday: 5:15pm – 6:30pm  
Room: Homestead

Student Reception at Rein Haus  
Saturday: 7:30pm – 9:30pm  
Location: 1415 Market Street, Denver

No ticket required, all students welcome. Join fellow students for beers, great food, and fun in downtown Denver! What better place to network in October than in a German-style beer hall with unique brews, house-made pretzels, and indoor bocce courts? We hope to see you there!

GPEAN Delegates Meeting  
Sunday: 8:00am - 12:00pm  
Room: Nat Hill

Roundtable - Serious Games for Collaborative Planning and Stakeholder Engagement  
Sunday: 9:45am - 11:15am  
Room: Colorado A
Thursday, October 12

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Room: Colorado A-LL2
5 PAPERS

1.1 Governing New Data Sources

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Smart Cities Through the Lens of AICP Planners: The Results of a National Survey
ID #0938
AFZALAN, Nader [University of Redlands] nader_afzalan@redlands.edu, presenting author
SLOTTERBACK, Carissa [University of Minnesota] schiv005@umn.edu, primary author

Modeling for Representation, Prediction, and Planning Support
ID #0271
KLOSTERMAN, Dick [University of Akron] dick.klosterman@gmail.com, presenting author

A Data Commons for Urban Big Data: A New Platform for Research
ID #0170
FRENCH, Steven [Georgia Institute of Technology] steve.french@design.gatech.edu, presenting author
BARCHERS, Camille [Georgia Institute of Technology] cbarchers3@gatech.edu, co-author

Changing the Urban Technology Paradigm: Issues and Opportunities for the Future
ID #0939
RIGGS, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] wriggs@calpoly.edu, presenting author

Crowd-sourcing Underutilized Spaces: Re-Using Dublin – Prototyping and Evaluation
ID #1221
NEDOVIC-BUDIC, Zorica [University of Illinois at Chicago] nbzorica@uic.edu
CORCORAN, Aoife [University College Dublin] aoife.corcoran.1@ucdconnect.ie

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Room: Colorado B-LL2
4 PAPERS

2.10 The Limits of Economic Resilience

Moderator/Discussant: WEBER, Rachel [University of Illinois at Chicago] rachelw@uic.edu

Economic Resilience in Great Lakes Region a Decade after the Great Recession: A Comparative Study of Economic Recovery Pathways of Eight Cities in the Region
ID #0847
IRAIFAR, Leila [Central Michigan University] iraji1l@cmich.edu, presenting author
GRAZIANO, Marcello [Central Michigan University] Grazi1m@cmich.edu, co-author
LEMA, Eva [Central Michigan University] lema1e@cmich.edu, co-author
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ID #0999
MOOMAW, Suzanne [University of Virginia] swm2x@virginia.edu, presenting author
BACON, Michael [University of Virginia] mtb7aj@virginia.edu, co-author

Resilience in the Face of Chronic Distress: U.S. Metropolitan Areas After the Great Recession
ID #0659
VAN LEUVEN, Andrew [The Ohio State University] vanleuven.3@osu.edu, presenting author
HILL, Ned [The Ohio State University] Edward.Ned.Hill@icloud.com, co-author
WOLMAN, Harlold [The George Washington University] hwolman@gwu.edu, co-author

Coping with Adversity: Regional Economic Resilience and Public Policy
ID #0851
WOLMAN, Hal [George Washington University] Hal.wolman@gmail.com, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Room: Colorado C-LL2
4 PAPERS
3.1 Planning for What We Breathe: Air Quality Implications for Health and Consumer Values

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Mobile Sensing of Air Quality Associated with Street Trees
ID #0427
BROOKS, Kerry [Eastern Washington University] kbrooks@ewu.edu, presenting author

Impacts of Air Pollution on Every Day Life in Shanghai
ID #0001
DAY, Kristen [New York University] kday@nyu.edu, presenting author
LIN, Lin [Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University] Lin.Lin@xjtlu.edu.cn, co-author

Air Pollution Hurts the Consumption Value of Cities: Evidence from Leisure Activities in Beijing
ID #0632
ZHENG, Siqi [DUSP MIT] sqzheng@mit.edu, presenting author
KAHN, Matthew [USC] kahnme@usc.edu, co-author
SUN, Cong [Shanghai University of Finance and Economics] sun.cong@mail.shufe.edu.cn, co-author
WANG, Jianghao [Chinese Academy of Science] wangjh@lreis.ac.cn, co-author
ZHANG, Xiaonan [DUSP MIT] zhangxn@mit.edu, co-author

The Impact of Air Pollution on Property Values: A Case Study of Ozone Level in Harris County, Texas
ID #0711
JIN, Zhonghua [Texas Southern University] tonyjintsu@gmail.com, presenting author
PAN, Qisheng [Texas Southern University] co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado D-LL2
4 PAPERS

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
4.4 Subways, Soccer Moms, and Gender Equality: Investigations Regarding Transportation and Gender

Moderator/Discussant: MCDONALD, Noreen [UNC-Chapel Hill] noreen@unc.edu

Traffic Calming and Participatory Planning in Minority and Low-Income Areas of New York City: Examining Neighborhood Slow Zones
ID #0246
HAGEN, Jonas [Columbia University] jh3301@columbia.edu, presenting author

Do More Accessible and Walkable Built Environments Promote Gender Equality in Household Activity Space Behaviors?
ID #1121
HOUSTON, Douglas [University of California Irvine] houston@uci.edu, presenting author
LO, Ashley (Wan-Tzu) [University of California Irvine] wantzul1@uci.edu, primary author

Transportation, Housing, and Food Expenditure Substitution During the Great Recession: With Special Emphasis on Female-Headed Households
ID #1119
KEITA, Yay [University of Illinois at Chicago] ykeita2@uic.edu, presenting author

Subways and Soccer Moms: An Analysis of Gender and Commuting in the New York Metropolitan Area
ID #0937
MICKLOW, Amanda [Cornell University] acm325@cornell.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado G-LL2
5 PAPERS

5.4 Supporting Aging in Place

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Residential Demand for Walkability and Safety Across Community Settings and Age Groups
ID #0610
YOO, Jeongjae [Texas A&M University] yjj2324@tamu.edu, presenting author
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu, co-author

Complexity and Consensus of the Elderly People’s Daily Trajectories Based on GPS Tracking: A Case Study in the Public Housing Community in Shanghai
ID #0710
HU, Yuting [Tongji University] hyt@tongji.edu.cn, presenting author
BU, Jiattian [Tongji University] 1210126@tongji.edu.cn, primary author
YU, Yiyan [Tongji University] yuyifan@tongji.edu.cn, co-author
SUI, Xin [Tongji University] 1630051@tongji.edu.cn, co-author
ZHU, Feiyang [Tongji University] feiyangzhu@tongji.edu.cn, co-author

Investigating Perceptions and Realities of Living in an Aging-Friendly Suburban Multifamily Community in the U.S.
ID #0881
KIM, Jongwoong [University of Cincinnati] kim2jw@mail.uc.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Exploring the Relationship Between Neighborhood Environment and Aging in Place of the Elderly
ID #1372
KWON, Hyok-Je [University of Florida] penta0684@gmail.com, presenting author

The Spatial Context of Aging-in-Place: Built-Environment Characteristics of the Aging Neighborhoods in Canada
ID #0712
XU, JieLan [University of Toronto] jielan.xu@mail.utoronto.ca, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Independence-LL1
5 PAPERS
5.10 Changing Roles in Governance

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Case of the Vanishing Social Property: How social housing in Canada is changing property relations
ID #1093
COOPER, Sarah [University of Illinois at Chicago] sarah.ev.cooper@gmail.com, presenting author

Understanding Neoliberal Metropolitan-City Building as a Process of Underdevelopment in Black Neighborhoods: The Case of the King Urban Life Community in Buffalo, New York
ID #0561
MILLER, Camden [University at Buffalo, SUNY] camdenmi@buffalo.edu, presenting author
TAYLOR, JR., Henry [University at Buffalo, SUNY] htaylor@buffalo.edu, co-author

Co-opting the Growth Machine: Are Labor Unions Using Environmental Laws to Promote Equitable Growth?
ID #1096
SWAYNE, Madison [University of Southern California] swayne@usc.edu, presenting author
ROSEN, Jovanna [University of Southern California] swayne@usc.edu, co-author
SCHWEITZER, Lisa [University of Southern California] swayne@usc.edu, co-author

Urban Governance and the Restructuring of the Local State under Austerity: The Case of Local Authority Housing and Development Companies in London
ID #1390
BLOOM, Aretousa [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] aretousa.bloom@rutgers.edu, presenting author

Housing and the Trump Administration: At the Abyss?
ID #0685
SCHWARTZ, Alex [The New School] Schwartz@newschool.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Gold Coin-LL1
5 PAPERS

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
5.14 Pre-Organized Session: Rental Housing: New Dynamics in the Market and How to Modernize Federal Programs

Moderator: SANCHEZ-MOYANO, Rocio [University of California, Berkeley] rsanchezmoyano@berkeley.edu
Discussant: REINA, Vincent [University of Pennsylvania] vreina@upenn.edu

Housing Cost Burden in the Housing Choice Voucher Program
ID #0381
DAWKINS, Casey [University of Maryland] dawkins1@umd.edu, presenting author
JEON, Jae Sik [University of Maryland] jsjeon11@umd.edu, co-author

The Impact of the Rise of Housing Search Websites on U.S. Rental Housing Markets
ID #0383
DECKER, Nathaniel [University of California, Berkeley] ndecker@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Mapping Airbnb Usage Across New York City Neighborhoods: Implications for Regulation
ID #0382
LI, Xiaodi [New York University] xl1060@nyu.edu, presenting author
COLES, Peter [Airbnb] peter.coles@airbnb.com, co-author
EGESDAL, Michael [Airbnb] mike.egesdal@airbnb.com, co-author
ELLEN, Ingrid [New York University] , co-author
SUNDARARAJAN, Arun [New York University] digitalarun@nyu.edu, co-author

Reform of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program
ID #0380
MCCLURE, Kirk [University of Kansas] mcclure@ku.edu, presenting author

Single-Family Rentals: A Stepping-Stone to Homeownership or Its Substitute?
ID #0379
SANCHEZ-MOYANO, Rocio [University of California, Berkeley] rsanchezmoyano@berkeley.edu, presenting author
GALANTE, Carol [University of California, Berkeley] carol.galante@berkeley.edu, co-author
REID, Carolina [University of California, Berkeley] c_reid@berkeley.edu, primary author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
5 PAPERS

5.20 Housing Tenure and Affordability

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Effect of Household Debt and Wealth on Subsequent Tenure Choice
ID #0991
HAN, Hye-Sung [University of Missouri-Kansas City] hanhs@umkc.edu, presenting author

Planning for Equitable Neighborhood Development: Local Governance, Community Advocacy, and Residential and Commercial Affordability in 80 U.S. Cities
ID #0256
CASSOLA, Adele [Columbia University] adele.cassola@columbia.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
“The Rent Eats First”: County-level variations in housing-cost burdens for low-income households
ID #1274
PAULSEN, Kurt [University of Wisconsin-Madison] kpaulsen@wisc.edu, presenting author

The Complexity of Affordable Housing Stigma: A Factor Analysis Approach
ID #0120
PRICE, Cody [The Ohio State University] price.644@osu.edu, presenting author
NASAR, Jack [Ohio State University] nasar.1@osu.edu, co-author

How do Households Cope with Rent Burden? A Comparative Analysis of Los Angeles and the Coachella Valley, California
ID #0353
ROSEN, Jovanna [University of Southern California] jovannar@usc.edu, presenting author
ANGST, Sean [University of Southern California] angst@usc.edu, co-author
PAINTER, Gary [University of Southern California] gpainter@usc.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado H-LL2
4 PAPERS

6.5 Responses to Development Issues

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

A unique partnership between community and Local Self-Government in Kerala responds to population aging
ID #0755
MILES, Rebecca [Florida State University] rmiles@fsu.edu, presenting author

Paradigm or Paradox? The ‘Cumbersome Impasse’ of the Participatory Turn in Brazilian Urban Planning
ID #0802
STIPHANY, Kristine [The University of Texas at Austin] kstiphany@utexas.edu, presenting author
FRIENDLY, Abigail [University of Toronto] abigail.friendly@utoronto.ca, primary author

Improving Women's Health & The Environment: Factors Affecting Adoption of "Advanced Cookstoves" and Benefits from Their Adoption in Rural India
ID #0919
ANTHONY, Jerry [University of Iowa] jerry-anthony@uiowa.edu, presenting author

Investigating Compliance: An Examination of Participatory Approaches to Development via the World Bank Inspection Panel
ID #0661
ELGAMAL, Asmaa [MIT] aelgamal@mit.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado I-LL2
5 PAPERS

7.3 Critical Perspectives on Redevelopment and Economic Development

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Moderator/Discussant: PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University] deirdre.pfeiffer@asu.edu

La La Land? On the Perils of Legitimating Land Use Planning by Invoking Economic Development
ID #1446
KILFOIL, Patrick [McGill University] patrick.kilfoil@mail.mcgill.ca, presenting author

* Trying to smart-in-up and cleanup our act by linking regional smart growth planning, brownfields remediation, and urban infill redevelopment in Southern Ontario cities
ID #0488
DE SOUSA, Christopher [Ryerson University] chris.desousa@ryerson.ca, presenting author

An ordinary city: A close reading of planning and policy reports in New Bedford, Massachusetts
ID #0002
HOLLANDER, Justin [Tufts University] justin.hollander@tufts.edu, presenting author

Decision-Making in Planning for Vacant Lots in the Context of Shrinking Cities
ID #0067
HOLLSTEIN, Leah [The University of Cincinnati] hollstlh@ucmail.uc.edu, presenting author

Fact Checking and Mismatching: The Role of Population Projections in Sustainable and Equitable Development of Depopulating Cities
ID #0901
PARK, Yunmi [Auburn University] ympark@auburn.edu, presenting author
HEIM-LAFROMBOIS, Megan E. [Auburn University] meh0085@auburn.edu, co-author
LEE, Jaekyung [Texas A&M University] jaekyunglee@tamu.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado J-LL2
4 PAPERS
10.1 Historical Perspectives on Planning for Social & Environmental Justice

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Comparative Historic Preservation in the Mexico-United States Border Region: The Case of Ciudad Juárez and El Paso
ID #1354
VÁZQUEZ CASTILLO, María Teresa [Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez]
ma.tere.vazquez@gmail.com, presenting author

Contested Ground: The Black Panther Party in Neighborhoods Across America
ID #1101
WARNKEN, Charles G. [University of Oklahoma] cwarnken@ou.edu, presenting author

The Interstate Highway System and the Civil Rights Movement: The Case of Peacock Place, Montgomery, Alabama
ID #0372
RETZLAFF, Rebecca [Auburn University] rcr0001@auburn.edu, presenting author

Ellen Swallow Richards and the "Science of Right Living": Historical foundations for transdisciplinary action research in urban ecology and environmental justice from the 19th Century

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
ID #1272
WALSH, Elizabeth [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] elizabeth.walsh@gmail.com, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Penrose 1-LL1
5 PAPERS
14.1 Transportation Access and Equity

Moderator/Discussant: WOODBURN, Amber [Ohio State University] woodburn.26@osu.edu

Barriers and Motivators to Bike Share Participation: Lessons from Residents of Disadvantaged Communities
ID #1122
BROACH, Joseph [Portland State University] jbroach@pdx.edu, presenting author
DILL, Jennifer [Portland State University] jdill@pdx.edu, co-author
MCNEIL, Nathan [Portland State University] nmcnneil@pdx.edu, co-author

Relationship between Neighborhood Built Environment and Accessibility to Jobs
ID #1385
EOM, Hunjoo [University of Maryland, College Park] hunyjoo43@naver.com, presenting author
ISEKI, Hiroyuki [University of Maryland, College Park] hiseki@umd.edu, co-author

Public schools, transit accessibility, and student performance in two California school districts
ID #0444
KARNER, Alex [Georgia Institute of Technology] alex.karner@design.gatech.edu, presenting author
ERBSTEIN, Nancy [University of California, Davis] nerbstein@ucdavis.edu, co-author

Regional Employment Connectivity and Transit Accessibility Metrics
ID #1237
STEWART, Anson [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ansons@mit.edu, presenting author
ZHAO, Jinhua [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu, co-author

Assessing the Overall Equity of Spatial-Temporal Transit Access to Jobs in Orlando Urban Area, Florida
ID #1108
YANG, Wencui [University of Florida] wyang.084106@ufl.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Matchless-LL1
5 PAPERS
14.2 Travel Modes and Ridership Demand

Moderator/Discussant: SINGLETON, Patrick [Utah State University] patrick.singleton@usu.edu

What Determines Travel Demand by Bus in the United States? A National Study at Metropolitan Statistical Areas Level
ID #0964
ALAM, Bhuiyan [University of Toledo] bhuiyan.alam@utoledo.edu, presenting author
NIXON, Hilary [San Jose State University] hilary.nixon@sjsu.edu, co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
ZHANG, Qiong [Michigan State University] zhangqio@msu.edu, co-author

Representations of Non-Motorized Travel in Travel Demand Models, a State of the Practice
ID #1078
TOTTEN, Joseph [Portland State University] jtotten@pdx.edu, presenting author
CLIFTON, Kelly [Portland State University] kclifton@pdx.edu, co-author
SINGLETON, Patrick [Portland State University] patrick.singleton@pdx.edu, primary author

Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Mixed-mode Trail Traffic: A Performance Assessment of Demand Models
ID #1052
ERMAGUN, Alireza [University of Minnesota] ermag001@umn.edu, presenting author
HADDEN LOH, Tracy [George Washington University] thadden@gmail.com, co-author
LINDSEY, Greg [University of Minnesota] linds301@umn.edu, co-author

Assessment of Direct Ridership Models (DRMs) for Rail Transit in Maryland
ID #0806
LIU, Chao [University of Maryland] cliu8@umd.edu, presenting author
ISEKI, Hiroyuki [University of Maryland, College Park] hiseki@umd.edu, co-author

Forecast to Grow: Evaluation of Strategic Misrepresentation in Aviation Demand Forecasts
ID #0836
SUH, Daniel [University of Pennsylvania] dansuh@design.upenn.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
4 PAPERS
14.18 Pre-Organized Session: Planning in a Brave New World: Data and New Mobilities

Moderator/Discussant: DAVIDSON, Adam [CUNY Graduate Center] adavidson@gradcenter.cuny.edu

Data as the new Infrastructure: ICT and the growth of transport options
ID #0308
DAVIDSON, Adam [CUNY Graduate Center] adavidson@gradcenter.cuny.edu, presenting author

Who Owns the Data: Privatization and Secrecy in Shared Mobility and Vehicle Automation
ID #0309
FISHELSON, James [University of Michigan] jamesfis@umich.edu, presenting author

Planning in the era of big data – lessons from the Transportation Data Collaborative in Seattle and the greater Puget Sound Region
ID #1179
WHITTINGTON, Jan [University of Washington] janwhit@uw.edu, presenting author
SUN, Feiyang [University of Washington] fs377@uw.edu, primary author

Working at Home and Out and About in the City: Remote Work and Daily Transportation Practice
ID #0310
STILES, Jonathan [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jonathan.stiles@rutgers.edu, presenting author
SMART, Mike [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mike.smart@rutgers.edu, co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Thursday, October 12, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Penrose 2-LL1
5 PAPERS
15.3 Culture / History / Place

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Wilderness as a Myth: Improvement, Profit, Health, and Self-Affirmation in Framing Sustainable Urbanism
ID #0385
ADHYA, Anirban [Lawrence Technological University] aadhya@ltu.edu, presenting author

Rustbelt Insurgency and Preservation: How Guerrilla Practices Saved the Blast Furnaces and the Automobile Factory
ID #1316
CAMPO, Daniel [Morgan State University] daniel.campo@morgan.edu, presenting author

Urban Design, Branding, and Historic Preservation in the Last Remaining Film Row Districts
ID #0052
FRANK, Stephanie [University of Missouri-Kansas City] franksb@umkc.edu, presenting author

Defining a Cultural Urban Form and Strategies for Re-urbanization in Emergent Immigrant Communities
ID #0344
LARA, Jesus J. [Ohio State University] lara.13@osu.edu, presenting author

Enhancing cultural aspirations in urban design: the gradual transformation by Indigenous innovation
ID #1186
THOMPSON-FAWCETT, Michelle [University of Otago] mtf@geography.otago.ac.nz, presenting author
BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] Janice.Barry@umanitoba.ca, co-author
KITSON, Alex [University of Otago] kital183@student.otago.ac.nz, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado A-LL2
5 PAPERS
1.2 Infrastructure Vulnerability and Resilience

Moderator/Discussant: MITSOVA-BONEVA, Diana [Florida Atlantic University] dmitsova@fau.edu

A Transportation Network Vulnerability Assessment Model
ID #0024
HWANG, Ha [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] hahwang@buffalo.edu, presenting author
PARK, JiYoung [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] jp292@buffalo.edu, co-author

Framework for Criticality Assessment of Infrastructure Interdependencies to Support Planning for Community Readiness and Resilience
ID #0772

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
MITSOVA-BONEVA, Diana [Florida Atlantic University] dmitsova@fau.edu, presenting author
ESNARD, Ann-Margaret [Georgia State University] aesnard@gsu.edu, co-author
LAMADRID, Alberto [Lehigh University] all512@lehigh.du, co-author
SAPAT, Alka [Florida Atlantic University] asapat@fau.edu, co-author

Does Urban Spatial Structure Affect Urban Seismic Risks? Case Study of Taichung, Taiwan
ID #0623
WANG, Chih-Hao [California State University, Fresno] cwang@csufresno.edu, presenting author

Developing Climate-resilient Networks of Inner-city Transportation: Closing the Loop Between Mitigation and Adaptation
ID #1294
BEHESHTIAN, Arash [Cornell University] ab2348@cornell.edu, presenting author
DONAGHY, Kieran [Cornell University] kpd23@cornell.edu, co-author
GEDDES, Rick [Cornell Program in Infrastructure Policy] rrg@cornell.edu, co-author

How does planned retreat matter? An investigation of sea level rise impacts on land use change and population relocation
ID #0050
SONG, Jie [University of Florida] songjay8@gmail.com, presenting author
FU, Xinyu [University of Florida] xinyufu@ufl.edu, co-author
PENG, Zhong-Ren [University of Florida] zpeng@ufl.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado B-LL2
5 PAPERS
2.2 Pre-Organized Session: Emerging Models of Place-Based Economic and Entrepreneurial Development

Moderator: DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois at Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu
Discussant: DONEGAN, Mary [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mkdonegan@gmail.com

Successes and Challenges in an Innovation District: The Cortex Innovation Community of St. Louis
ID #0056
DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois at Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu, presenting author
KAYANAN, Carla Maria [University of Michigan] kayanan@umich.edu, co-author

Building Cities Like Startups: The Silicon Valley Ethos and its Effect on Economic Development
ID #0058
KAYANAN, Carla Maria [University of Michigan] kayanan@umich.edu, presenting author

Live, Innovate and Play: A Case Study of the Boston Seaport Innovation District
ID #0059
RENSKI, Henry [University of Massachusetts Amherst] hrenski@larp.umass.edu, presenting author
DELCONTE, John [University of Massachusetts Amherst] smallwander@gmail.com, co-author
KAYANAN, Carla Maria [University of Michigan] kayanan@umich.edu, co-author

Just How Innovative are Innovative Districts? Pitfalls in Conflating Process with Outcome
ID #1320

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
POWERS, John [Singapore University of Technology and Design] john_powers@sutd.edu.sg, presenting author

Using Network Analysis to operationalize, measure, analyze, and describe the innovative and dynamic capacity of local/regional milieu: Results from Pittsburgh
ID #0074

RIGOPOLLOU-MELGHER, Aspasia [St. Cloud State University] arigopoulou@stcloudstate.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado C-LL2
4 PAPERS

3.2 Balancing Acts: Examining Interactions Between People, the Built Environment, and Energy Use

Moderator/Discussant: PITT, Damian [Virginia Commonwealth University] dpitt@vcu.edu

Energy Efficiency or Quality of Life: the Paradoxical Effects of Mexico’s Green Mortgage Program
ID #1099
GIOTTONINI BADILLA, M Paloma [University of California Los Angeles (UCLA)] mpgiotto@ucla.edu, presenting author

Influence of Neighborhood Characteristics on Energy Use in Mixed-Use Property
ID #0739
WOO, YoungEun [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] duddms9314@unist.ac.kr, presenting author
CHO, GiHyoug [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] gicho@unist.ac.kr, primary author

Environmental Sustainability, Social Equity and Redistributive Justice: Can Local Energy Initiatives have it all?
ID #0949
ADIL, Ali [University of Texas at Arlington-College of Architecture Planning and Public Affairs (CAPPA)] alimohammed.adil@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author

Urban Form and Residential Energy Consumption: Exploring the seasonal variation of the relationship in Chicago
ID #0215
CHO, Jaewoo [UC Irvine] jaewoo4@uci.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado G-LL2
4 PAPERS

5.5 Post-Disaster Recovery

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Residential Mobility and Permanent Displacement after Disasters: A Systematic Literature Review
ID #0888
SEONG, Kijin [Texas A&M University] urscseong@tamu.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
VAN ZANDT, Shannon [Texas A&M University] svanzandt@tamu.edu, co-author

Social Vulnerability and Local Representation in Disaster Recovery
ID #0875
HAMIDEH, Sara [Iowa State University] shamideh@iastate.edu, presenting author
RONGERUDE, Jane [Iowa State University] jrong@iastate.edu, co-author

The Politics of Community Media in the Post-Disaster City
ID #1077
MEHTA, Aditi [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] aditim@mit.edu, presenting author

ID #0981
WU, Kai [Texas A&M University] kwu@tamu.edu, presenting author
XIAO, Yu [Texas A&M University] yuxiao@tamu.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Independence-LL1
5 PAPERS
5.12 Comparing Local and National Housing Markets

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Price of Opportunity: Land Prices and Opportunity in New York City
ID #0815
KELLY, Nicholas [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] nkelly@mit.edu, presenting author
ELLEN, Ingrid [New York University] ingrid.ellen@nyu.edu, co-author

Displaced Demand and Housing Shortage: Evidence on the Redistribution of Housing Opportunity in U.S. Metropolitan Areas, 2000 to 2015
ID #0700
PARK, JungHo [University of Southern California] junghopa@usc.edu, presenting author
MYERS, Dowell [University of Southern California] dowell@usc.edu, primary author

Local Approaches to Housing in the U.S.
ID #0239
YERENA, Anaid [University of Washington Tacoma] arqanaid@gmail.com, presenting author

Is Density An Antidote to the High Cost of Housing in Rising Markets?
ID #0162
DONG, Hongwei [California State University, Fresno] hdong@csufresno.edu, presenting author

Metropolitan Variation in Housing Filtering: Demographic Forces, New Construction, and Land Use Regulation
ID #0266
MYERS, Dowell [University of Southern California] dowell@usc.edu, presenting author
PARK, JungHo [University of Southern California] junghopa@usc.edu, co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
5.18 Impacts of Gentrification and Neighborhood Change

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

What’s Changing, Who’s Staying, and the Power of Caring: Residents’ Experiences of Gentrification in Anticipation of Transit Oriented Development
ID #0671
GOLDMAN, Laurie [Tufts University] laurie.goldman@tufts.edu, presenting author

Symbols of Gentrification? Making Sense of New Developments in Los Angeles Chinatown
ID #0694
HOM, Laureen [University of California, Irvine] ldhom@uci.edu, presenting author

Studentification, Anchor Institutions, and Neighborhood Change between 1990 and 2014
ID #1194
ETIENNE, Harley [University of Michigan] hfe@umich.edu, presenting author

Machines Learn the Chicago School: A Spatiotemporal Markov Model of Gentrification & Neighborhood Change
ID #1330
KNAAP, Elijah [University of Maryland] eknaap@umd.edu, presenting author
FINIO, Nicholas [University of Maryland, College Park] nfinio@gmail.com, co-author

ID #0113
LEE, Ryun Jung [Texas A&M University] ryunjunglee@gmail.com, presenting author
NEWMAN, Galen [Texas A&M University] gnewman@arch.tamu.edu, co-author

5.21 Prospects for Ethnic Neighborhoods

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Health, Homes and Hard Skills: Immigrants Charting a Course for Community and Economic Development
ID #1425
SWEET, Elizabeth L. [Temple University] elsweet1@gmail.com, presenting author

The Boundaries of Culture: Perceiving and Experiencing Place in Multiethnic Los Angeles
ID #0009
COLLINS, Brady [UCLA] collins.bradyj@gmail.com, presenting author

Home Ties: The Effects and Consequences of Ethnic Neighborhoods and Resources on Housing Choice
ID #0106

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
LEE, C. Aujean [University of California, Los Angeles] aujean@ucla.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado H-LL2
5 PAPERS

6.6 Diffusion of Planning Ideas

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Cooperation and Cross-border Mobility Planning at the U.S.-Mexico Border: Processes and Lessons from Two Recent Projects
ID #0612
PENA, Sergio [El COLEF] spena@colef.mx, presenting author

Native Aspirations & Foreign Plans: A Haitian Planning Herstory of the Long-Term Sociocultural Impacts in Disaster Recovery Efforts
ID #0551
JOSEPH, Sophonie Milande [Columbia University] smj2140@columbia.edu, presenting author

Global Outreach for New Planning Market: Selling Asian Dragons’ Success Stories in Hanoi City, Vietnam
ID #1027
JUNG, Sujee [Rutgers University] jung.suzy@gmail.com, presenting author

“Best” Practices: The Limits to Sharing
ID #1000
LOOYE, Johanna [University of Cincinnati] johanna.looye@uc.edu, presenting author

The Postcard Effect: Emblematic Infrastructures and City Boosterism in Medellin
ID #1412
SOTOMAYOR, Luisa [York University] sotomay@yorku.ca, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado I-LL2
5 PAPERS

7.5 Housing, Affordability, Gentrification, and Race

Moderator/Discussant: JACKSON, April [Florida State University] ajackson5@fsu.edu

Urban Sprawl and Social Vulnerability in Developing Megacities: Evidence from Dhaka
ID #1360
CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign] arnab@illinois.edu, presenting author
DEWAN, Ashraf [Curtin University] A.Dewan@curtin.edu.au, co-author
KASHEM, Md Shakil Bin [University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign] kashem1@illinois.edu, primary author

The Growth Plan for the Toronto Region and the Surge in House Prices and Affordability: Underlying Causes and Potential Solutions

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
AMBORSKI, David [Ryerson University] amborski@ryerson.ca, presenting author

Municipal Responses to a Housing Affordability Crisis: An Analysis of Zoning Changes in Silicon Valley
ID #0263
GABBE, Charles [Santa Clara University] cgabbe@scu.edu, presenting author

The Architecture of Segregation: Public Policy and the Shaping of Separate and Unequal Metropolitan Areas
ID #1167
JARGOWSKY, Paul [Rutgers University - Camden] paul.jargowsky@rutgers.edu, presenting author
ANAKER, Katrin [George Mason University] kanacker@gmu.edu, co-author
WHEELER, Christopher [Rutgers University - Camden] caw206@scarletmail.rutgers.edu, co-author

Resistant to Change: Why Do Some Gentrification-Susceptible Neighborhoods Never Actually Gentrify?
ID #0605
NEMETH, Jeremy [University of Colorado Denver] jeremy.nemeth@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
RIGOLON, Alessandro [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] rigolon@illinois.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado D-LL2
5 PAPERS

8.1 Engaging and Revitalizing Healthy Communities

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Rethinking Environmental Governance to Address America’s Lead Poisoning Epidemic: Planning to Transform Our Toxic Commons
ID #1346
KLEIN-ROSENTHAL, Joyce [Columbia University] jr438@columbia.edu, presenting author

Walking and Safety Perception: The Role of Neighborhood Discordance
ID #1286
YOO, Jeongjae [Texas A&M University] yjj2324@gmail.com, presenting author
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu, co-author

Planning the City of Good (and New) Neighbors: Refugees’ Experiences in the Food Environment in Buffalo, New York
ID #0351
JUDELSON, Alexandra [University at Buffalo] ajudelso@buffalo.edu, presenting author
DEVITO, Rosie [University at Buffalo] roseannd@buffalo.edu, co-author
KHAN, Hijab [Cornell University] hak58@cornell.edu, co-author
KIM, Isok [University at Buffalo] isokkim@buffalo.edu, co-author
OROM, Heather [University at Buffalo] horom@buffalo.edu, co-author
RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] sraja@ubuffalo.edu, co-author

The Difference Community Engagement Makes in Comprehensive Plans: Addressing Health Disparities in California Communities
ID #1310

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
MAIN, Kelly [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] kdmain@calpoly.edu, presenting author

Safety, Comfort, and Attractiveness for Active Commuting to School: Relationship Between Perceived and Objective Measures
ID #1024
NAM, Ji Won [Texas A&M University] jwnam@tamu.edu, presenting author
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu, co-author
LEE, Sungmin [Texas A&M University] saint83@tamu.edu, co-author
MENDOZA, Jason [Seattle Children's Hospital] Jason.Mendoza@seattlechildrens.org, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado J-LL2
4 PAPERS

12.5 Politics, Time and Wisdom in Planning Theory

Moderator/Discussant: YOUNG, Robert [University of Texas at Austin] ryoung@utexas.edu

Planning for (and with) a Sense-of-Time: Theoretical and Practical Considerations
ID #0257
LAURIAN, Lucie [University of Iowa] lucie-laurian@uiowa.edu, presenting author
INCH, Andy [Instituto de Ciências Sociais Universidade de Lisboa] andy.inch@ics.ulisboa.pt, co-author

Designing for Good Judgment: The Case of Ecological Wisdom
ID #0483
FORESTER, John [Cornell University] Jff1@cornell.edu, presenting author

Infrastructure Politics and Tactical “Strange Bedfellow” Coalitions in the United States
ID #0317
TRAPENBERG FRICK, Karen [UC Berkeley] kfrick@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Spectral Time, Archipelagic Utopias, and Planning in the Age of Climate Apocalypse
ID #1357
WADE, Matt [University of California Berkeley] matt.wade@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Penrose 1-LL1
4 PAPERS

14.5 Recent Developments in Bike Share

Moderator/Discussant: SPEARS, Steven [University of Iowa] steven-spears@uiowa.edu

Bike Share in a Co-Evolutionary Framework: Its Role in a Transition to a Sustainable Economy
ID #0783
LINDSEY, Greg [University of Minnesota] linds301@umn.edu, presenting author
WANG, Jueyu [University of Minnesota] wangjueyu0806@gmail.com, co-author

Estimating the Impacts of Capital Bikeshare on Metrorail Ridership in the Washington Metropolitan Area
ID #1209

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
MA, Ting [University of Maryland, College Park] tingma@terpmail.umd.edu, presenting author
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland, College Park] gknaap@umd.edu, co-author

Crowdsourcing Bike Share Station Location: Empty Voices or Powerful Participation?
ID #0008
GRIFFIN, Greg [The University of Texas at Austin] gregpgriffin@utexas.edu, presenting author
JIAO, Junfeng [The University of Texas at Austin] co-author

Do New Bike Share Stations Increase Member Use: A Quasi-Experimental Study
ID #0097
WANG, Jueyu [University of Minnesota] wang5931@umn.edu, presenting author
LINDSEY, Greg [University of Minnesota] linds301@umn.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Matchless-LL1
5 PAPERS

14.6 Built Environment, Road Diets and Behavior

Moderator/Discussant: CAO, Xinyu (Jason) [University of Minnesota] cao@umn.edu

Impacts of the Built Environment on Active Travel: Evidence from 20 US Metropolitan Areas
ID #0775
HANKEY, Steve [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] hankey@vt.edu, presenting author
BUEHLER, Ralph [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] ralphbu@vt.edu, co-author
LE, Huyen [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] huyenle@vt.edu, co-author

What Motivates the Decision to Give Up a Car: The Role of Parking Scarcity
ID #0965
KLEIN, Nicholas [Columbia University] n.klein@columbia.edu, presenting author
SMART, Mike [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] co-author

Evaluating Potential Road Diets: The Benefits of Avoiding Detailed Engineering Analysis
ID #0093
NOLAND, Robert [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] r Roland@rutgers.edu, presenting author

How Much Are Renters Willing to Pay for Neighborhood Walkability?
ID #1300
LI, Wei [Texas A&M University] wli@tamu.edu, presenting author

Going on a Road Diet: The Before-and-After Effects of a 4-Lane to 3-Lane Conversion in San José, California
ID #0399
NIXON, Hilary [San Jose State University] hilary.nixon@sjsu.edu, presenting author
AGRAWAL, Asha [San Jose State University], co-author
SIMONS, Cameron [San Jose State University] cameron8@mac.com, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
4 PAPERS

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
14.15 Smart and Connected Communities

Moderator/Discussant: MCANDREWS, Carolyn [University of Colorado Denver] carolyn.mcandrews@ucdenver.edu

Street Livability, Health, and Humanity in the Age of Driverless Cars: Integrating Transportation, Land Use & Livability
ID #0992
APPLEYARD, Bruce [San Diego State University] bappleyard@mail.sdsu.edu, presenting author

Detecting of Smart and Connected Community: Insight from a Mobility App
ID #1207
ARIO, Ali [The University of Arizona] arian@email.arizona.edu, presenting author
CHIU, Yi-Chang [The University of Arizona] chiu@email.arizona.edu, co-author
ERMAGUN, Alireza [University of Minnesota] co-author

Neighborhoods and Subjective Well-Being: A study from the Twin Cities Metro Area
ID #0268
DAS, Kirti V [University of Minnesota] dasxx054@umn.edu, presenting author
FAN, Yingling [University of Minnesota] yingling@umn.edu, co-author
RAMASWAMI, Anu [University of Minnesota] anu@umn.edu, co-author

Citizen Perceptions of Livability in Oregon: What is the Role of Transportation and Land Use?
ID #0654
PARKER, Robert [University of Oregon] rgp@uoregon.edu, presenting author
LEWIS, Rebecca [University of Oregon] rlewis9@uoregon.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Penrose 2-LL1
5 PAPERS
15.9 Pre-Organized Session: Street Life: Is Neighborhood-Serving Retail Still Viable?

Moderator/Discussant: TALEN, Emily [University of Chicago] talen@uchicago.edu

The Rise and Fall of Neighborhood Retail: A Century of Locational, Cultural and Economic Patterns of Retail Transformation in the United States and Europe
ID #0128
KICKERT, Conrad [University of Cincinnati] conrad.kickert@uc.edu, presenting author

Accessible and Complete Neighborhood Business Districts for Sustainable and Healthy Neighborhoods
ID #0130
MEHTA, Vikas [University of Cincinnati] vikas.mehta@uc.edu, presenting author
MAHATO, Binita [University of Cincinnati] ar.binita.mahato@gmail.com, co-author

Different but not Dead: Rethinking Neighborhood Retail
ID #0126
TALEN, Emily [University of Chicago] talen@uchicago.edu, presenting author

Diversity Sells? The Role of Immigrant Businesses in Sustaining Neighborhood Retail Strips
ID #0127

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
ZHUANG, Zhixi Cecilia [Ryerson University] zczhuang@ryerson.ca, presenting author

The “Place” of Retail Performance: Examining the Relationship Between Walkability and the Sales Performance of Retail Businesses
ID #0129
CREDIT, Kevin [Michigan State University] creditke@msu.edu, presenting author
MACK, Elizabeth [Michigan State University] emack@msu.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Colorado G-LL2
5 PAPERS
5.6 Pre-Organized Session: Migrants' Spaces and Rights to/in the City: Organized by the Mellon Humanities + Urbanism + Design Initiative at Penn

Moderator: AL, Stefan [University of Pennsylvania] stefanal@design.upenn.edu
Discussant: IRAZABA, Clara [University of Missouri, Kansas City] irazabalzuritac@umkc.edu

China's Migrants' Spaces: Urban Villages and City Development
ID #0087
AL, Stefan [University of Pennsylvania] stefanal@design.upenn.edu, presenting author

Recognizing Refugee Agency in Urban Production and Planning Implications
ID #0091
FAWAZ, Mona [American University of Beirut] mf05@aub.edu.lb, presenting author

Migrants' Right to the City in Spain
ID #0502
GONICK, Sophie [New York University] sophie.gonick@nyu.edu, presenting author

Immigrant Inclusive Communities
ID #0090
STEIL, Justin [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] steil@mit.edu, presenting author

The Sanctuary City: Social Movements, Migration and Development, c.1979-Present
ID #0088
VITIELLO, Domenic [University of Pennsylvania] vitiello@design.upenn.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Independence-LL1
5 PAPERS
5.13 Emerging Housing Market Trends and Interactions

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Promise and Perils of Portland's Accessory Dwelling Units: A Survey of Owners and Tenants
ID #1432
GEBHARDT, Matthew [Portland State University] mfg@pdx.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Do Housing Downturns Help Political Challengers Win Elections? Evidence from Maricopa County, Arizona
ID #0753
PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University] Deirdre.Pfeiffer@asu.edu, presenting author
SCHAFRAN, Alex [University of Leeds] schafran@gmail.com, co-author
WEGMANN, Jake [The University of Texas at Austin] jakewegmann@gmail.com, co-author

Homeownership Delays and Neighborhood Characteristics: Does Quality of Life Explain Postponements among “Owner-Ready” Families?
ID #1325
GHORBANI, Pooya [The New School] ghorp982@newschool.edu, presenting author

Packed In and Pushed Out: Causes and Consequences of the Housing Shortfall in US Metro Areas
ID #0904
MAWHORTER, Sarah [University of California, Berkeley] smawhort@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Back to the City: Exploring Differences in the Location Choice Patterns among Millennials
ID #0617
SHIN, Jaeyong [University of Illinois at Chicago] jshin75@uic.edu, presenting author
TILAHUN, Nebiyou [University of Illinois at Chicago] ntilahun@uic.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Gold Coin-LL1
5 PAPERS
5.19 Assessing Neighborhood Structure

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Beyond Gentrification: Shifting Neighborhood Hierarchies in American Metropolitan Areas
ID #0988
DAMIANO, Anthony [University of Minnesota] damia025@umn.edu, presenting author

Has Phoenix Risen? Examining the Revitalization of Downtown Phoenix
ID #1149
EHLENZ, Meagan [Arizona State University] meagan.ehlenz@asu.edu, presenting author

Emerging Strategic Sites: Neighborhood Socioeconomic Change in Emerging Global Cities of the U.S.
ID #0698
FOOTE, Nathan [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] nathan.foote@rutgers.edu, presenting author

Is Suburban Sprawl Declining in Canadian Metropolitan Areas? – Implications of Recent Growth Trends on Density and Housing Affordability
ID #0850
HAN, Albert [University of Calgary] albert.han@ucalgary.ca, presenting author

Sell Out to Push Out: Untangling the Relationship Between Multifamily Property Sales and Displacement Risks
ID #0284
SUNG, Seyoung [Portland State University] seyoung@pdx.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
BATES, Lisa [Portland State University] lkbates@pdx.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
5 PAPERS
5.22 Housing in International Cities

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Time to Change or Time to Persevere? Thinking About Housing, Mobility and Social Function of Urban Property in Brazil
ID #0720
DE ARAUJO LIMA, Cristina [Universidade Federal do Paraná] cristinadearaujolima@gmail.com, presenting author

The Efficiency and Equity Issues in China’s Housing Provident Fund: Evidence from Seven Cities
ID #0575
YAN, Xiang [University of Michigan] jacobyan@umich.edu, presenting author
DENG, Lan [University of Michigan] landeng@umich.edu

Forced Evictions in Brazil and South Africa: Negotiating MDG 7 and Globalization
ID #1296
REDDEN, Tyeshia [University of Florida] tredden@ufl.edu, presenting author

Urban Conservation for Cultural Heritage? Sociopolitical Struggles in "Development with Dignity" for Seoul's Last Shantytown
ID #0842
CHOO, Soyoon [University of Southern California] soyoonch@usc.edu, presenting author

Social Capital and Community Building in a Korean Chinese Enclave in Seoul
ID #0442
JUN, Hee-Jung [Sungkyunkwan University] hjun@skku.edu, presenting author
JEONG, Hyun [Sungkyunkwan University] hyun9009@naver.com, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Colorado H-LL2
5 PAPERS
6.7 Integral Urbanism: Prospects and Challenges

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Rapid Urbanization and the Need for Sustainable Transportation Policies in Jakarta
ID #0205
RUKMANA, Deden [Savannah State University] rukmanad@savannahstate.edu, presenting author

The Elusive Rainbow City: Segregationist Pressures on Spaces of Social Mixing in Johannesburg
ID #1239
COMANDON, Andre [UCLA Department of Urban Planning] acomandon@ucla.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Neighborhood-Scale Social Infrastructure and Social Integration of Migrant Population in China: Evidence from a Twelve-City Migrant Survey
ID #1158
LIU, Zhilin [Tsinghua University] zhilinliu@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn, presenting author

Land Management Tools, Real Estate Markets and Bus Rapid Transit Investments: Examining the Effects of Land Readjustment Measures of “Partial Plans” in Bogota, Colombia
ID #1157
VERGEL-TOVAR, C. Erik [Universidad del Rosario] erik.vergel@urosario.edu.co, presenting author
ROJAS-EBERHARD, Maria Cristina [Independent consultant and researcher]
mario_cristina_rojas@yahoo.com, co-author

Urbanization and Political Trust: The Case of Chinese Rural-Urban Migrants
ID #1303
ZHANG, Chen [University of Minnesota] zhan3373@umn.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Colorado I-LL2
4 PAPERS
7.6 All Over the Map: The Administration of Zoning and Urban Form

Moderator/Discussant: WHITTMORE, Andrew [University of North Carolina] awhittem@email.unc.edu

Exceptions as Planning: Quantitative Analysis of Zoning Relief and Rezonings in New York City, 1998 - 2016
ID #0286
FISCHER, Lauren [Columbia University] laf2153@gmail.com, presenting author
BAIRD-ZARS, Bernadette [Columbia University + Alarife Urban Associates] bvb2108@columbia.edu, co-author
STAHL, Valerie [Columbia University] valerie.stahl@columbia.edu, co-author

Impact Evaluation of New York City Community Board Recommendations in Uniform Land Use Review Procedure
ID #1113
BAE, Hyun Hye [Columbia University, GSAPP] hb2455@columbia.edu, presenting author

Can Increasing Regulatory Certainty Through ‘Codification’ of Development Rights Support Increased and More Diverse Housing Supply?
ID #1049
GILBERT, Catherine [University of Sydney] catherine.gilbert@sydney.edu.au, presenting author
GURRAN, Nicole [University of Sydney] nicole.gurran@sydney.edu.au, co-author

Location-Dependent Spatial Patterns, Urban Structure, and Institutional Mechanism of Urban Sprawl in China: Evidence from the City of Wuhan
ID #1305
ZHU, Jiren [National University of Singapore] jzhu@u.nus.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Colorado C-LL2

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
5 PAPERS

8.2 Tools and Resources to Assess and Develop Healthy Places

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The New Norms of Food Waste at the Curb: Evidence-Based Policy Tools to Help Close the Food Systems Loop
ID #0560
GEISLAR, Sally [Yonsei University] sgeislar@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author

Healthy Planning Metrics
ID #1241
RICKLIN, Anna [American Planning Association] aricklin@planning.org, presenting author
SHAH, Sagar [University of Cincinnati] shahsr@mail.uc.edu, primary author

Stress Experiences in Neighborhood and Social Environments Study (SENSES): A pilot study to incorporate biometric sensing into community-engaged assessments of the built environment
ID #0935
CHRISINGER, Benjamin [Stanford University] chrisinger@stanford.edu, presenting author
KING, Abby [Stanford University] king@stanford.edu, co-author

Geospatial Dimension for Active Living: Jacksonville (FL) Case Study
ID #0014
NOH, Soowoong [University of Florida] nswscott@ufl.edu, presenting author

Food Security, Critical Infrastructure and Natural Hazards: A Link Between Engineering and Planning Methods
ID #0917
PEREZ, Maria [Texas A&M University] mariapaulap21@gmail.com, presenting author
PEACOCK, Walter [Texas A&M University] peacock@tamu.edu, co-author
ROSENHEIM, Nathanael [Texas A&M University] nrosenheim@arch.tamu.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Colorado D-LL2

4 PAPERS

9.13 Pre-Organized Session: Community Planning as a Tool for Understanding Democratic Participation

Moderator/Discussant: GRAHAM, Leigh [John Jay College, CUNY] lgraham@jjay.cuny.edu

An EPIC Buzz for a Change
ID #0141
BORN, Branden [University of Washington] bborn@uw.edu, presenting author
SCHLOSSBERG, Marc [University of Oregon] schlossb@uoregon.edu, co-author

Perceptions of Democratic Participation from Student Engagement in NYC Community Meetings
ID #0142
GRAHAM, Leigh [John Jay College-CUNY] lgraham@jjay.cuny.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Writing Neighborhood Wikihistory: Wikipedia as a Pedagogical Tool to Teach Planning History and Democratize Knowledge
ID #0140
KENITZER, Zachary [Ohio State University] kenitzer.1@osu.edu, presenting author

Teaching Environmental Planning Using Case Studies Linked to Field Trips
ID #0146
PAGE, G. William [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] gpage@buffalo.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Colorado J-LL2
5 PAPERS
13.2 Opportunity and Access across space: Equity and Regional Development

Moderator: HARPER-ANDERSON, Elsie [Virginia Commonwealth University] elharperande@vcu.edu
Discussant: SANDOVAL, Gerardo [University of Oregon] gsando@uoregon.edu

The Housing Cost Impacts of Urban Containment in Portland, Oregon
ID #0548
MILDNER, Gerard [Portland State University] mildnerg@pdx.edu, presenting author

Equity, Opportunity, and the Regional Planning Process
ID #0349
FINIO, Nicholas [University of Maryland, College Park] nfinio@gmail.com, presenting author
DAWKINS, Casey [University of Maryland, College Park] dawkins1@umd.edu, co-author
KNAAP, Eli [University of Maryland, College Park] eknaap@umd.edu, co-author
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland, College Park] gknaap@umd.edu, co-author
LUNG-AMAM, Willow [University of Maryland, College Park] lungamam@umd.edu, co-author

Bridging the Ecosystem Divide: Marginalization Across Space, Race and Industry in Regional Entrepreneurial Ecosystems
ID #1434
HARPER-ANDERSON, Elsie [Virginia Commonwealth University] elharperande@vcu.edu, presenting author

Job Accessibility, Race/Ethnicity, and Employment: Revisiting the Space versus Race Debate in the New Era
ID #0148
HU, Lingqian [University of Wisconsin Milwaukee] hul@uwm.edu, presenting author

The Failure of Smart Growth in Toronto: The Impossibility of Sustainability Without Equity
ID #0570
KRAMER, Anna [University of Toronto] anna.kramer@gmail.com, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Penrose 1-LL1
5 PAPERS

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
14.4 Bicycling and Its Related Issues: Safety, Modeling and Accessibility

Moderator/Discussant: BROACH, Joseph [Portland State University] jbroach@pdx.edu

Joint Analysis of the Impacts of Built Environment on Bike Sharing Station Capacity and Gender-Specific Trip Attractions
ID #1218
CHEN, Yu-Jen [Ohio State University] chen.1571@osu.edu, presenting author
AKAR, Gulsah [Ohio State University] co-author
WANG, Kailai [The Ohio State University] co-author

Modeling Non-motorized Accessibility in Developing Countries
ID #1369
KRIZEK, Kevin [University of Colorado Boulder] kjkrizek@gmail.com, presenting author
BOTERO FERNANDEZ, Veronica [Universidad Nacional de Colombia] vbotero@unal.edu.co, co-author
DUQUE, Juan Carlos [Universidad EAFIT] jduquecl@eafit.edu.co, co-author
OSPINA ZAPATA, Juan Pablo [Universidad Nacional de Colombia] juanp.ospina@gmail.com, co-author

Examining the Influence of the Environmental and Socio-economic Factors on Bicycle Commuting Patterns in Charlottesville, VA
ID #0812
JIANG, Zhiqiu [University of Virginia] zj3av@virginia.edu, presenting author
HUANG, Guoping [University of Virginia] ghuang@virginia.edu, co-author

Bicycle Route Preferences of University Commuters Revealed by Smart-Phone GPS Data: Safe, Separated, Fluid, and Green
ID #0980
PARK, Yujin [Ohio State University] park.2329@osu.edu, presenting author
AKAR, Gulsah [Ohio State University] akar.3@osu.edu, co-author

Street Intersection Characteristics and Their Impacts on Perceived Bicycling Safety
ID #0601
WANG, Kailai [The Ohio State University] wang.7684@osu.edu, presenting author
AKAR, Gulsah [Ohio State University] akar.3@osu.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Matchless-LL1
5 PAPERS

14.8 Transportation for Older Drivers

Moderator/Discussant: ROSENBOOM, Sandi [University of Texas] sroenbloom@utexas.edu

A Hotspot Analysis of Fatal Crashes Among Older Drivers: An Identification of High Risk Locations in the State of Florida
ID #1270
HAKIM, Nahal [University of Florida] nahalhakim@ufl.edu, presenting author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Modeling the Presence of Older Adults within US Transit Station Areas
ID #0424
DUNCAN, Michael [Florida State University] mdduncan@fsu.edu, presenting author
HORNER, Mark [Florida State University] mhorner@fsu.edu, co-author
VALDEZ-TORRES, Yazmin [Florida State University] yjv11@my.fsu.edu, co-author
WOOD, Brittany [Florida State University] bsw05@fsu.edu, co-author

Non-White Older Adults and Bike Share: Is There Potential?
ID #0464
HOWLAND, Steven [Portland State University] showland@pdx.edu, presenting author
BROACH, Joseph [Portland State University] jbroach@pdx.edu, co-author
DILL, Jennifer [Portland State University] jdill@pdx.edu, co-author
MACARTHUR, John [Portland State University] jhmacart@pdx.edu, co-author
MCNEIL, Nathan [Portland State University] nmcn@pdx.edu, co-author

The Impact of Health Conditions on Senior Driving: A National-Level Longitudinal Study Using the Health and Retirement Study (HRS)
ID #0576
WANG, Xize [University of Southern California] xizewang@usc.edu, presenting author

Transportation Preferences and Perceptions of Older Adults in a Mid-Sized City: The Case of Tallahassee, Florida
ID #0016
WOOD, James [Florida State University] jpw14@my.fsu.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
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14.20 Transportation Safety

Moderator/Discussant: SPEARS, Steven [University of Iowa] steven-spears@uiowa.edu

Systemic Analysis for Identifying High Risk Traffic Crash Locations in Small and Rural Communities in Florida
ID #0549
XU, Xingjing [University of Florida] a_xuxinjing@hotmail.com, presenting author
AGARWAL, Nitin [University of Florida] nithin.agarwal@ufl.edu, co-author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, co-author
GOODKNIGHT, John [independent researcher] johnngoodknight@gmail.com, co-author
HAKIM, Nahal [University of Florida] nahalhakim@ufl.edu, co-author
SRINIVASAN, Sivaramakrishnan [University of Florida] siva@ce.ufl.edu, co-author

Transportation Safety Evaluation using Data Envelopment Analysis: A Case Study of Miami, Florida
ID #1224
GU, Zongni [University of Florida] gznleo@ufl.edu, presenting author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, co-author

Built Environmental Factors to the Spatiotemporal Patterns of Pedestrian Collisions: An Application of Big Data
ID #0023

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
KIM, Dohyung [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] dohyungkim@cpp.edu, presenting author

Street Safety, Local Revenues and Race: Understanding Implications for Traffic Enforcement
ID #1146
KING, David [Arizona State University] david.a.king@asu.edu, presenting author

Unjust Risk: An Environmental Justice Perspective on Cyclist Safety
ID #0906
PIATKOWSKI, Daniel [University of Nebraska Lincoln] dpiatkowski2@unl.edu, presenting author
MANAUGH, Kevin [McGill University] kevin.manaugh@mcgill.ca, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Penrose 2-LL1
5 PAPERS
15.25 Pre-Organized Session: Planning Diverse and Multi-Generational Cities

Moderator: SEVERCAN, Yucel Can [Middle East Technical University] csevercan@yahoo.com
Discussant: MILES, Rebecca [Florida State University] rmiles@fsu.edu

Designing for Diversity: An Empirical Study of Urban Parks in Cincinnati, OH
ID #0831
MAHATO, Binita [University of Cincinnati] ar.binita.mahato@gmail.com, presenting author
MEHTA, Vikas [University of Cincinnati] mehtava@ucmail.uc.edu, primary author

Children’s Residential Satisfaction in Different Mass Housing Estates in Ankara
ID #0234
SEVERCAN, Yucel [Middle East Technical University] csevercan@yahoo.com, presenting author

Human Scale in Urban Design: The Dilemma of Social Construction versus Universality
ID #1090
STERNBERG, Ernest [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] ezs@buffalo.edu, presenting author

Planning Across Generations
ID #0235
WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University] mew15@cornell.edu, presenting author
ZHANG, Xue [Cornell University] xz435@cornell.edu, co-author

Engaging Community and Youth in Citywide Schoolyard Planning and Design
ID #1199
YOST, Bambi [Iowa State University] byost@iastate.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Colorado B-LL2
3 PAPERS
2.3 Pushing the Boundaries of Urban Manufacturing and The Maker Economy

Moderator/Discussant: NELSON, Marla [University of New Orleans] mmelson@uno.edu

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Measuring the Maker Movement in the Heartland
ID #0423
BOYLE, Robin [Wayne State University] r.boyle@wayne.edu, presenting author

Appetite for Growth: Challenges to Scale for Food Makers in Three U.S. Cities
ID #0686
SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University] gschrock@pdx.edu, presenting author
DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu, co-author
WOLF-POWERS, Laura [Center for Urban Research, City University of New York Graduate Center] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu, co-author

Urban Manufacturing and the Post Industrial City: A Case Study of St Louis, Missouri
ID #1249
COFFIN, Sarah [Saint Louis University] coffinsl@slu.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Colorado C-LL2
4 PAPERS

3.4 Sea Level Rise Adaptation: Collaboration, Mapping, Economics, and Infrastructure

Moderator/Discussant: GREVE, Adrienne [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] agreve@calpoly.edu

Transformation: From Protective Infrastructure to Multi-Functional Landscapes
ID #0161
HIRSCHFELD, Daniella [UC Berkeley] daniellah@berkeley.edu, presenting author
HILL, Kristina [UC Berkeley] kzhill@berkeley.edu, co-author

Landowner Reactions to Coastal Saltwater Intrusion: Creating A Typology for Mapping Future Vulnerability
ID #0792
BENDOR, Todd [University of North Carolina] bendor@unc.edu, presenting author
VITRO, Kristen [University of North Carolina] kvitro@live.unc.edu, co-author

Minding the Science to Policy Gap: Boundary Organization-Mediated Collaborative Development of Coastal Adaptation Guidance in New Jersey
ID #0105
CAMPO, Matthew [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] matt.campo@gmail.com, presenting author
ANDREWS, Clinton [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] clintonjandrews@gmail.com, co-author
AUERMULLER, Lisa [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] auermull@marine.rutgers.edu, co-author
BUCHANAN, Maya K. [Princeton University] mayakb@princeton.edu, co-author
HERB, Jeannie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jherb@ejb.rutgers.edu, co-author
KAPLAN, Marjorie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mbk@envsci.rutgers.edu, co-author
KOPP, Robert E. [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] robert.kopp@rutgers.edu, co-author

Assessing the Economic Costs of Sea-Level Rise and Benefits of Adaptation: A Spatiotemporal Approach

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
4.7 Participation, Inclusion and Voice in Planning

Moderator/Discussant: GONZALEZ, Erualdo Romero [California State University, Fullerton] egonzalez@fullerton.edu

A Child’s View on the City: Planner’s Diagnostics
ID #0863
STAV, Tamy [Lerman Architects and Urban Planners] tamystav@gmail.com, presenting author
BEN DAVID, Moshe [Cassuto Ben David Architecture] studio@cbd-arch.com, co-author

Deportability & Community Engagement: Lessons from Los Angeles and Albuquerque
ID #1095
ERICKSON, Emily [UCLA] ejerickson@ucla.edu, presenting author

Community Immersion, Trust-building, and Recruitment among Hard to Reach Populations: A Case Study of Muslim Women in the Detroit Metro Area
ID #0787
MOHEBBI, Mehri [Planning Communities & University of Cincinnati] mohebbmi@mail.uc.edu, presenting author
CHIFOS, Carla [University of Cincinnati] chifosc@ucmail.uc.edu, co-author
LINDERS, Annulla [University of Cincinnati] lindera@ucmail.uc.edu, co-author

Taking the Meeting to the Public: Participation, Inclusion, and Voice in Planning with Diverse Communities
ID #0697
RONGERUDE, Jane [Iowa State University] jrong@iastate.edu, presenting author

5.7 Responding to Hazards and Hazard Events

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Social Vulnerability and Low-Income Housing Programs: Evaluating the Challenges in Multi-Hazard Environments of Rapidly Growing Metro Areas
ID #1235
KASHEM, Shakil [The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] kashem1@illinois.edu, presenting author

Temporal Patterns of Housing and Shelter Needs during 2015 Texas Flooding
ID #0649

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
LEE, Jee Young [The Ohio State University] jlee.tamu@gmail.com, presenting author
BAME, Sherry [Texas A&M University] sherry.bame@gmail.com, co-author

How Seniors Living in Public Housing Cope with Heat Waves
ID #0880
TSOULOU, Ioanna [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] cja1@rutgers.edu, presenting author
ANDREWS, Clinton [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] clintonjandrews@gmail.com, co-author
HE, Ruikang [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] rh513@scarletmail.rutgers.edu, co-author
MAINE LIS, Gediminas [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mainelis@envsci.rutgers.edu, co-author
SENICK, Jennifer [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jsenick@rutgers.edu, co-author

Hurricane Sandy’s Impact on the Housing Market in New York City
ID #1287
ZHANG, Yang [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] yang08@vt.edu, presenting author
BORATE, Aishwarya [Virginia Tech] baish94@vt.edu, co-author
BUCHANAN, Emma [Virginia Tech] emmak8@vt.edu, co-author
ZOBEL, Christopher [Virginia Tech] czobel@vt.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Independence-LL1
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5.11 Pre-Organized Session: Past, Present and Future: The Evolution of Public Housing in the U.S.

Moderator: ALLEN, Ryan [University of Minnesota] allen650@umn.edu
Discussant: KLEIT, Rachel [The Ohio State University] kleit.1@osu.edu

The New Deal, Legislative Intent and the First Public Housing Residents in New York City
ID #0163
ALLEN, Ryan [University of Minnesota] allen650@umn.edu, presenting author
VAN RIPER, David [University of Minnesota] vanriper@umn.edu, co-author

Defending Glendale: Public Housing Tenants' Resistance to RAD Conversion
ID #0166
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@umn.edu, presenting author

Cities of Stars: Urban Renewal, HOPE VI, and the Changing Constellations of Poverty Governance
ID #0164
VALE, Lawrence [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ljvale@mit.edu, presenting author

Preserved for Posterity: Public Housing Redevelopment and Replacement in HOPE VI
ID #0165
SHAMSUDDIN, Shomon [Tufts University] shomon.shamsuddin@tufts.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Gold Coin-LL1
4 PAPERS

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
5.16 Prospects for Shrinking Cities

**Moderator/Discussant: TBD**

Location Affordability in U.S. Shrinking Cities  
ID #0803  
GANNING, Joanna [Cleveland State University] j.ganning@csuohio.edu, presenting author  
TIGHE, Rosie [Cleveland State University] j.l.tighe@csuohio.edu, primary author

Rational and Equitable: A Framework for Social Equity in Distressed Cities  
ID #1181  
KNIGHT, Jason [SUNY Buffalo State] knightjc@buffalostate.edu, presenting author  
BUKI, Charles [czb llc] cbuki@czb.org, co-author

Should We Be Worried About “Owner Unoccupied Housing” in Large US Cities?  
ID #1302  
WEGMANN, Jake [The University of Texas at Austin] jagw@utexas.edu, presenting author

Prosperous Shrinking Cities: Oxymoron or Reality?  
ID #0895  
HARTT, Maxwell [University of Toronto] m.hartt@utoronto.ca, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM  
Nat Hill-3rdFL  
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5.24 Neighborhoods and Crime

**Moderator/Discussant: TBD**

Legal Weed and Race: An Examination of Hiring Practices and Location Characteristics of Marijuana Dispensaries in Denver, Seattle, and Portland  
ID #1014  
BAKER, Dwayne [University of South Carolina] bakerdm6@mailbox.sc.edu, presenting author  
CARPENTER, Nichelle [University of South Carolina] Nichelle.Carpenter@moore.sc.edu, co-author

Perceptions of (In)security and Fear of Crime in the Face of Urban Renewal: A Case Study of a Diverse Inner City Neighborhood  
ID #0470  
TORRES, Ariam [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] ariam.luis.tc@gmail.com, presenting author  
ORTIZ, Alisa [University of Puerto Rico] alisa.ortiz@upr.edu, co-author  
SANTIAGO, Luis [University of Puerto Rico] santiago.luis47@gmail.com, co-author

The Space of Place Attachment: Brazilian Informal Settlements and Crime  
ID #1236  
FURTADO, Lara [University of Massachusetts Amherst] larasfur@gmail.com, presenting author  
MONTENEGRO-MENEZES, Flavia [University of Massachusetts Amherst] flaviamonttm@larp.umass.edu, co-author  
RENSKI, Henry [University of Massachusetts Amherst] hrenski@umass.edu, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Impact of Crime on Housing price: A Longitudinal Analysis of the City of Miami
ID #0730
GANAPATI, Sukumar [Florida International University] ganapati@fiu.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Colorado H-LL2
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6.10 Decentralized Governance

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

(De)Centralization of Planning Authority and Uneven Community Responses to State-led Redevelopment: An Analysis of Three Urban Renewal Projects in Turkey
ID #1171
AY, Deniz [The Ohio State University] ay.2@osu.edu, presenting author

Did Korean Authoritarian Regime Enhance Community Resilience of Rural Villages? Multi-scale Assessment of Demographic and Ecological Resilience
ID #0062
KIM, Chung Ho [University of Washington] charisut@uw.edu, presenting author

Village Governance Reform and Development in Indonesia
ID #0769
KOBAYASHI, Hisako [Oriental Consultants Global] kobayashi-hs@oriconsul.com, presenting author

Overcoming Limits of Decentralization for Adaptive Governance: The Relevance of Regional Planning Theory to Institution Building Problems Across Rural to Urban Mountain Landscapes in the Americas
ID #1410
PINEL, Sandra [Antioch University New England] spinel@antioch.edu, presenting author
LOPEZ, Fausto [Universidad Tecnica Particular de Loja] flopez@utpl.edu.ec, co-author
PERALVO, Manuel [CONSESAN] manuel.peralvo@condesan.org, co-author
S DE ALMEIDA, Paulo [Universidad de Sao Paulo, Brazil] psalmeida@usp.br, co-author
TORRES LIMA, Pablo Alberto [Universidad Metropolitano Mexico] ptorres@correo.xoc.uam.mx, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Colorado I-LL2
2 PAPERS
7.8 Disaster and Resilience

Moderator/Discussant: BUCKMAN, Stephen [University of Southern Florida] sbuckman@usf.edu

Role of Floodplain Buyouts in Post-Disaster Economic Resilience: Comparative Case Study of African-American Communities in Eastern North Carolina
ID #0807
MARTIN, Amanda [UNC-Chapel Hill] awm@live.unc.edu, presenting author

Local Land Use Policies for Community Resilience
ID #0536

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
ALI, Amal K. [Salisbury University] akali@salisbury.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Penrose 1-LL1
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9.4 Planning Scholarship: Getting Cited, Evaluated and Mentored

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

A Proposal for Using a Program Theory Model in Planning Education Program Evaluations.
ID #0346
GROOMS, Wes [University of Louisville] wes.grooms@louisville.edu, presenting author

Why Some Articles in Planning Journals Get Cited More than Others
ID #0104
STEVENS, Mark [University of British Columbia] xstevens@mail.ubc.ca, presenting author
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu, co-author
TIAN, Guang [University of Utah] guang.tian@utah.edu, co-author

Teaching Outside the Planning Curriculum: An Assessment of Mentoring Practices
ID #0609
WILLSON, Richard [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] rwwillson@cpp.edu, presenting author
ALBRECTh, Bobbie [American Planning Association] balbrecht@planning.org, co-author
SCHERR, Robin [Robin Scherr Consulting] rdscherr1@gmail.com, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Colorado J-LL2
3 PAPERS
11.1 Pre-Organized Session: Human Rights and the City

Moderator: AGRAWAL, Sandeep [University of Alberta] sagrawal@ualberta.ca
Discussant: TBD

The Constitutional Right to Housing: A Global Survey of the Wording of Constitutional Documents
ID #0045
ALTERMAN, Rachelle [Technion - Israel Institute of Technology] alterman@technion.ac.il, presenting author
OREN, Michelle [Technion - Israel Institute of Technology] michelle.oren@gmail.com, co-author

The Local: Infrastructure and Human Rights
ID #0046
NIEMEIER, Deb [University of California] dniemeier@ucdavis.edu, presenting author

Human Rights and Municipal Planning in Cities and Rural Counties in Canada
ID #0044
AGRAWAL, Sandeep [University of Alberta] sagrawal@ualberta.ca, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
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14.12 Issues in Freight Transportation

Moderator/Discussant: KING, David [Arizona State University] david.a.king@asu.edu

Exploring On-demand Trip Chains for Restaurant Food Delivery: Planning Implications and Case Studies in Chicago
ID #0679
CHEN, Xiaochen [University of Illinois at Chicago] xchen203@uic.edu, presenting author
AI, Ning [University of Illinois at Chicago] ain@uic.edu, co-author
ZHENG, Junjun [University of Illinois at Chicago] j.j.zheng2012@gmail.com, co-author

Electronic Retail Effects on Airports and the Geography of Air Cargo
ID #0852
HYLTON, Peter [Georgia Institute of Technology] peter.hylton@gatech.edu, presenting author
ROSS, Catherine [Georgia Institute of Technology], co-author

Analyzing the Impact of Truck Traffic on Small Town and Rural Air Quality and Health
ID #1161
ROSS, Catherine [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@design.gatech.edu, presenting author
AMEKUDZI, Adjo [Georgia Institute of Technology] adjo.amekudzi@cc.gatech.edu, co-author
GUHATHAKURTA, Subhro [Georgia Institute of Technology] subhro.guhathakurta@design.gatech.edu, co-author
HYLTON, Peter [Georgia Institute of Technology] peter.hylton@gmail.com, co-author
WELCH, Timothy [Georgia Institute of Technology] timothy.welch@design.gatech.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Matchless-LL1
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14.22 Activity and Travel Patterns

Moderator/Discussant: RALPH, Kelcie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
kelcie.ralph@ejb.rutgers.edu

Are Long Commutes Short on Benefits? Commute Duration and Well-Being
ID #0490
MORRIS, Eric [Clemson University] emorri7@clemson.edu, presenting author, primary author
ZHOU, Ying [Clemson University] yzhou9@g.clemson.edu

Exploring Travel Affinity Associated with Travel Modes and Multitasking
ID #0339
LE, Huyen [Virginia Tech] hueynle@vt.edu, presenting author
BUEHLER, Ralph [Virginia Tech] ralphbu@vt.edu, co-author
FAN, Yingling [University of Minnesota] yingling@umn.edu, co-author
GLASGOW, Trevin [Virginia Tech] trevin@vt.edu, co-author
HANKEY, Steve [Virginia Tech] hankey@vt.edu, co-author

Making Use of the Commute: Travel-Based Multitasking in Portland, Oregon

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
ID #0103
SINGLETON, Patrick [Portland State University] patrick.singleton@pdx.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 2:45 PM - 4:00 PM
Penrose 2-LL1
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15.7 Morphology and Urban Development

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Innovative Street Design in a City Without Freeways: The Case of Vancouver
ID #0588
MACDONALD, Elizabeth [UC Berkeley] emacdon@berkeley.edu, presenting author

What Happened to Urbanism: A Comparative Case Study of Abu Dhabi and Dubai Neighborhoods
ID #0180
ALAWADI, Khaled [Masdar Institute] khaled.alawadi@gmail.com, presenting author
BENKRAOUDA, Ouafa [Masdar Institute] Ouafa.benkraouda@gmail.com, co-author
KHALEEL, Sahar [Masdar Institute] skhaleel@masdar.ac.ae, co-author

Can Building New Towns Reform China’s Housing Model? An investigation of urban morphology, development history, and social perceptions in Liangzhu Cultural Village, Hangzhou, China
ID #0121
QIU, Xi [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] xiq@mit.edu, presenting author

The Paradox of Informal Settlements: Mapping the Most Common and Unmapped Forms of Urbanization Findings from an Atlas of Informality
ID #1273
SAMPER, Jose [University of Colorado Boulder] jota@colorado.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Mattie Silks-LL1
4 PAPERS
Track 5 Lightning Session 2

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Physical Activity in Latinas’ Daily Routines: The Role of Cultural and Gender Identity and Neighborhood Characteristics
ID #1192
TOKER, Zeynep [California State University, Northridge] ztoker@csun.edu, presenting author
GUANDIQUE, Coralia [California State University, Northridge] coralia.guandique.883@my.csun.edu, co-author

ID #1387
KIM, Woosung [Cornell University] wk252@cornell.edu, presenting author
Neighborhood Walkability Score: A Tale of Two Sources
ID #1174
SARDARI, Reza [University of Texas at Arlington-College of Architecture Planning and Public Affairs (CAPPA)] Reza.Sardari@outlook.com, presenting author
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] Shima.Hamidi@uta.edu, co-author
POULADI, Raha [University of Texas at Arlington-College of Architecture Planning and Public Affairs (CAPPA)] Raha.Pouladi@gmail.com, co-author

Using Data Storytelling to Buttress Planning Research Pedagogy
ID #1156
WIDMER, Jocelyn [University of Florida] widmerj@ufl.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Colorado C-LL2
4 PAPERS

3.5 Whither Sustainability: Exploring the Power of Place, Agency, and the Pursuit of Happiness

Moderator/Discussant: WHEELER, Stephen [University of California, Davis] smwheeler@ucdavis.edu

What Drives Sustainability Actions by US Local Governments: Disaster Planning or Sustainability Goals?
ID #0927
LIAO, Lu [Cornell University] ll743@cornell.edu, presenting author
HOMSY, George [Binghamton University] ghomsey@binghamton.edu, primary author
WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University] mew15@cornell.edu, co-author

Environmental Agency: Who Can Act on the Anthroposphere?
ID #1088
ANDREWS, Clinton [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] cja1@rutgers.edu, presenting author

Understanding the Power of Place in Predicting Local Government Sustainability Policies
ID #0443
HOMSY, George [Binghamton University] ghomsey@binghamton.edu, presenting author
WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University] mew15@cornell.edu, co-author

Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness: Planning a Sustainable, Just, and Flourishing Society American Style
ID #0822
NORTON, Richard [University of Michigan] rknorton@umich.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Colorado H-LL2
4 PAPERS

3.12 Managing Stormwater: Green Infrastructure, Pervious Surfaces, Personal Preferences, and Decentralization

Moderator/Discussant: YOUNG, Robert [University of Texas at Austin] ryoung@utexas.edu
Impervious Surface Policy Adoption Among U.S. Municipalities: Does Climate Change Have a Significant Role?
ID #1356
GOCMEN, Asligul [University of Wisconsin-Madison] gocmen@wisc.edu, presenting author
NIRATTIWONGSAKORN, Phannisa [University of Wisconsin -Madison] nirattiwongs@wisc.edu, primary author

Linking Community Engagement and Plan Quality for Improved Decentralized Stormwater Implementation
ID #0877
SPURLOCK, Danielle [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] dspurloc@live.unc.edu, presenting author
MARTIN, Sarah [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] sem273@live.unc.edu, co-author

Attitudes and Preferences for Residential Stormwater BMPs: A Comparative Case Study
ID #1264
PENG, Binbin [University of Maryland, College Park] bpeng91@umd.edu, presenting author
CHANSE, Victoria [University of Maryland] vchanse@umd.edu, co-author

Assessing Impact of Green Stormwater Infrastructure on Housing Price in Philadelphia, PA
ID #0972
SANDERS, Tonya [Morgan State University] tonya.sanders@morgan.edu, presenting author
SEN, Siddhartha [Morgan State University] siddhartha.sen@morgan.edu, co-author
SHIN, Hyeon-Shiic [Morgan State University] hyeonshic.shin@morgan.edu, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Colorado G-LL2
3 PAPERS

5.8 Pre-Organized Session: Building Inclusive Cities: Lessons from Houston, Chicago, and Washington DC

Moderator: PENDALL, Rolf [The Urban Institute] rpendall@urban.org
Discussant: KNAAP, Elijah [University of Maryland] eknaap@umd.edu

An Equitable Future for the Washington, DC Region? A Regional Approach to Building Inclusive Neighborhoods
ID #0495
LUNG-AMAM, Willow [University of Maryland, College Park] lungamam@umd.edu, presenting author

Pathways to Inclusion: The Context for Neighborhood Integration in Chicago, Houston, and Washington, DC
ID #0494
PENDALL, Rolf [The Urban Institute] rpendall@urban.org, presenting author

Can A Market-Oriented City Also Be Inclusive?
ID #0497
SHELTON, Kyle [Rice University] kyle.k.shelton@rice.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Independence-LL1
4 PAPERS

5.15 Housing and Sharing Economy

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Global Homesharing And Local Housing Markets: How Should Urban Planners Respond To Airbnb?
ID #0798
GURRAN, Nicole [University of Sydney] nicole.gurran@sydney.edu.au, presenting author
PHIBBS, Peter [University of Sydney] peter.phibbs@sydney.edu.au, co-author

Culture Clashes & Crashes: Columbus, Ohio Artists on their Creative Housing Needs
ID #0463
KEMPER, Rebecca [Ohio State University / Equitable Urban Futures] rebecca.f.kemper@gmail.com, presenting author

Short Term Rentals in Small Cities: Impacts and Regulations
ID #0387
LEWIS, Rebecca [University of Oregon] rlewis9@uoregon.edu, presenting author
DINATALE, Sadie [University of Oregon] sdinata7@uoregon.edu, co-author
PARKER, Robert [University of Oregon] rgp@uoregon.edu, co-author

ID #0511
ZOU, Zhenpeng [University of Maryland, College Park] zhenpengzouor@gmail.com, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Gold Coin-LL1
3 PAPERS

5.17 Assessing Impacts in Weak Housing Markets

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Jump-Starting the Housing Market in a Weak-Market City: Results from Midtown and Downtown Detroit
ID #0566
VIDAL, Avis [Wayne State University] a.vidal@wayne.edu, presenting author

Urban Decline and Residential Preference: The Effect of Vacant Lots on Housing Premiums
ID #0359
NOH, Youngre [Texas A&M University] youngre.noh@gmail.com, presenting author
LEE, Ryun Jung [Texas A&M University] ryunjungle@tamu.edu, co-author
NEWMAN, Galen [Texas A&M University] gnewman@arch.tamu.edu, co-author

Spatial Clustering of Housing Abandonment and Demolition in Shrinking Cities: A Case Study in Buffalo, New York
ID #0144
YIN, Li [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] liyin@buffalo.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
5.31 Housing for the Overlooked (Special Populations)

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Building Together: Evaluating Culturally Appropriate Housing for Sustainable Indigenous Communities
ID #1047
MCCARTNEY, Shelagh [Ryerson University] shelagh.mccartney@ryerson.ca, presenting author

Housing for People with Disabilities: A Review of State Plans
ID #1353
MCCORMICK, Lynn [Hunter College, City University of New York] lmccormi@hunter.cuny.edu, presenting author
PASERINI, Chiara [Urbane Development] chiara@urbane-dev.com, co-author
SCHWARTZ, Alex [The New School] schwartz@newschool.edu, co-author

Residential Mobility and Refugee Resettlement: A Case Study of Denver, Colorado
ID #1308
HWANG, Seyeon [University of Florida] hseyeon@ufl.edu, presenting author

Planning in the Age of Mass (De)Incarceration: Understanding how Local Planning Interfaces with Ex-Offender Re-Entry and Integration in U.S. Cities
ID #1145
KNAPP, Courtney [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] courtney.e.knapp@gmail.com, presenting author
KNAPP, Courtney [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] ceknapp@cpp.edu, co-author

7.9 This Land is Whose Land? Property Rights, Governance, and Land Tenure

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Indigenous-Municipal Co-Determination of New Patterns of Urban Development
ID #1205
KITSON, Alex [University of Otago] kital183@student.otago.ac.nz, presenting author
BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] Janice.Barry@umanitoba.ca, co-author
THOMPSON-FAWCETT, Michelle [University of Otago] mtf@geography.otago.ac.nz, co-author

Planning for Natural Gas Pipelines in Ohio: Governance and Other Complexities
ID #1231
WILSON, Jessica [The Ohio State University] jessicapwilson1@gmail.com, presenting author
CONROY, Maria [Ohio State University] conroy.36@osu.edu, co-author

Land Tenure, Mineral Wealth and Social Vulnerabilities Associated with Oil and Gas Extraction in Webb County, Texas
ID #1226

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
WIRSCHING, Andrea Christina [The University of Texas at Austin] a.christina.wirsching@gmail.com, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Colorado D-LL2
4 PAPERS
9.5 Comparing Experiences in Classroom and Field-Based Learning

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Learning by Doing: A Pedagogical Strategy on Infrastructure Development Planning
ID #0835
CLEMENT-SANDERS, Cody [University at Buffalo] codyclem@buffalo.edu, presenting author
HWANG, Ha [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] hahwang@buffalo.edu, co-author
PARK, JiYoung [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] jp292@buffalo.edu, primary author

Enriching Planning Internships Through Classroom and Field Linkages: Lessons from The SEED Wayne Fellowship on Community Food Systems Planning
ID #0338
POTHUKUCHI, Kami [Wayne State University] k.pothukuchi@wayne.edu, presenting author

Structured Versus Unstructured: Introducing Students to Experiential Learning in A Studio Setting
ID #0429
THOMAS, Ren [Dalhousie University] planningutopia@gmail.com, presenting author

Guidance on Conducting a Systematic Literature Review
ID #0799
XIAO, Yu [Texas A&M University] yuxiao@tamu.edu, presenting author
WATSON, Maria [Texas A&M University] co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Colorado J-LL2
3 PAPERS
10.2 History of Urban Policy and Practices

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Where Did Things Go Wrong? Ideas, Discourse, Interests, and the Institutionalization of City Planning in Chicago
ID #0578
SMITH, Kari [University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee] smith837@uwm.edu, presenting author

ID #1210
BETANCUR, John [University of Illinois at Chicago] betancur@uic.edu, presenting author
VANIK, Leonor [University of Illinois at Chicago] leonor.vanik@me.com, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Federal Money for Local Projects: The History and Future of The Capital Investment Program For Urban Transit Infrastructure
ID #0124
VOULGARIS, Carole [University of California, Los Angeles] caroleturley@ucla.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Matchless-LL1
4 PAPERS
14.16 Millenials, Transportation and Reurbanization

Moderator/Discussant: TAYLOR, Brian [UCLA] btaylor@ucla.edu

Examining the Factors that Will Influence Florida Consumers Transportation Choices: The Millennial Perspective
ID #0818
STEINER, Ruth [University of Florida] rsteiner@dcp.ufl.edu, presenting author
BROWN, Leslie [University of Florida] les.brown@ufl.edu, co-author
NORBERG, Robert [University of Florida] rnorberg@ufl.edu, co-author
STREKALOVA, Yulia [University of Florida] yulias@ufl.edu, co-author

Reurbanization by Millennials? Evidence from Top Twenty Urbanized Areas in the U.S.
ID #1056
LEE, Bumsoo [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] bumsoo@illinois.edu, presenting author
LEE, Yongsung [Georgia Institute of Technology] yongsung.lee@gatech@gmail.com, co-author

Are All Millennials Really the “Urban Hipster”? A Latent Class Approach to Classify Today’s Young Adults Based on Their Location Preference
ID #1043
LEE, Yongsung [Georgia Institute of Technology] yongsung.lee@gatech.edu, presenting author
CIRCELLA, Giovanni [Georgia Institute of Technology and University of California, Davis] giovanni.circella@ce.gatech.edu, co-author
GUHATHAKURTA, Subhrajit [Georgia Institute of Technology] subhro.guha@gmail.com, co-author
MOKHTARIAN, Patricia [Georgia Institute of Technology] patmokh@gatech.edu, co-author

Forecasts versus Vision: Exploring Young Adult Habitus, Mobilities, and Implications for Planning
ID #0281
REVINGTON, Nicholas [University of Waterloo] nwreving@uwaterloo.ca, presenting author
MOOS, Markus [University of Waterloo] mmoos@uwaterloo.ca, co-author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Penrose 1-LL1
4 PAPERS
14.26 Equity in Public Transportation Planning

Moderator/Discussant: MORRIS, Eric [Clemson University] emorri7@clemson.edu

Do Americans’ Opinions About Federal Transportation Tax Options Depend on Survey Mode? A Comparison of Results from RDD Phone and On-line Surveys

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Debating Equity at The Ballot Box: Ballot Arguments for Local Option Sales Tax Measures for Transportation
ID #0579
AGRAWAL, Asha [San Jose State University] asha.weinstein.agrawal@sjsu.edu, presenting author
NIXON, Hilary [San Jose State University] hilary.nixon@sjsu.edu, co-author

Selecting the Route: Development Potential and Equity in Bus Rapid Transit Decision-Making
ID #0168
LEDERMAN, Jaimee [UCLA] Jaimeel@ucla.edu, presenting author
BROWN, Anne [UCLA] aebrown0316@gmail.com, co-author
TAYLOR, Brian [UCLA] btaylor@ucla.edu, co-author
WACHS, Martin [UCLA] mwachs@luskin.ucla.edu, co-author

Direct Democracy and Public Transportation: A Study of Los Angeles’s Measure M
ID #0125
MANVILLE, Michael [University of California Los Angeles] mmanvill@ucla.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
4 PAPERS
14.36 Pre-O rganized Session: Urbanism Next II: Autonomous Vehicles, Effects on Policy and Behavior

Autonomous Vehicles, Uncertainty and the Planning Policy Response
ID #0417
BOSWELL, Michael [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] mboswell@calpoly.edu, presenting author
GUERRA, Erick [University of Pennsylvania] erickg@upenn.edu, co-author
RIGGS, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] wriggs@calpoly.edu, primary author

Impacts on Travel Behavior, the Value of Travel Time and Mode Choice, and the Need for Transportation Policy to Regulate an Autonomous Vehicle Future
ID #0415
CIRCELLA, Giovanni [University of California, Davis] gcirrella@gatech.edu, presenting author

Shared Autonomous Vehicles and Employment Agglomeration: An agent-based Simulation Model
ID #0416
NELSON, Arthur [University of Arizona] acnelson@email.arizona.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Thursday, October 12, 2017, 4:15 PM - 5:30 PM
Penrose 2-LL1
4 PAPERS

15.5 Design Process and Governance

Moderator/Discussant: LARICE, Michael [University of Utah] larice@arch.utah.edu

Participatory Planning and Design Process for Brownfields Redevelopment
ID #0760
MEENAR, Mahbubur [Rowan University] meenar@rowan.edu, presenting author
HOWELL, Jordan [Rowan University] howellj@rowan.edu, co-author

Evaluating the development performance of form-based districts: A case study of form-based approaches for weak market cities
ID #0983
CHIN, Jae Teuk [Saint Louis University] chinj@slu.edu, presenting author

ID #0267
FARHAT, Ramzi [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] rrfarhat@cpp.edu, presenting author

Design Control and the Creativity Conundrum: Balancing Regulation and Design Innovation in Vancouver and Los Angeles
ID #1120
LAMONTAGNE, Neal [UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs] nlamontagne@ucla.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Matti Silks-LL1
3 PAPERS

Track 5 Lightning Session 1

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Model Construction of Urban Form Evolution Based on the Factor Analysis——A Case Study of Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, China
ID #0479
HU, Junhui [Tianjin university] 530307448@qq.com, presenting author
YUN, Yingxia [Tianjin University] yunyx@126.com, co-author

The Partial Urbanization Phenomenon in Developed Regions of China: A case study of Changshou City
ID #0742
ZHANG, Peigang [Nanjing University] 271221599@qq.com, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Keep Low-Income Families in Mexico City’s Colonias Populares to Support a more Sustainable and Just City
ID #1118
REYES, Ariadna [The University of Texas at Austin] ariadna.reyes@utexas.edu, presenting author

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Colorado C-LL2
3.16 Roundtable: Adaptation through Metropolitan or Trans-Municipal Networks: Conversations between Theory and Practice
ID #0183
SHI, Linda [Cornell University] lindashi@mit.edu, organizer
WOODRUFF, Sierra [Texas A&M University] swoodruff@tamu.edu, moderator
BUTLER, William [Florida State University] wbutler@fsu.edu
ERICKSON, David [Department of Environmental Health, City and County of Denver]
david.erickson@denvergov.org
GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles] kiangoh@ucla.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Colorado D-LL2
4.1 Roundtable: Latinx City: Urban Planning Politics and the Grassroots
ID #0956
SARMIENTO, Carolina [University of Wisconsin-Madison] csarmiento@wisc.edu, organizer/moderator
GONZALEZ, Erualdo Romero [California State University, Fullerton] egonzalez@fullerton.edu
IRAZABAL, Clara [University of Missouri-Kansas City] irazabalzuritac@umkc.edu
SANDOVAL, Gerardo [University of Oregon] gsando@uoregon.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Colorado G-LL2
5.1 Roundtable: Other Geographies of Gentrification
ID #0473
LUNG-AMAM, Willow [University of Maryland, College Park] lungamam@umd.edu, organizer/moderator
CHARLES, Suzanne [Cornell University] scharles@cornell.edu,
GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
HARWOOD, Stacy [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] sharwood@illinois.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Penrose 1-LL1
5.2 Roundtable: The Cappuccino City Critique
ID #1103
HYRA, Derek [American University] hyraderek@gmail.com, organizer/moderator
ELLEN, Ingrid [New York University] ingrid.ellen@nyu.edu

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
FREEMAN, Lance [Columbia University] lf182@columbia.edu
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@umn.edu
JARGOWSKY, Paul [Rutgers University] paj65@camden.rutgers.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Colorado H-LL2
6.1 Roundtable: Planning Peri-Urban Asia
ID #0318

LEGATES, Richard [Tongji University] dlegates@sfsu.edu, moderator
SMITH, Nick [Yale-NUS College] nick.r.smith@gmail.com
FAN, Lingyuan [Suzhou University of Science and Technology] 25581910@qq.com
QIN, Bo [Renmin University] qinbo@vip.sina.com
CHEN, Chen [Tongji University] tjupchenchen@tongji.edu.cn, organizer

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
6.2 Roundtable: The Sustainable Development Goals and the New Urban Agenda: Implications for Urban Governance and Finance in Developing Countries
ID #0591

SMOKE, Paul [New York University] paul.smoke@nyu.edu, organizer/moderator
BIRCH, Eugenie [University of Pennsylvania] elbirch@design.upenn.edu
ELLIS, Peter [World Bank] pellis@worldbank.org,
JACKSON, David [United Nations Capital Development Fund] david.jackson@uncdf.org
SMOLKA, Martim [Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] msmolka@lincolninst.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Colorado I-LL2
7.1 Roundtable: Zoning and Fair Housing: Where to from here?
ID #0034

WHITTMORE, Andrew [University of North Carolina] awhittem@email.unc.edu, organizer/moderator
LENS, Michael [University of California Los Angeles] mlens@ucla.edu
LEVINE, Jonathan [University of Michigan] jnthnlvn@umich.edu
MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California Los Angeles] paavo.monkkonen@ucla.edu
PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University]
REID, Carolina [University of California, Berkeley] c_reid@berkeley.edu
STEIL, Justin [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] steil@mit.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Independence-LL1
9.2 Roundtable: Developing Academic Cross-Disciplinary Programs: Opportunities for Planning
ID #0347

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
GOODSPEED, Robert [University of Michigan] rgoodspe@umich.edu, organizer
AFZALAN, Nader [University of Redlands] nader_afzalan@redlands.edu, moderator
COMBS, Tabitha [Lincoln University] tab.combs@gmail.com

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Colorado J-LL2
11.2 Roundtable: Innovation in Participatory Planning: Photovoice as an Emerging Tool for Researchers and Practitioners
ID #0409

HARRIS, John [University of Oklahoma] johncharris@ou.edu, organizer/moderator
MANDARANO, Lynn [Temple University] lynn.mandarano@temple.edu
SPURLOCK, Danielle [University of North Carolina] dspurloc@live.unc.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Matchless-LL1
12.1 Roundtable: Organizing and Planning I: Labor and Work
ID #0953

DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu, organizer/moderator
DEFILIPPIS, James [Rutgers University] jdefilip@rutgers.edu
KUDVA, Neema [Cornell University] kudva@cornell.edu
TILLY, Chris [University of California Los Angeles] tilly@luskin.ucla.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Colorado B-LL2
12.2 Roundtable: Organizing & Planning II: The Scholar’s Role in Social Movements
ID #0584

TUCKER, Jennifer [University of New Mexico] jennifertucker@unm.edu, organizer/moderator
HINKLEY, Sara [UC Berkeley] hinkley@berkeley.edu
ISAAC, Claudia [University of New Mexico]
SCHAFRAN, Alex [University of Colorado Denver]

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Gold Coin-LL1
13.1 Roundtable: Assessing the Effectiveness of the Denver Region's Centers Planning
ID #0826

MARGERUM, Richard [University of Oregon] rdm@uoregon.edu, organizer/moderator
CALVERT, Brad [Denver Regional Council of Gov] bcalvert@drcog.org
NURMELA, Sarah [City of Westminster] snurmela@cityofwestminster.us

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
PIRO, Rocky [University of Colorado Denver] rocky.piro@ucdenver.edu

Thursday, October 12, 2017, 5:45 PM - 6:45 PM
Penrose 2-LL1
15.1 Roundtable - Open City: Emerging Paradigms in Plural, Messy, and Democratic Urban Design
ID #0969

RYAN, Brent [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] bdr@mit.edu, organizer/moderator
BERNEY, Rachel [University of Washington] rberney@uw.edu
CHALANA, Manish [University of Washington] chalana@uw.edu
MUKHIJA, Vinit [University of California, Los Angeles] vmukhija@ucla.edu

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Friday, October 13

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
5 PAPERS
1.3 Health and Sensing

Moderator/Discussant: DAVIS, Mary [Tufts University] mary.davis@tufts.edu

Who Can Be Physically Active and Where? A Spatial Epidemiology Analysis of the Active Living Index (ALI) As Predictor of Children’s Obesity
ID #1444
BERNARDINELLO, Milena [University of Wisconsin Madison] bernardinell@wisc.edu, presenting author

Noise & the City: Spatiotemporal Relationship Between Development Patterns and Residential Noise Complaints
ID #1406
KIM, Byoungjun [NYU School of Medicine] kim.byoungjun86@gmail.com, presenting author
HONG, Andy [University of British Columbia] andy.hong@ubc.ca, primary author
WIDENER, Michael [University of Toronto] michael.widener@utoronto.ca, co-author

Using GPS, PostGIS and Ambient Atmosphere Data to Classify Selection Preferences: Applications of Machine Learning in the Elderly Spatial Behavior
ID #0572
BU, Jiatian [Tongji University] 1210126@tongji.edu.cn, presenting author
WANG, Kexin [Tongji University] 1630052@tongji.edu.cn, co-author
YU, Yifan [Tongji University] yuyifan@tongji.edu.cn, co-author
YUE, Qiuning [Tongji University] 1530110@tongji.edu.cn, co-author
ZOU, Chunzhu [Tongji University] 1530111@tongji.edu.cn, co-author

ID #0145
OFFENHUBER, Dietmar [Northeastern University] d.offenhuber@northeastern.edu, presenting author
MUIJS, Remco [Philips Lighting] remco.muijs@philips.com, co-author
SEITINGER, Susanne [Philips Lighting] Susanne.Seitinger@philips.com, co-author

Equity Research on Health Facility Accessibility in Atlanta
ID #1162
WANG, Minye [Georgia Institute of Technology] aliceliner1@gmail.com, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Independence-LL1
5 PAPERS
1.4 Pre-Organized Session: Emerging Computational Methods in Urban Design

Moderator: BOEING, Geoff [University of California Berkeley] gboeing@berkeley.edu
Discussant: AMOS, Dave [University of California Berkeley] daveamos@berkeley.edu

Measuring Evolving Street Patterns Using Computational GIS Methods
ID #0265
AMOS, Dave [University of California Berkeley] daveamos@berkeley.edu, presenting author

New Methods for Acquiring and Analyzing Worldwide Street Network Data: A Multiscale Analysis of 27,000 Urban Street Networks
ID #0054
BOEING, Geoff [University of California, Berkeley] gboeing@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Emerging Computational Methods in Urban Design: Now What Do We Do?
ID #0057
M ARSHALL, Wes [University of Colorado Denver] wesley.marshall@ucdenver.edu, presenting author

Integrating Urban Design and Analytics
ID #0058
SEVTSUK, Andres [Harvard University] asevtsuk@gsd.harvard.edu, presenting author

Voids with in the Machine: Using Social Media Data to Identify Ghost Cities in China
ID #0056
WILLIAMS, Sarah [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sew@mit.edu, presenting author
CHEN, Changping [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ccp0101@MIT.EDU, co-author
FOSTER, Mike [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] mjfoster@mit.edu, co-author
TAN, Shin Bin [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] tanshinbin@gmail.com, co-author
XU, Wenfei [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] wenfeixu@mit.edu, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Matchless-LL1
5 PAPERS
2.4 Reassessing Tools for Industry and Firm Location

Moderator/Discussant: HILL, Ned [The Ohio State University] edward.ned.hill@icloud.com

Vibrant Centers Provide Places for High-Growth Firms
ID #0077
MALIZIA, Emil [University of North Carolina] malizia@email.unc.edu, presenting author
MOTOYAMA, Yas [University of Kansas] ym.kauffman@gmail.com

Explaining Incentive Adoption: Post-Crisis Economic Development “Regimes” in the Midwest
ID #0704
CRAFT, Andrea [University of Illinois at Chicago] acraft2@uic.edu, presenting author
DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois at Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu, co-author
WEBER, Rachel [University of Illinois at Chicago] rachelw@uic.edu, co-author

Incentives in Moderation: A National Study of Changing State and Local Practice
ID #1331

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
DONEGAN, Mary [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mdonegan@live.unc.edu, presenting author
LESTER, Bill [University of North Carolina] twlester@email.unc.edu, co-author
LOWE, Nichola [University of North Carolina] nlowe@unc.edu, co-author

Making Room for Manufacturing: A Review of the Policies and Practices of Planners Concerning Industrial Land
ID #1229
GREEN, Jamaal [Portland State University] jamgreen@pdx.edu, presenting author

Tax Increment Financing (TIF): A Tool for Redevelopment or Economic Development? –A Review of State TIF Laws
ID #1436
ZHOU, Wei [University of Wisconsin-Madison] wzhou43@wisc.edu, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Gold Coin-LL1
4 PAPERS
3.6 Bricolage: Environment Planning Processes from Social Media to Permitting Processes

Moderator/Discussant: CONROY, Maria [The Ohio State University] conroy.36@osu.edu

Equity Impacts of Sustainable City Initiatives: Issues of Voice through Civic Engagement and Displacement through Gentrification
ID #1098
ELLIOTT, Michael [Georgia Institute of Technology] michael.elliott@design.gatech.edu, presenting author

Mapping the Public: Dynamics of Participatory GIS and Marine Spatial Planning
ID #0441
MANSON, Paul [Portland State University] mansonp@pdx.edu, presenting author

Evaluating the Role of Governmental Social Media Data in Drought Risk Management and Water Resources Planning
ID #0028
TANG, Zhenghong [University of Nebraska Lincoln] ztang2@unl.edu, presenting author

Evaluating Process Duration and Delay in Environmental Permitting
ID #0119
ULIBARRI, Nicola [University of California Irvine] ulibarri@uci.edu, presenting author
TAO, Jiarui [University of California, Irvine] jiaruit@uci.edu, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Colorado D-LL2
4 PAPERS
4.5 Tools and Framing from the Periphery to the Center of Planning

Moderator/Discussant: HUR, Misun [East Carolina University] hurmi@ecu.edu

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Why Don’t Latinos Visit State Parks in Minnesota?
ID #1424
BURGA, Fernando [University of Minnesota] hfburga@umn.edu, presenting author

Insuring Inequity: An Environmental Justice Analysis of the National Flood Insurance Program
ID #0544
JACOBS, Fayola [Texas A&M University] fayolaj@gmail.com, presenting author

A Proposed Framework for Dementia-Specific Planning Scholarship and Practice
ID #0581
BIGLIERI, Samantha [University of Waterloo] sebiglie@uwaterloo.ca, presenting author

Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Farmworker's Labor Camp Isolation for Access to Resources
ID #0545
HUR, Misun [East Carolina University] hurmi@ecu.edu, presenting author
CHUN, Bumseok [Texas Southern University] Bum.Chun@TSU.EDU, co-author
ROCHA-PERALTA, Juvencio [The Association of Mexicans in North Carolina]
juvenciorp@amexcannc.org, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Colorado G-LL2
4 PAPERS

5.23 Pre-Organized Session: Trauma and Loss with Planning in the Center

Moderator/Discussant: EHRENFEUCHT, Renia [University of New Mexico] rehrenfeucht@unm.edu

ID #0248
HARJO, Laura [University of New Mexico] harjo@unm.edu, presenting author

Halfway Homeowners, Halfway Citizens: Mobile Home Parks and Uneven Recovery After the 2013 Colorado Floods
ID #0247
RUMBACH, Andrew [University of Colorado Denver] andrew.rumbach@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
MAKAREWICZ, Carrie [University of Colorado Denver] carrie.makarewicz@ucdenver.edu, co-author
SULLIVAN, Esther [University of Colorado Denver] esther.sullivan@ucdenver.edu, co-author

Trauma and Resilience: Making the Case for a Trauma-Informed Planning Practice
ID #0249
WAGNER, Jacob [University of Missouri-Kansas City] wagnerjaco@umkc.edu, presenting author

Loss, Change and Insecurity: Prospects for Cross-Racial Coalition Building in White Working-Class Communities
ID #0251
HARWOOD, Stacy [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] sharwood@illinois.edu, presenting author
BEIDER, Harris [Coventry University] aa4457@coventry.ac.uk, co-author
CHAHAL, Kusminder [Coventry University] ab7180@coventry.ac.uk, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Colorado H-LL2
5 PAPERS

6.11 Planning for Conflict Mitigation

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Planning and Violence
ID #1137
BOU AKAR, Hiba [Columbia University] hb2541@columbia.edu, presenting author

The Spatial Segregation and Surveillance of Migrants: The Case of Qatar
ID #1042
ISKANDER, Natasha [New York University] natasha.iskander@nyu.edu, presenting author

Neoliberalism, Globalization & Planning in African Cities: The Political Economy of Heterotopias
ID #1002
OWUSU, Francis [Iowa State University] fowusu@iastate.edu, presenting author

Expectation as a Mode of Statecraft: ‘Municipal Encounters’ in Post-Revolution Tunisia
ID #0995
SALMAN, Lana [University of California Berkeley] lana.salman@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Displacement and Place-making in the Millennium City: The Politics of Urban Villages in Gurgaon, India
ID #0273
GOLDSTEIN, Shoshana [Cornell University] shoshanarg@gmail.com, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Colorado I-LL2
5 PAPERS

7.7 Climate Change: Decision-making, Information, and Community

Moderator/Discussant: SCIARA, Gian-Claudia [The University of Texas at Austin] sciara@utexas.edu

Equity Impacts of Land Use Policies in Networks of Plans: Social Vulnerability to Hazards and Climate Change
ID #0519
BERKE, Phillip [Texas A&M University] pberke@tamu.edu, presenting author
COOPER, John [Texas A&M University] jcooper@arch.tamu.edu, co-author
MALECHA, Matthew [Texas A&M University] malecha915@tamu.edu, co-author
MASTERSON, Jaimie [Texas A&M University] jmasterson@arch.tamu.edu, co-author
YU, Siyu [Texas A&M University] yusiyu_1989@tamu.edu, co-author

Impact of Regional Collaboration Networks on Smart Growth Policy: Extending the Institutional Collective Action Framework
ID #0920
CHATTERJEE, Vaswati [University of North Texas] vaswati.ju@gmail.com, presenting author
ANDREW, Simon A. [University of North Texas] Simon.Andrew@unt.edu, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
ISMAYILOV, Orkhan [University of North Texas] Orkhan.Ismayilov@unt.edu, co-author

Negotiating Scientific Information of Climate Change for Land Use Planning in Quy Nhon City of Central Vietnam
ID #0412
GHIMIRE, Jiwnath [University of Hawaii at Manoa] jiwnath@hawaii.edu, presenting author

Impact of Land Use Management and Zoning Regulations on Community Exposure to Risks from Climate Change in Coastal Communities
ID #1169
GROVER, Himanshu [University of Washington] groverh@uw.edu, presenting author

Multi-Level Climate Change Planning: Scale, Capacity, and the Ability for Local Action
ID #0887
SAMI, Neha [Indian Institute of Human Settlements] nsami@iihs.ac.in, presenting author
LOH, Carolyn [Wayne State University] cm9329@wayne.edu, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
4 PAPERS
10.30 Pre-Organized Session: New Histories of Historic Preservation

Moderator: AMMON, Francesca [University of Pennsylvania] fammon@design.upenn.edu
Discussant: LARSEN, Kristin [University of Florida] klarsen@ufl.edu

Picturing Preservation: Photographs as Urban Renewal Planning Knowledge in Society Hill, Philadelphia
ID #0295
AMMON, Francesca [University of Pennsylvania] fammon@design.upenn.edu, presenting author

Preservation as a Remedy for Decline? A Case Study of Cleveland, Ohio, 1970-1985
ID #0297
RYBERG-WEBSTER, Stephanie [Cleveland State University] s.ryberg@csuohio.edu, presenting author

Preservation Planning, History, and People: Lessons from Buffalo’s Shoreline Apartments
ID #0108
TRAYNOR, Kerry [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] klta@buffalo.edu, presenting author
KRISHNA, Ashima [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] ashimakr@buffalo.edu, primary author
RESOR, Joy [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] joyresor@buffalo.edu, co-author

Expanding the Narrative of Historic Preservation: A Critical Analysis of the First Historic Districts
ID #0334
LARKIN, Cleary [University of Florida] clarkin@ufl.edu, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Colorado J-LL2
4 PAPERS

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
13.21 Pre-Organized Session: Sustainable Regions? Promises and Pitfalls in the Populist Era

Moderator: SPICER, Jason [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jspicer@mit.edu
Discussant: THOMPSON, J. [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jt71@mit.edu

(Re)Building Local Food Economies and Equitable Food Systems at the Regional Scale: The Role of Food Hubs in Michigan
ID #0254
HOEY, Lesli [University of Michigan] lhoey@umich.edu, presenting author
BIELACZYC, Noel [Michigan State University] bielacz1@anr.msu.edu, co-author
FINK SHAPIRO, Lilly [University of Michigan] finkshap@umich.edu, co-author
PIROG, Richard [Michigan State University] rspirog@anr.msu.edu, co-author

Something New, Everything Inherited: How Institutions for Regional Planning Shape Regional Adaptation to Climate Change
ID #0252
SHI, Linda [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] lindashi@mit.edu, presenting author

Cooperatives as a Sustainable Regional Economic Development Strategy: Innovative Rebirth or Tired Retread? Evidence from the San Francisco Bay Area
ID #0255
SPICER, Jason [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jspicer@mit.edu, presenting author

Demographic Change, Autonomous Vehicles, and Energy Price Volatility: An Exploratory Scenario Exercise for a Sustainable Baltimore-Washington Region
ID #0112
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland, College Park] gknaap@umd.edu, presenting author
AVIN, Uri [University of Maryland, College Park] uavin@umd.edu, co-author
DUCCA, Fred [University of Maryland] fducca@umd.edu, co-author
ENGELBERG, Daniel [University of Maryland] dengelberg2@gmail.com, co-author
ERDOGAN, Sevgi [University of Maryland] serdogan@umd.edu, co-author
MOECKEL, Rolf [Technical University, Munich] rolf.moeckel@tum.de, co-author
SHAHUMAYAN, Harut [University College, Dublin] sharut@gmail.com, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Penrose 1-LL1
4 PAPERS
14.9 Transport and Environment

Moderator/Discussant: Chen, Na [University of Cincinnati] na.chen@uc.edu

The Collective Efficacy of CONRAIL Conservancies to Cultivate Resilient Cities
ID #1345
AIDOO, Fallon [Northeastern University] samuelsaidoo@gmail.com, presenting author

Frameworks for the Compatibility of Traditional and Green Infrastructures in Urban Contexts
ID #0916
ZIMMERMAN, Rae [New York University] rae.zimmerman@nyu.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Effective Transportation Planning for Air Quality and VMT: Learning from the First $35 Billion in Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program Funding
ID #1309
SPAK, Scott [University of Iowa] scott-spak@uiowa.edu, presenting author

Detecting Environmental Justice Impacts of Hub Airport Expansion: An Evaluation of Airport Planning Practice
ID #0767
WOODBURN, Amber [Ohio State University] woodburn.26@osu.edu, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Penrose 2-LL1
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15.4 Smart Cities

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Evolution of Housing for Smart Cities
ID #0716
COLISTRA, Joe [University of Kansas] jcolistra@ku.edu, presenting author

Environmental Design Decision Support with Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO)
ID #1362
QUAN, Steven Jige [Seoul National University] stevenchuan6656@gmail.com, presenting author

A Geodesign Model as a Complex Urban Systems Design: A Case Study of Misono Smart City of a Tokyo 2020 Olympics Site
ID #0868
YANG, Perry [Georgia Institute of Technology] perry.yang@design.gatech.edu, presenting author

Is Smarter, More Attractive? Do Smart Technologies Make Public Spaces More Attractive? Case Study of Dallas
ID #1036
KESHAVARZI, Golnaz [University of Texas at Arlington] golnaz.keshavarzihaghighi@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author
AUDIRAC, Ivonne [University of Texas, Arlington] Ivonne.audirac@uta.edu, co-author
YILDIRIM, Yalcin [University of Texas, Arlington] yalcin.yildirim@mavs.uta.edu, co-author

Hyperlocal: Sensing Cities for People
ID #1378
XU, Wenfei [Massachusetts Institution of Technology] wenfeixu@mit.edu, presenting author
GIAMPIERI, Mario [Massachusetts Institution of Technology] marioag@mit.edu, co-author
GUNC, Hayrettin [Massachusetts Institution of Technology] hgunc@mit.edu, co-author
HARVEY, Dennis [Massachusetts Institution of Technology] dharvey@mit.edu, co-author
LANGSTON, Christine [Massachusetts Institution of Technology] cmlang@mit.edu, co-author
WILLIAMS, Sarah [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sew.williams@gmail.com, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Independence-LL1

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
5 PAPERS

1.5 Data and the Built Environment

Moderator/Discussant: NEDOVIC-BUDIC, Zorica [University of Illinois at Chicago] nbzorica@uic.edu
How Does Built Environment Influence the Perception of Vibrancy, Beauty, And Safety – An Empirical Study Using Google Streetview Data
ID #1062
CHEN, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] yanc@live.unc.edu, presenting author
SONG, Yan [University of North Carolina] ys@email.unc.edu, co-author

Commuting Space Distribution Patterns in Typical Residential Areas of Shanghai: Based on Mobile Phone Signaling Data
ID #0109
LI, Dan [Tongji University] 1120852534@qq.com, presenting author
WANG, De [Tongji University] dewang@tongji.edu.cn, co-author

Demographics of Location-Based Social Media Users
ID #1244
MAURER, Samuel [University of California, Berkeley] maurer@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Google Street View for neighborhood Audits: Opportunities and Cautions
ID #0005
NESSE, Katherine [Seattle Pacific University] knesse@spu.edu, presenting author
HANNAFORD, Leah [Seattle Pacific University] hannahfordl@spu.edu, co-author

ID #0405
WANG, Liming [Portland State University] lmwang@pdx.edu, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Matchless-LL1

4 PAPERS

2.5 Labor Markets, Employment and Social Mobility

Moderator/Discussant: CLARK, Jennifer [Georgia Institute of Technology] jennifer.clark@gatech.edu

Low Pay and Long Commutes? The Importance of Proximity in Low-Wage Labor Markets
ID #0693
NELSON, Marla [University of New Orleans] mnelson@uno.edu, presenting author
WOLF-POWERS, Anna Laura [Center for Urban Research, City University of New York Graduate Center] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu, co-author

Vocational Training Institutions and Social Mobility in Brazil: Lessons on Inclusion and Equity from a Century of Reform
ID #1422
GUINN, Andrew [UNC-Chapel Hill] arguinn@live.unc.edu, presenting author

Splintered Metropolitan Opportunity? Re-Examining the Relationship between Employment Centers and Inner City Job Opportunity

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
LESTER, Bill [University of North Carolina] twlester@unc.edu, presenting author
KAZA, Nikhil [University of North Carolina] nkaza@unc.edu, co-author
MCADAM, Taylor [University of North Carolina] tmcadam@live.unc.edu, co-author

Residential Segregation and Self-employment of Rural Migrants in China
ID #1297
ZHU, Pengyu [University of Hong Kong] pengyuzhu2002@yahoo.com, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Gold Coin-LL1
4 PAPERS
3.8 Acting in the Face of Uncertainty: Resiliency, Adaptation, and Planning for Hazards

Moderator/Discussant: DYCKMAN, Caitlin [Clemson University] cdyckma@clemson.edu

Explaining Communities’ Adaptation Strategies for Coastal Hazards: Vulnerability and Institutional Factors
ID #0734
CHANG, Stephanie [University of British Columbia] stephanie.chang@ubc.ca, presenting author

Risk Management of Coastal Roadway Socio-ecological Systems
ID #0735
KIM, Karl [University of Hawaii] karlk@hawaii.edu, presenting author
FRANCIS, Oceana [University of Hawaii] oceanaf@hawaii.edu, co-author

Assessing the Influence of Hazard Mitigation Planning in the Wake of Hurricane Matthew
ID #0185
LYLES, Ward [University of Kansas] wardlyles@ku.edu, presenting author
BERKE, Phillip [Texas A&M University] pberke@arch.tamu.edu, co-author
SUTLEY, Elaina [University of Kansas] enjsutley@ku.edu, co-author

Spatially Evaluating a Network of Plans and Flood Vulnerability Using a Plan Integration for Resilience Scorecard: A Case Study in Feijenoord District, Rotterdam, the Netherlands
ID #0810
MALECHA, Matthew [Texas A&M University] malecha915@tamu.edu, presenting author
BERKE, Philip [Texas A&M University] pberke@arch.tamu.edu, co-author
BRAND, A. D. [TU Delft] A.D.Brand@tudelft.nl, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Colorado G-LL2
5 PAPERS
5.25 Lessons from Housing Demonstrations and Experiments

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

A Picture of Choice Neighborhoods: Can Choice Neighborhoods Trigger Revitalization in Distressed Communities?
ID #0873

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
KIM, Woolack [University of Cincinnati] kimwe@mail.uc.edu, presenting author
VARADY, David [University of Cincinnati] co-author

State Mandates, Housing Elements, and Low-Income Housing Production
ID #0238
RAMSEY-MUSOLF, Darrel [University of Massachusetts Amherst] darrel@larp.umass.edu, presenting author

Realizing Innovative Senior Housing Practices in the U.S.
ID #0171
TZIGANUK, Ashlee [Arizona State University] atziganu@asu.edu, presenting author
PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University] deirdre.pfeiffer@asu.edu, primary author

Social Networks and Residential Mobility: The Evidence from the Moving to Opportunity Experiment
ID #1284
JEON, Jae Sik [University of Maryland] jsjeon11@umd.edu, presenting author

Policy Mobilities and Mutations in the Moving to Work Demonstration
ID #1124
WEBB, Michael [UNC Chapel Hill] mdwebb@unc.edu, presenting author
FRESCOLN, Kirstin [UNC Chapel Hill] kp frescoln@gmail.com, co-author
ROHE, William M. [UNC Chapel Hill] brohe@unc.edu, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
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5.26 Governing Housing Quality

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Right to the City: Participatory Planning and Citizenship in the Favela Cidade de Deus, Campo Grande, Brazil
ID #1151
TORRECILHA, Maria Lucia [Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul] malutorre@hotmail.com, presenting author
EMLINGER, Ana Mesquita [Salem State University] aemlinger@sa lemstate.edu), primary author
COSTA, Higor Cirilo [Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul] higorcirilo.costa@gmail.com, co-author
JORGE, Amanda Simoes Correa [Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul] mandyscj@icloud.com, co-author

Substandard Housing in Los Angeles: Challenges for Non-Profit Organizations Serving Affected Populations
ID #1426
HUARITA, Edith [University of California, Irvine] emedinah@uci.edu, presenting author

Neighborhood Spillovers Produced by Housing Units in Poor Physical Condition
ID #0795
KUHLMANN, Daniel [Cornell University] dok23@cornell.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Invisible Rights, Housing Codes and Affordable Housing
ID #1318
MUELLER, Elizabeth [The University of Texas at Austin] ejmueller@austin.utexas.edu, presenting author

Tenant Risks vs. Municipal Rewards: Clustering of post-2008 Housing Code Violations in Champaign, Illinois and Moving Towards a New Enforcement Paradigm
ID #1314
PROCHASKA, Natalie [University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign] prochask@illinois.edu, presenting author
GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign], co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Colorado H-LL2
5 PAPERS
6.12 Urban Conservation and Private Sector's Role

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Urbanizing West Java: Builders, Brokers, and Women in the Post-Independence City
ID #1413
PRIYANI, Rina [UC Berkeley] priyani@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Business Process Outsourcing, Urban Restructuring and the Scrambling of Time in Metro Manila
ID #1438
STERN, Justin [Harvard University] justindstern@gmail.com, presenting author

ID #1389
CHEONG, Caroline [University of Central Florida] caroline.cheong@ucf.com, presenting author

Interplays of Urban Heritage Conservation and the Governance of Infrastructure: The Case of Amritsar (Punjab, India) and the HRIDAY Plan
ID #1166
DUBLIN, Jenna [Columbia University, GSAPP] jld2211@columbia.edu, presenting author

The Role of Micro-Entrepreneurship in Emerging Land Markets: A Case Study of Rental Markets in Havana, Cuba
ID #0653
SANTIAGO-BARTOLOMEE, Raul [University of Southern California] raulsant@usc.edu, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Colorado I-LL2
5 PAPERS
7.10 Getting the Land Use Mix Right

Moderator/Discussant: JIANG, Shan [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] shanjiang@gmail.com

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Industrial-Induced or Residential Priority? Comparative Analysis of Land Use in Coastal Industrial Towns of Liaoning Province, China
ID #0729
CHEN, Fei [Dalian University of Technology] chenfei_dlut@126.com, presenting author
CAI, Jun [Dalian University of Technology] caimans@126.com, primary author
LU, Wei [Dalian University of Technology] luwei_dut@msn.com, co-author
YU, Sherry [New College of Florida] syu@ncf.edu, co-author

What Makes Mixed-Use Development Economically Desirable?
ID #1138
SUN, Feiyang [University of Washington] fs377@uw.edu, presenting author
SHEN, Qing [University of Washington] qs@uw.edu, primary author

Sustainable Urbanism in Temperate-Arid Climates: Models, Challenges and Opportunities in the U.S.
ID #0030
BALSAS, Carlos [State University of New York at Albany] cbalsas@albany.edu, presenting author

Do Mixed Land Uses Make Neighborhood Safer?
ID #1054
PENG, Qiong [University of Maryland, College Park] xqpeng@umd.edu, presenting author
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland, College Park] gknaap@umd.edu, co-author

TADs, Tods, Über-Tods: Matching Density, Diversity, Design and Transit Service Level in Montreal and Toronto Station Areas
ID #0438
ROY-BAILLARGEON, Olivier [University of Waterloo] olivier.roybaillargeon@gmail.com, presenting author
FILION, Pierre [University of Waterloo] pfilion@uwaterloo.ca, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Colorado D-LL2
5 PAPERS
8.3 Environmental Perceptions and Supportive Healthy Environments for Older Adults

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Developing Problematic Performance Value Score: Ties That Bind Individual Health Conditions, Environmental Barriers and Problematic Behaviors
ID #0986
CHOI, Ji Min [University at Buffalo, SUNY] jchoi32@buffalo.edu, presenting author
PARK, JiYoung [University at Buffalo, SUNY] jp292@buffalo.edu, primary author

Neighborhood Green Space, Perceived Safety, and Social Support Among Older Adults: Results from the Neighborhood Quality of Life Study for Seniors
ID #1392
FRANK, Lawrence [University of British Columbia] lawrence.frank@ubc.ca, presenting author
HONG, Andy [University of British Columbia] andy.hong@ubc.ca, co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Associations Between Neighborhood Environments and Falls Among Community-dwelling Older Adults Over Time
ID #1012
LEE, Sungmin [Texas A&M University] saint83@tamu.edu, presenting author
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu, co-author

Older Adult’s Walking Behaviors and its Correlation with Walkability Indexes and Perceptions: In a Naturally Occurring Retirement Community Context
ID #0026
SUGURI, Vitor Hugo [Florida State University] vrs14@my.fsu.edu, presenting author
MILES, Rebecca [Florida State University] rebecca.miles@fsu.edu, co-author

Perceived Accessibility to Destinations: Does it Vary by Other Environmental Features in the Neighborhood?
ID #0593
WON, Jaewoong [Kyung Hee University] jwon@khu.ac.kr, presenting author
FORJUOH, Samuel N. [Texas A&M College of Medicine] Samuel.Forjuoh@bswhealth.org, co-author
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu, co-author
LEE, Sungmin [Texas A&M University] saint83@tamu.edu, co-author
ORY, Marcia G. [Texas A&M University] MOry@sph.tamhsc.edu, co-author
TOWNE, Samuel D. [Texas A&M University] towne@sph.tamhsc.edu, co-author
WANG, Suojin [Texas A&M University] sjwang@stat.tamu.edu, co-author
YOON, Jeongjae [Texas A&M University] yjj2324@gmail.com, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Colorado J-LL2
5 PAPERS

11.4 Planning Process for Climate Change and Hazards

Moderator/Discussant: VAN MAASAKKERS, Tij [The Ohio State University]
vanmaasakkers.1@osu.edu

Zoning for Climate Change: Learning from Leader Suburbs
ID #0989
DEWEY, Dorothy [West Chester University] divesdewey@wcupa.edu, presenting author

An Evaluation Framework for Urban Scenario Planning
ID #0269
GOODSPEED, Robert [University of Michigan] rgoodspe@umich.edu, presenting author

Regulatory Preparedness of America’s Cities for Watershed based Stormwater Management
ID #1256
GOPALAKRISHNAN, Smitha [University at Buffalo, SUNY] smithago@buffalo.edu, presenting author

Planning and Decision Making in the Face of Impending Natural Hazards
ID #1168
SHMUELI, Deborah [University of Haifa] deborah@geo.haifa.ac.il, presenting author
KAUFMAN, Sandra [Cleveland State University] s.kaufman@csuohio.edu, co-author
OZAWA, Connie [Portland State University] ozawac@pdx.edu, co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Fracking and its Implications for Municipal Governance and Public Finance
ID #0035
ZWICK, Austin [University of Toronto] austin.lewis.zwick@gmail.com, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Penrose 1-LL1
4 PAPERS

14.13 Land Use, Air Pollution and Health Aspects of Transportation

Moderator/Discussant: ADKINS, Arlie [University of Arizona] arlieadkins@email.arizona.edu

Neighborhood Walkability, Driving Time, and Sedentary Behavior Among Canadian Adults
ID #1395
HONG, Andy [University of British Columbia] andy.hong@ubc.ca, presenting author
FRANK, Lawrence [University of British Columbia] lawrence.frank@ubc.ca, co-author

Exploring the Relationship Between Urban Transportation, Land Use and Air Pollution Based on Drone Surveillance
ID #0471
PENG, Zhong-Ren [University of Florida] zpeng@ufl.edu, presenting author

Risk of Obesity: Do Transit-Oriented Neighborhoods Matter Much?
ID #0785
SMART, Michael [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mike.smart@rutgers.edu, presenting author

School Location and Air Pollution Exposure
ID #1266
WOLFE, Mary [UNC-Chapel Hill] mkwolfe@unc.edu, presenting author
ARUNACHALAM, Sarav [UNC-Chapel Hill] sarav@email.unc.edu, co-author
BALDAUF, Richard [EPA] Baldauf.Richard@epa.gov, co-author
MCDONALD, Noreen [UNC-Chapel Hill] noreen@unc.edu, co-author
VALENCIA, Alejandro [UNC-Chapel Hill] valenal@email.unc.edu, co-author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
5 PAPERS

14.14 Transportation and Land Use

Moderator/Discussant: CURRANS, Kristina [University of Arizona] curransk@gmail.com

Urban Containment and Inner-City Densification Reduce Auto Ownership
ID #0084
CAO, Xinyu (Jason) [University of Minnesota] Cao@umn.edu, presenting author
NÆSS, Petter [Norwegian University of Life Sciences] petter.nass@nmbu.no, co-author
WOLDAY, Fitwi [Norwegian University of Life Sciences] hamde.fitwi.wolday@nmbu.no, co-author

Examine the Heterogeneity in Elasticities of Travel Behavior to Built Environment with Latent Class Models

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Polycentric Urban Form and Non-Work Travel Pattern: A Study of Singaporean Residents with a Focus on Seniors
ID #0829
HOU, Yuting [Singapore University of Technology and Design] houyuting86@gmail.com, presenting author

Property Markets and Value Capture: Understanding Variability in Changing Land Values Due to Transport Infrastructure Development
ID #1190
LIESKE, Scott [University of Queensland] scott.lieske@uq.edu.au, presenting author

“Here We Do Everything By Walking.” Are Old Colonias Populares in Central Mexico City Sustainable Forms of Urbanization?
ID #0823
REYES-SANCHEZ, Ariadna [The University of Texas at Austin, Planning Department] ariadna.reyes@utexas.edu, presenting author

Friday, October 13, 2017, 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM
Penrose 2-LL1
5 PAPERS
15.6 Designing Corridors and Centers

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Sign Language: Public Space and the Visual Semiotics of Commercial Gentrification
ID #0533
BRISTOW, Timothy [University of Toronto] timothy.bristow@utoronto.ca, presenting author
CHOU, Tammy [University of Toronto] tammy.chou@mail.utoronto.ca, co-author
HESS, Paul [University of Toronto] hess@geog.utoronto.ca, co-author

Infrastructural Opportunism: Mobility for All by All
ID #1377
SAMUELS, Linda [Washington University in St. Louis] lcsamuels@wustl.edu, presenting author
BERNSTINE, Matthew [Washington University in St. Louis] mbernstine@wustl.edu, co-author

Spatial Distribution of Retail and Food Establishments in Urban Environment: Case of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
ID #1254
WIDITA, Alyas [Georgia Institute of Technology] alyas.widita@gatech.edu, presenting author

Does Pedestrians’ Walking Behaviors Explain the Rise and Fall of Shopping Districts? A Study with GPS Experiments
ID #0291
HAHM, Yeankyong [Seoul National University] hele0623@gmail.com, presenting author
YOO, Heeyeun [Seoul National University] hyoon@snu.ac.kr, co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
How Does Downtown Infill Development Affect Street Security? Evidence in Inner-City Neighborhood Revitalization
ID #1304
LIANG, Sisi [Tsinghua University] liangsisi@tsinghua.edu.cn, presenting author
All posters will be on display in the exhibit hall from 1:30pm – 6:30pm and then for the duration of the conference.

**Track 1**

**Assessing Effectiveness of Transportation Projects Using Sentiment Analysis of Social Media**
ID #1411
NOH, Sowoong [University of Florida] nsWSCOTT@gmail.com, presenting author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, primary author
MAHAJAN, Dhruv [University of Florida] dhruvmhjn@ufl.edu, co-author
RANKA, Sanjay [University of Florida] ranka@cise.ufl.edu, co-author
SRINIVASAN, Sivaramakrishnan [University of Florida] siva@ce.ufl.edu, co-author

**From Smart Cities to Full Stacks: The Role of Participatory Planning Technologies for Assessing Social Rental Markets in the Context of Informal Settlement Upgrading**
ID #0651
STIPHANY, Kristine [The University of Texas at Austin] kstiphany@utexas.edu, presenting author

**Improved Automated Procedure to Identify Horizontal Curves on GIS Street Centerlines**
ID #1306
XU, Xingjing [University of Florida] axuxinjing@ufl.edu, presenting author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, co-author
BROWN, Daniel [University of Florida] danieljbrown@ufl.edu, co-author
HAKIM, Nahal [University of Florida] nahalhakim@ufl.edu, co-author

**Crowdsourced Auditing of Streetscape Images for Walkability Research**
ID #0085
HARVEY, Chester [UC Berkeley] chesterharvey@berkeley.edu, presenting author
BOLLINGER, Ian [UC Berkeley] bolliger@berkeley.edu, co-author
SANTANA, Manuel [UC Berkeley] manuel.santana@berkeley.edu, co-author

**GTFS and Census Tool**
ID #1034
VALDEZ, Arnold [The Ohio State University] valdez.65@osu.edu, presenting author

**Track 2**

**Is Tax Increment Financing a Fiscal Bane or Boon? Evidence from Iowa**
ID #0571
NGUYEN-HOANG, Phuong [University of Iowa] phuong-nguyen@uiowa.edu, presenting author

**Investigating the Relationship between Urban Form and Regional Innovative Capacity, the Forgotten Dimension**
ID #0531

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
ZANDIATASHBAR, Ahoura [University of Texas at Arlington-College of Architecture Planning and Public Affairs (CAPPA)] ahoura.zandiatashbar@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] Shima.hamidi@uta.edu, co-author

Do “Good Jobs” Affect Interregional Migration of College Graduate Youths in Korea? Evidence from Hierarchical Cross-Classified Linear Modeling Approach
ID #0279
KIM, Chanyong [Yonsei University] chanyongkim@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author
LIM, Up [Yonsei University] uplim.plng@gmail.com, co-author

Track 3
The Impact of Urbanization on Flood Damage
ID #0675
YEOM, Jaeweon [Pusan National University] jaywo7@naver.com, presenting author
HA, Gyoungjun [Pusan National University] hj13579@hanmail.net, primary author
JUNG, Juchul [Pusan National University] jjjung@pusan.ac.kr, co-author
LEE, Dalbyul [Dong-Eui University] moon@deu.ac.kr, co-author

Thermal Impacts of Built and Vegetated Environments on Local Microclimates in the Tech Climate Network
ID #1217
MALLEN, Evan [Georgia Institute of Technology] mallenevan@gmail.com, presenting author
LANZA, Kevin [Georgia Institute of Technology] lanza.kevin@gatech.edu, co-author
STONE, Brian [Georgia Institute of Technology] stone@gatech.edu, co-author

The Green Morphology of Neighborhoods: A Spatiotemporal Analysis of Disparities in Urban Green Space Access in Columbus, Ohio
ID #0993
PARK, Yujin [Ohio State University] park.2329@osu.edu, presenting author
GULDMANN, Jean-Michel [Ohio State University] guldmann.1@osu.edu, co-author

A Spatial Hedonic Analysis of a Shrinking Lake Mead
ID #1035
SINGH, Amrita [University of Alberta] amrita4@ualberta.ca, presenting author
SAPHORES, Jean-Daniel [University of California Irvine] saphores@uci.edu, co-author

What Influences a Household’s Propensity of Engaging in Water Saving Behavior?
ID #0075
TAGORE, Pratiti [University of Utah] pratiti.tagore@gmail.com, presenting author
HINNER, Sarah [University of Utah] sarah.hinners@utah.edu, co-author

Track 4
Entrepreneurial Experts: The Mobilization of Professional Development Expertise in the Exclusionary Renaissance of Downtown and Midtown Detroit
ID #0116
BERGLUND, Lisa [University of California Los Angeles] liber@ucla.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
The Sociodemographic Makeup of North Carolina's Floodplains
ID #0657
JACOBS, Fayola [Texas A&M University] fayolaj@gmail.com, presenting author

Is a Denser Neighborhood Better to Age in Place?
ID #1293
KIM, Ja Young [University of Utah] jaykim37@gmail.com, presenting author

Resident Immigrants’ Happiness and Urban Environments in Seoul, Korea: A Structural Equation Modeling Analysis
ID #0732
LEE, So Hyeon [Yonsei University] sohyeonlee@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author
LIM, Up [Yonsei University] uplim.plng@gmail.com, co-author

Track 5

The Impact of New Urbanism on Single Family Housing Values: The Case of Issaquah Highlands
ID #0293
KIM, Jinyhup [University of Maryland] jinyhup.kim@gmail.com, presenting author
BAE, Christine [University of Washington] cbae@uw.edu, primary author

Bringing Residents Back In. Understanding the Position of Self-build Housing in the Netherlands
ID #0845
BOSSUYT, Daniel [University of Amsterdam, Gpio] daanbossuyt91@gmail.com, presenting author

Spatial Preference for Post Disaster Recovery: Vacant Lots after Hurricane Ike in Galveston, Texas
ID #0900
GU, Donghwan [Texas A&M University] dgu@tamu.edu, presenting author
HAMIDAE, Sara [Iowa State University] shamideh@iastate.edu, co-author
NEWMAN, Galen [Texas A&M University] gnewman@arch.tamu.edu, co-author
PEACOCK, Walter [Texas A&M University] peacock@tamu.edu, co-author
ROSENHEIM, Nathanael [Texas A&M University] nrosenheim@arch.tamu.edu, co-author

The Reconstruction Strategy of Mountain Rural Community Based on the Symbiosis Theory
ID #0493
GUAN, Zhongmei [Tongji University] gzm@tongji.edu.cn, presenting author

Institutional Approach to the Recent Form of Gentrification in West Loop, Chicago
ID #1115
KIM, Youngjun [University of Illinois at Chicago] ykim292@uic.edu, presenting author

The Geography of Opportunity: Neighborhood Distress and Clustered Abandonment
ID #1059
LEE, Ryun Jung [Texas A&M University] ryunjunglee@gmail.com, presenting author
NEWMAN, Galen [Texas A&M University] gnewman@arch.tamu.edu, co-author

“We All Should Be Environmentally Conscious of our Everyday Actions” The Urban Poor in Mexico City’s Colonias Populares Are Sustainable Users of Water and Energy
ID #1092

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
REYES, Ariadna [The University of Texas at Austin, Planning Department] ariadna.reyes@utexas.edu, presenting author

The Built Environment and Foreclosure
ID #0592
WON, Jaewoong [Kyung Hee University] jwon@khu.ac.kr, presenting author

Mitigation for Rural Communities: Case of Flash Flooding in the Himalayas, India
ID #0564
MAGHELAL, Praveen [Khalifa University of Science and Technology] pmaghelal@masdar.ac.ae, presenting author
ARLIKATTI, Sudha [Rabdan Academy] sarlikatti@ra.ac.ae, co-author

Effect of Educational Mismatch on Wages in the Capital and Non-Capital Regions in Korea
ID #0724
CHOI, Ye Seul [Yonsei University] yeseul.choi@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author
LIM, Up [Yonsei University] uplim.plng@gmail.com, co-author

Rural E-commerce and Its Interaction with China’s Urbanization: A Spatial and Land Use Study on E-commerce Villages
ID #1379
WANG, Sicheng [University of Maryland, College Park] wangsicheng1988@gmail.com, presenting author
WANG, Wei [Central University of Finance and Economics, China] i.phd.wangwei@foxmail.com, co-author

Can a Growing City Have Both Dense Urban Development and Adequate Green Space? Longitudinal Analysis of Neighborhood Greenness in Vancouver, Canada
ID #1396
HONG, Andy [University of British Columbia] andy.hong@ubc.ca, presenting author
FRANK, Lawrence [University of British Columbia] lawrence.frank@ubc.ca, co-author

Future Urban Growth and Flood Vulnerability in Tampa, Florida
ID #1180
KIM, Youjung [Texas A&M University] yk2247@tamu.edu, presenting author
NEWMAN, Galen [Texas A&M University] gnewman@arch.tamu.edu, co-author

Synthesizing Residential Sorting by Income: Exploring the relationship between Income Segregation and Income Inequality
ID #0719
WON, Jongho [UCI] jonghw1@uci.edu, presenting author

Application of Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs) to the City Level: a Case Study of Republic of Korea
ID #0681

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Track 8

The Relationship between Crime and Space: Visual Exposure and Access
ID #0897
MOON, Tae-Heon [Gyeongsang National University] thmoon@gnu.ac.kr, presenting author
HEO, Sun-Young [Gyeongsang National University] husy6019@naver.com, co-author
KIM, Ju-Young [Gyeongsang National University] jo0066@nate.com, primary author

Land Use Patterns and Resident Perspectives on Health and Physical Activity in a Neighborhood of Concentrated Poverty: Implications for Public Health Interventions
ID #1240
BRYANT, M. Margaret [SUNY ESF] mbryant@esf.edu, presenting author
SHAHHOSSEINI, Shaghayegh [SUNY-ESF] sshahhos@syr.edu, co-author
WANG, Yi [SUNY-ESF] ywang300@syr.edu, co-author

Identifying Pedestrian and Bike Collision Hotspots and Spatial Modeling of State Routes in Washington State
ID #0713
KANG, Mingyu [University of Washington] mingyu@uw.edu, presenting author
HOWRARD, Eric [University of Washington] ejhoward@uw.edu, co-author
MOUDON, Anne [University of Washington] moudon@uw.edu, co-author

Moving from Centralized to Region Planning: Policy Transition in Agrifood Distribution Systems in South Korea
ID #0646
SON, Seulgi [The University of Michigan] seulgi@umich.edu, presenting author

Track 10

Trends in Mobile Work in the United States, 1850 to 2015
ID #0410
STILES, Jonathan [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jonathan.stiles@rutgers.edu, presenting author

Track 11

Reclaiming Deliberation and Conversation in Planning from the Injection of Technological Information into Communication Space
ID #1402
YABES, Ruth [Arizona State University] ruth.yabes@asu.edu, presenting author

Old Foes, New Battlefields: Urban Reinvestment in the North Country
ID #1259

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
GRAY, Stephanie [Plattsburgh State University of New York] sgray008@plattsburgh.edu, presenting author
GERVICH, Curt D. [Plattsburgh State University of New York] cgerv001@plattsburgh.edu, co-author
MILZ, Daniel [Plattsburgh State University of New York] dcmilz@gmail.com, co-author
THAYER, Shannon [Plattsburgh State University of New York] thay4727@plattsburgh.edu, co-author
WALSH, Shane [Plattsburgh State University of New York] swals013@plattsburgh.edu, co-author

Track 12

Environmental Aesthetic Evaluation & Interpretation
ID #0358
BRITTON, Jennifer D.W. [Montana State University] jennifer.britton@montana.edu, presenting author

Reading the City through Cinematic Representation of the Urban Experience: Semiotic Analysis of Chicago in The Blue Brothers and The Untouchables
ID #0178
GOHARIPOUR, Hamed [Kansas State University] hgohari@k-state.edu, presenting author

Track 13

A Comparative Analysis of China's World-class Large City Clusters from the Perspective of Economic Globalization - Based on the Foreign Enterprises Properties
ID #0181
HAN, Huidong [Tongji University] 254606814@qq.com, presenting author

Interactions Between Urban Decline with its Spatial Diffusion and Urban Sprawl
ID #0556
EOM, Hyuntae [University of Seoul] hteom@uos.ac.kr, presenting author
WOO, Myungje [University of Seoul] mwoo@uos.ac.kr, co-author

Effects of the Capacity of Civic Organizations and the Maturity of Local Employment Governance on the Performance of Local Job Creation Programs in Korea
ID #0299
KIM, Minyoung [Yonsei University] minyoung.kim@yonsei.ac.kr, presenting author
LIM, Up [Yonsei University] uplim@yonsei.ac.kr, co-author

Track 14

Trends of Inter-Metropolitan Commute and Implications for Megaregion Planning
ID #1048
GOODRICH, Brendan [University of Texas at Austin] b.goodrich@utexas.edu, presenting author
ZHANG, Ming [The University of Texas at Austin] zhangm@austin.utexas.edu, primary author

Improving Transportation Safety by Using a GIS-based Instructional Tool for Crash-Prediction Methods
ID #1404
HAKIM, Nahal [University of Florida] nahalhakim@ufl.edu, presenting author
BEJLIERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, primary author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
BROWN, Daniel [University of Florida] danieljbrown@ufl.edu, co-author
SRINIVASAN, Siva [University of Florida] siva@ce.ufl.edu, co-author

Using Mobile Sensing of Air Quality to Design Low-Exposure Bicycle Routes
ID #0784
HANKEY, Steve [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] hankey@vt.edu, presenting author
SFORZA, Peter [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] psforza@vt.edu, co-author

Is It Wise for Transit Agencies to Adopt Autonomous Buses? A Cost-Benefit Analysis in Austin, Texas
ID #1232
LI, Wei [Texas A&M University] wli@tamu.edu, presenting author
KALAKUNTLA, Sai [Texas A&M University] praneeths91@tamu.edu, co-author
QU, Tongbin [Texas A&M University] T-Qu@tamu.edu, co-author
SINHA, Kumares [Texas A&M University] sinha@purdue.edu, co-author
TALEBPOUR, Alireza [Texas A&M University] atalebpour@civil.tamu.edu, co-author

Bicycle Parking Security and Built Environments
ID #0484
LU, Yougeng [University of Southern California] yougengl@usc.edu, presenting author
CHEN, Peng [Harbin Institute of Technology Shenzhen Campus] chenp5@uw.edu, primary author

Transit Accessibility and the Geography of Opportunity: Evidence using GTFS and GIS on Los Angeles
ID #1125
SWAYNE, Madison [University of Southern California] swayne@usc.edu, presenting author
MILLER, Matthew [University of Southern California] millermj@usc.edu, co-author

Why People Travel Far for Work When Commuting Could be Shorter?
ID #0774
WANG, Zizhan [Tongji University] marsim@126.com, presenting author
PAN, Haixiao [Tongji University] hxpank@126.com, primary author

How Hidden Costs of Public Transit Influence Affordability
ID #1055
WILSON, Alana [University of Colorado] alanamwilson@gmail.com, presenting author

A Latent Class Choice Model of the Adoption of On-demand Ride Services
ID #0262
ALEMI, Farzad [Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis] falemi@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
CIRCELLA, Giovanni [Georgia Institute of Technology and University of California, Davis] gcircella@ucdavis.edu, co-author
HANDY, Susan [Department of Environmental Science and Policy, and Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis] slhandy@ucdavis.edu, co-author
MOKHTARIAN, Patricia [Georgia Institute of Technology] patmokh@gatech.edu, co-author

Improving the Understanding of the Factors Affecting the Propensity to Change Household Car Ownership
ID #1277
ALEMI, Farzad [UC Davis] falemi@ucdavis.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
CIRCELLA, Giovanni [Georgia Institute of Technology and University of California, Davis] gcircella@ucdavis.edu, co-author
HANDY, Susan [Department of Environmental Science and Policy, and Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis] slhandy@ucdavis.edu, co-author
MOKHTARIAN, Patricia [Georgia Institute of Technology] patmokh@gatech.edu, co-author

Transit Ridership and Transit Accessibility in Los Angeles area
ID #1342
CHO, John [Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)] choj@scag.ca.gov, presenting author
CHOI, Simon [Chung-Ang University] trojanchoi93@gmail.com, co-author
KIM, Kihong [Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)] kimk@scag.ca.gov, co-author
SEO, Jung [Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)] seo@scag.ca.gov, co-author
VO, Tom [Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)] vo@scag.ca.gov, co-author
WEN, Frank [Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)] wen@scag.ca.gov, co-author

Exploring the Relationships between Millennials and Older Adults’ Adoption of Uber and the Use of Public Transit
ID #1289
CIRCELLA, Giovanni [Georgia Institute of Technology and University of California, Davis] gcircella@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
ALEMI, Farzad [Institute of Transportation Studies, University of California, Davis] falemi@ucdavis.edu, co-author
MOKHTARIAN, Patricia [Georgia Institute of Technology] patmokh@gatech.edu, co-author

Anticipating Travel Behavior Change Among Relocating University Students
ID #0492
COMBS, Tabitha [Lincoln University] tab.combs@gmail.com, presenting author
SHAY, Elizabeth [Appalachian State University] shayed@appstate.edu, co-author

Examining the Impact of Metropolitan Growth Patterns on Jobs-Housing Mismatch and Excess Commuting by Demographic and Socioeconomic Groups in U.S. Metropolitan Areas (2000-2010)
ID #0486
HA, Jaehyun [Hanyang University] jaehyunha@hanyang.ac.kr, presenting author
LEE, Sugie [Hanyang University] sugielee@hanyang.ac.kr, co-author

Warehousing Location Choice: A Case Study in Los Angeles, CA
ID #0096
KANG, Sanggyun [University of Southern California] sanggyuk@usc.edu, presenting author

Detecting Efficacy Thresholds for Public Transit Systems – A Study of the Effects of Population Density and Congestion
ID #1381
KUMAR, Mukesh [Jackson State University] planning2045@gmail.com, presenting author
BLANTON, Joan [university] integralplanning@att.net, co-author
ZHAO, Biqi [City of Jackson] bzhao@city.jackson.ms.us, co-author

Do Neighborhood Road Networks Affect the Severity of Pedestrian Traffic Accidents? Evidence from the Traffic Accident Analysis System (TAAS) Data in Seoul, Korea
ID #0797
LEE, Hojun [Hanyang University] hojunlee@hanyang.ac.kr, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
A Multi-Scale Analysis of Built Environment and Transit System Characteristics Affecting Transit Ridership
ID #0899
MILLER, Matt [University of Utah] matt439miller@gmail.com, presenting author

Case Studies in Financing Bike/Ped Infrastructure
ID #0017
MILLER, Shaleen [Florida State University] shaleenmiller@gmail.com, presenting author

Restructuring Turkish Paratransit Operations: Public Transport System Integration in Ankara, Turkey
ID #0022
OZBILEN, Basar [The Ohio State University] basarozbilen@gmail.com, presenting author

We Count What We Care About: The Limitations and Biases in Existing Metrics for Bicycle and Pedestrian Investments
ID #0404
PIATKOWSKI, Daniel [University of Nebraska Lincoln] dpiatkowski2@unl.edu, presenting author
MARSHALL, Wesley [University of Colorado Denver] wesley.marshall@ucdenver.edu, co-author

Raise Transit Funding through Gas Taxes or Higher Fares? An Exploration of Opinions Across Urbanized Areas in the United States, 2012 - 2016
ID #0192
SHIRGAOKAR, Manish [University of Alberta] shirgaokar@ualberta.ca, presenting author
AGRAWAL, Asha [San Jose State University] asha.weinstein.agrawal@sjsu.edu, co-author
NIXON, Hilary [San Jose State University] hilary.nixon@sjsu.edu, co-author

New Habits Die Hard: Evaluating the Dynamic Impacts of Attitudes and Perceptions on New Light Rail Use in Los Angeles
ID #1292
SPEARS, Steven [University of Iowa] steven-spears@uiowa.edu, presenting author

From Peak-Hour to Time-Of-Day: A Case Study of a Novel Parking Occupancy Measure
ID #0400
THIGPEN, Calvin [University of California, Davis] cgthigpen@ucdavis.edu, presenting author

Environmental Justice in Warehousing Location: A Longitudinal Study
ID #0258
YUAN, Quan [University of Southern California] quanyuan@usc.edu, presenting author

Track 15

Evidence Based Recommendations for Improving Walkability of a Commercial Area: The Case of City of San Fernando
ID #1094
GOLDEN, Elizabeth [California State University, Northridge] elizabeth.golden.843@my.csun.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
FAUL, Vanessa [California State University, Northridge] vanessa.faul.245@my.csun.edu, co-author
MARTINEZ, Susana [California State University, Northridge] susana.martinez.939@my.csun.edu, co-author
PROVENZALE, Joseph [California State University, Northridge] joseph.provenzale.386@my.csun.edu, co-author
TOKER, Zeynep [California State University, Northridge] ztoker@csun.edu, co-author

Neighborhood Contribution to Public Space Attractiveness
ID #1065
KESHAVARZI, Golnaz [University of Texas at Arlington] golnaz.keshavarzi@gmail.com, presenting author
YILDIRIM, Yalcin [University of Texas at Arlington] yalcin.yildirim@mavs.uta.edu, co-author

Are New Urbanist Developments More Inviting in Terms of Sounds?
ID #1041
YILDIRIM, Yalcin [University of Texas at Arlington] yalcin.yildirim@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author
FOSTER, Nicole [University of Texas at Arlington] nfoster@uta.edu, co-author
KESHAVARZI, Golnaz [University of Texas at Arlington] golnaz.keshavarzi@gmail.com, co-author

Assessing Built Environment and Its Impact on Health: Case Study of Orlando MSA
ID #1405
YOOON, Sulhee [University of Florida] sulhee777@ufl.edu, presenting author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] co-author
NOH, Soowoong [University of Florida] co-author
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1.6 Transportation and Location

Moderator/Discussant: SILVA, Elisabete [University of Cambridge] es424@cam.ac.uk

Developing a Two-Dimensional Propensity Score Matching Method for Longitudinal Quasi-Experimental Studies: A Focus on Travel Behavior and the Built Environment
ID #0862
ZHONG, Haotian [Texas A&M University] nutterzht123@tamu.edu, presenting author
BOARNET, Marlon [University of Southern California] co-author
LI, Wei [Texas A&M University] wli@tamu.edu, co-author

Are Affordable Housing Locations More Accessible to Services and Employment by Transit Than Other Residential Land Parcels? Introducing A GIS Tool to Map Parcel Level Transit Accessibility
ID #0773
NAJI, Ammar [King Abdulaziz University] ANAJI@KAU.EDU.SA, presenting author
ARAFAT, Abdulnaser [University of Florida] naserarafat@dcp.ufl.edu, co-author

Development and Applications of Megaregion Truck Flow Estimation Model
ID #0275
PAN, Qisheng [Texas Southern University] pan_qs@tsu.edu, presenting author
CHUN, Bumseok [Texas Southern University] Bum.Chun@TSU.EDU, co-author
JIN, Tony [university] tonyjintsu@gmail.com, co-author
ZHOU, Jun [university] lionalec@126.com, co-author

The Disparities in Spatial Accessibility to Quality Schools in the City of Buffalo: A GIS-based Accessibility Analysis
ID #1198
SALEH, Ilhamdaniah [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] ilhamdan@buffalo.edu, presenting author
YIN, Li [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] liyin@buffalo.edu, co-author

Using Markov Chain Models to Simulate the Spatio-Temporal Pattern of Public Housing Dwellers
ID #1371
SHAW, Jingsi [DUSP MIT] xuis@mit.edu, presenting author
FERREIRA, JR., Joseph [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jf@mit.edu, co-author
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3.40 Pre-Organized Session: New Approaches to Planning Multifunctional Green Infrastructure for Urban Resilience

Moderator: MEEROW, Sara [University of Michigan] sameerow@umich.edu
Discussant: LARSEN, Larissa [University of Michigan] larissal@umich.edu

Pathways to Urban Resilience Through Integrated Green Infrastructure
ID #0436
CLARKE, Jonathan [University of Warwick] j.r.l.clarke@warwick.ac.uk, presenting author

Integrated Decision Support for Vacant Land Reuse
ID #0437
HAMSTEAD, Zoe [University at Buffalo] zoehamst@buffalo.edu, presenting author
MATOTT, Shawn [University at Buffalo] lsmatott@buffalo.edu, co-author
RABIDEAU, Alan [University at Buffalo] rabideau@buffalo.edu, co-author
ZHU, Zhenduo [University at Buffalo] zhenduoz@buffalo.edu, co-author

A Green Infrastructure Spatial Planning Model for Evaluating Ecosystem Service Tradeoffs and Synergies in Three Coastal Megacities
ID #0433
MEEROW, Sara [University of Michigan] sameerow@umich.edu, presenting author

Developing Planning Tools and Strategies to Use Green Infrastructure to Maximize Community, Economic, and Environmental Benefits, and Engage Communities to Promote Equity
ID #0435
ROSAN, Christina [Temple University] cdrosan@temple.edu, presenting author
HECKERT, Megan [West Chester University] mheckert@wcupa.edu, co-author

A Co-Production Framework for Green Infrastructure Projects: Opportunities and Barriers to Inform “Designed Experiments”
ID #0434
COSEO, Paul [Arizona State University] paul.coseo@asu.edu, presenting author
CHILDERS, Daniel [Arizona State University] Dan.Childers@asu.edu, co-author
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4.6 Belonging and the Built Environment

Contending with Resegregation on Detroit’s Road to Revitalization
ID #1298
LASKEY, Allison [University of California Irvine] alaskey@uci.edu, presenting author

Belonging and the Built Environment: Transnational Socio-Cultural Influences among First and Second-Generation Mexican Immigrants in Southern California
ID #0824
ARROYO, John [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] arroyojc@alum.mit.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
The Social Cost of “Urban Renaissance”: The Spatial and Social Transformation of Seattle’s Queer District
ID #1382
CHALANA, Manish [University of Washington] chalana@uw.edu, presenting author

Spaces of Encounter Among Newcomer Populations: Planning Mid-Sized Cities of Difference
ID #0184
DEAN, Jennifer [University of Waterloo] jennifer.dean@uwaterloo.ca, presenting author

Whose Right in the Gentrifying Downtown Central City?
ID #1247
GONZALEZ, Erualdo Romero [California State University, Fullerton] egonzalez@fullerton.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado G-LL2
5 PAPERS
5.27 Pre-Organized Session: Planning for AuthentiCITIES, Part II: Making Authenticity Happen

Moderator/Discussant: PIAZZONI, Maria Francesca [University of Southern California] mariafra@usc.edu

Dialogos and Planning
ID #0224
GIUSTI, Cecilia [Texas A & M University] cgiusti@arch.tamu.edu, presenting author
LEDESMA, Edna [University of Texas at Austin] ednaledesma@utexas.edu, co-author

Negotiating Diversity: The Transitioning Greektown of Baltimore City
ID #0226
MATSUMOTO, Naka [University of Maryland, College Park] nakam@umd.edu, presenting author

Authenticity in Vancouver's Changing Chinatown
ID #0227
SHIEH, Leslie [Take Root Studio] shieh.leslie@gmail.com, presenting author

Planning for AuthentiCities: Conflict, Reconciliation, Space and Time
ID #0228
TATE, Laura [California Polytechnic State University] laura@lauratate.ca, presenting author
SHANNON, Brettany [University of Southern California] brettany@gmail.com, co-author

People, Place, and Process: Typologies of Authenticity
ID #0230
MEYER, Justin [Knowlton School, The Ohio State University] justinnmeyer553@googlemail.com, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Independence-LL1
5 PAPERS
5.30 Evaluating State and Local Housing Programs

**Moderator/Discussant: TBD**

Housing Policy: The State of the States  
ID #0240  
BASOLO, Victoria [UC Irvine] basolo@uci.edu, presenting author

Performance Analysis of the Affordable Housing Programs in Dallas Fort Worth Metropolis  
ID #0871  
JAHAN, Jinat [University of Texas at Arlington] jinat.jahan@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author  
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] co-author  
MOAZZENI, Somayeh [University of Texas, Arlington] somayeh.moazzeni@mavs.uta.edu, co-author  
WEINREICH, David [University of Texas, Arlington] david.weinreich@uta.edu, co-author

Municipal Engagement and Citizen Science in New Orleans City Planning Processes  
ID #0218  
THOMPSON, Michelle [University of New Orleans] mmthomp1@uno.edu, presenting author

Community Development System Evaluation: The Kansas City Case  
ID #0696  
FRISCH, Michael [University of Missouri-Kansas City] frischm@umkc.edu, presenting author  
FONZA, Annalise [Independent scholar] annalise.fonza@gmail.com, co-author  
WAGNER, Jacob [University of Missouri-Kansas City] Wagnerjaco@umkc.edu, co-author

Evaluating the Quality of Consolidated Housing Plans Evaluating the Quality of Consolidated Housing Plans  
ID #0990  
TRAN, Tho [Texas A&M University] thotran2211@gmail.com, presenting author  
VAN ZANDT, Shannon [Texas A&M University] svanzandt@tamu.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM  
Gold Coin-LL1  
4 PAPERS

5.33 Structures of Opportunity and Access

**Moderator/Discussant: TBD**

Eviction-based Displacement as Gendered and Racialized Class-Monopoly Rent  
ID #0613  
SIMS, J. Revel [University of Wisconsin-Madison] revel.sims@wisc.edu, presenting author

The Spatial Justice in Neighbourhood Governance - the Case of Li-nong Living Quarter in Shanghai  
ID #1252  
YANG, Fan [College of Architecture and Urban Planning, Tongji University] fanyangsh@tongji.edu.cn, presenting author  
SHEN, Juelin [College of Architecture and Urban Planning, Tongji University] 80454581@qq.com, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Disparities of Getting In and Out of Housing: Does Housing Discrimination Translate to Poor Home and Neighborhood Conditions, Housing and Food Insecurity, and Distressed Mental Health?
ID #0876
CANCEL MARTINEZ, Yaidi [University of Wisconsin Madison] cancelmartin@wisc.edu, presenting author

Grocery Store Proximity and Workforce Housing in Oklahoma: Do All Residents Enjoy the Same Opportunity to Access Fresh Vegetables and Fruits?
ID #1082
LOWERY, Bryce [University of Oklahoma] bryce.c.lowery@ou.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado H-LL2
5 PAPERS
6.13 Emerging Housing Challenges in the Global South

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Private Sector Adaptation Strategies in Bangkok’s Housing Sector
ID #0189
MITCHELL, Carrie [University of Waterloo] carrie.mitchell@uwaterloo.ca, presenting author
WHITBREAD, Karmen [SGL Planning & Design] karmen-whitbread@hotmail.com, co-author

Tenure Formalization and Local Community Leadership in Moshi, Tanzania
ID #0384
SCHMIDT, Stephan [Cornell University] sjs96@cornell.edu, presenting author

Private Developers and Public Policy: The Case of Morocco's Housing and Resettlement Policies
ID #0393
BEHBEHANI, Fatmah M. [University of Virginia] fatmah.behbehani@gmail.com, presenting author
ALBERTI, Caroline [University of Virginia] ca2fe@virginia.edu, co-author
BASSETT, Ellen M. [University of Virginia] emb7d@eservices.virginia.edu, co-author

Informal Settlements and Inequality: Exploring Spatial Patterns and Drivers of GER Districts in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
ID #0683
PARK, Hogeun [Michigan State University] parkhoge@msu.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
3 PAPERS
6.34 Pre-Organized Session: Urban Water, Sanitation, and Wastewater: Emerging Issues and Future Directions II – Equity and Participation

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Moderator: DAS, Priyam [University of Hawaii] priyam@hawaii.edu
Discussant: RIVAS, Marcela [University of Pittsburgh] marcela@gspia.pitt.edu

Deep Democracy Fuels Polycentric Sewage Governance in Urban India
ID #0723
OBERG, Angela [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] angela.oberg@rutgers.edu, presenting author

Understanding the Complexities of Urban Sanitation in India
ID #0446
DAS, Priyam [University of Hawaii] priyam@hawaii.edu, presenting author
CROWLEY, Julia [Western Carolina University] juliacrowley88@gmail.com, co-author

Settlement-level Pragmatic Planning for Water in Northwestern India
ID #0445
VIDYARTHI, Sanjeev [University of Illinois at Chicago] svidy@uic.edu, presenting author
HOCH, Charles [University of Illinois at Chicago] hochchas@gmail.com, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
3 PAPERS

6.46 Pre-Organized Session: Urban Water, Sanitation, and Wastewater: Emerging Issues and Future Directions III – Valuation of Services

Moderator: ACEY, Charisma [University of California Berkeley] charisma.acey@berkeley.edu
Discussant: TEWARI, Meenu [University of North Carolina] mtewari@email.unc.edu

Valuing Pro-Poor Sanitation in Kenyan Cities
ID #0454
ACEY, Charisma [University of California Berkeley] charisma.acey@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Assessing the Performance of Alternative Water and Sanitation Tariffs: The Case of Nairobi
ID #0455
FUENTE, David [UNC-Chapel Hill] fuente@unc.edu, presenting author

ID #0457
ZHAO, Jane [UNC Chapel Hill] janezhao@unc.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado I-LL2
2 PAPERS

7.11 Assumptions and Ideologies: How Conceptualization of Place Impacts Space

Moderator/Discussant: LOH, Carolyn [Wayne State University] cm9329@wayne.edu

Investible Suburbs: Buying, Selling and Lending in the Commercial Property Markets of the Boston and San Diego Metropolitan Areas Since the Great Recession

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
12.8 Planners, Leadership, and Problem-Solving

Moderator/Discussant: QUICK, Kathy [University of Minnesota] ksquick@umn.edu

Participatory Planning, Museum ‘Labs,’ and Urban Problem-Solving
ID #0577
HOLLERAN, Max [New York University] max.holleran@gmail.com, presenting author
HOLLERAN, Sam [ETH Zurich] samholleran@gmail.com, co-author

Should Planners Lead?
ID #0123
JOHNSON, Bonnie [University of Kansas] bojojohn@ku.edu, presenting author

How Planning Theory Ideas Shape Suburban Comp Plans
ID #0350
HOCH, Charles [University of Illinois at Chicago] chashoch@uic.edu, presenting author

Strategic Framing in Planning: An Empirical Investigation of How Planners Discuss Density
ID #0042
WHITTEMORE, Andrew [University of North Carolina] awhittem@email.unc.edu, presenting author
BENDOR, Todd [University of North Carolina] bendor@unc.edu, co-author

Detached Urbanism: How Do (Private Sector) Planners Make Sense of Their Practices?
ID #0955
ZANOTTO, Juliana [University of California - Irvine] jzanotto@uci.edu, presenting author

14.10 Equity in Transportation

Moderator/Discussant: KLEIN, Nicholas [Columbia University] n.klein@columbia.edu

Inheriting Inequality: Automobile Access on the Pathway to Adulthood
ID #0354
RALPH, Kelcie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] kelcie.ralph@ejb.rutgers.edu, presenting author

Identifying Spatial Gaps in Transportation Options Serving Vulnerable Populations

A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
ID #1435
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, presenting author
GU, Zongni [University of Florida] gznleo@ufl.edu, co-author
NOH, Soowoong [University of Florida] nsWSCcott@ufl.edu, co-author

Synchronizing Public Investment, Land Use and Economic Productivity in East Africa: Evidence from Addis Ababa, Dar Es Salaam, Kigali and Nairobi

ID #1427
FELKNER, John [Florida State University] jfelkner@fsu.edu, presenting author
LALL, Somik [The World Bank] slall1@worldbank.org, co-author
LEE, Hyun [University of Connecticut] hyun.2.lee@uconn.edu, co-author

An Assessment of Social Equity in Transit Service in Salt Lake County: Developing a New Methodology for Quantifying Social Equity Promotion Through Transit Service

ID #1301
LYONS, Torrey [University of Utah] torrey.lyons@gmail.com, presenting author

Assessing the Fairness of Transport Systems in US Metropolitan Areas

ID #0894
MARTENS, Karel [Technion - Israel Institute of Technology] cjcmmartens@gmail.com, presenting author
LERMAN, Yoav [Technion-Israel Institute of Technology] yoavlerman@gmail.com, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Matchless-LL1
4 PAPERS
14.24 Transit-Oriented Developments

Moderator/Discussant: MAGHELAL, Praveen [Khalifa University of Science and Technology]
pmaghelal@masdar.ac.ae

Do Transit-Oriented Developments Induce Residents to be More Multimodal?
ID #0718
CHOI, Yunkyung [Georgia Institute of Technology] yunkyn.choi@gatech.edu, presenting author
GUHATHAKURTA, Subhrajit [Georgia Institute of Technology] subhro.guha@design.gatech.edu, co-author
LEE, Yongsung [Georgia Institute of Technology] yongsung.lee.gatech@gmail.com, co-author

Trip and Parking Generation at Transit-Oriented Developments: Five US Case Studies
ID #0039
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu, presenting author
LYONS, Torrey [University of Utah] torrey.lyons@gmail.com, co-author
PROFFITT, David [University of Utah] david.proffitt@utah.edu, co-author
TERZANO, Kathryn [Westfield State University] co-author
TIAN, Guang [University of Utah] Guang.Tian@utah.edu, co-author

Changes in Workers’ Residential Distribution around Growing Rapid Transit Systems
ID #0688
QI, Yunlei [University of Minnesota] yunleiqi@umn.edu, presenting author
FAN, Yingling [University of Minnesota] co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
GUTHRIE, Andrew [University of Minnesota] co-author

40 Years of Trends in TODs across the United States
ID #0326
RENNE, John [Florida Atlantic University] jrenne@fau.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Penrose 2-LL1
4 PAPERS

15.10 Environmental Psychology and Design

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Do Water Fountains and Active Streets Improve Plazas’ Visitability?
ID #0341
ABDULKARIM, Dina [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] dabdulkarim@cpp.edu, presenting author

Psychological Wellbeing and Urban Design: The Known Knowns
ID #0505
HAJRASOULIHA, Amir [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] ahajraso@calpoly.edu, presenting author
DEL RIO, Vicente [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] vdelrion@calpoly.edu, co-author

Restorative Quality of Green Roofs as Urban Green Spaces: An Analysis Using an Eye-Tracking System and the Perceived Restorativeness Scale (PRS)
ID #1001
LEE, Narae [University of California, Irvine] narael1@uci.edu, presenting author

Demographic Predictors of Sense of Community in Wisconsin
ID #0134
SPAHR, Christopher [University of Wisconsin-Madison] spahr2@wisc.edu, presenting author
MALECKI, Kristen [University of Wisconsin-Madison] kmalecki@wisc.edu, co-author
MORALES, Alfonso [University of Wisconsin-Madison] morales1@wisc.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
4 PAPERS

2.8 The Effects of Transit on Business and Economic Development

Moderator/Discussant: MALIZIA, Emil [University of North Carolina] malizia@email.unc.edu

Retailers and Station Types: Geographically Weighted Regression Identification of Station Types Near Rapid Transit in Los Angeles
ID #0705
OLWERT, Craig [California State University, Northridge] craig.olwert@csun.edu, presenting author
WANG, Chih-Hao [California State University, Fresno] cwang@mail.fresnostate.edu, co-author
Does the Removal of the Elevated Freeway Affect Retail Business Operation? - In the Case of the Yaksu Elevated Freeway in Seoul, South Korea
ID #0327
JUNG, Eunah [Seoul National University] jea0610@gmail.com, presenting author
YOO, Heeyeun [Seoul National University] hyoon@snu.ac.kr, co-author

ID #0950
KIM, Keuntae [University of Utah] keuntae.kim@utah.edu, presenting author
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu, co-author

Evaluating the Development Impacts Associated with Streetcar Investment: A Multiple Case Study
ID #0204
MENDEZ, Joel [Florida State University] jm14af@my.fsu.edu, presenting author
BROWN, Jeffrey [Florida State University] co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado G-LL2
4 PAPERS

5.28 Historic Preservation as a Community Development Strategy

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Historic Preservation, Community Development, and School Closures: A Case Study of a Teacher's Village in Chicago
ID #0010
GARCIA ZAMBRANA, Ivis [University of Utah] ivis.garcia@gmail.com, presenting author

Revitalization and Stabilization through Historic Preservation: Case Studies of two St. Louis Neighborhoods
ID #0151
KINAHAN, Kelly [University of Louisville] kelly.kinahan@louisville.edu, presenting author

The Keepers of Urban Heritage: Neighborhood Change in Historic Districts in Large, American Cities, 1970-2010
ID #1248
STANEK, David [University of Pennsylvania] dstanek@upenn.edu, presenting author

"We'll Believe it When We See it": Opportunities and Challenges in Resident-Led Preservation of Affordable Housing
ID #0827
HOWELL, Kathryn [Virginia Commonwealth University] klhowell@vcu.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Independence-LL1
5 PAPERS

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
5.32 Federally Subsidized Housing Programs

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Free from the Federal Leash? Housing Authorities as Autonomous Actors in Local Affordable Housing Markets
ID #0401
AIRGOOD-OBRYCKI, Whitney [The Ohio State University] airgood-obrycki.1@osu.edu, presenting author
KLEIT, Rachel [The Ohio State University] kleit.1@osu.edu, primary author

Neighbors and Networks: The Role of Social Interactions on the Residential Choices of Housing Choice Voucher Holders
ID #0518
ELLEN, Ingrid [New York University] ingrid.ellen@nyu.edu, presenting author
SUHER, Michael [New York University] michael.suher@nyu.edu, co-author
TORRATS-ESPINOSA, Gerard [New York University] gerardtorrats@gmail.com, co-author

The Self-Sufficiency Mandate of Public Housing
ID #0838
FRESCOLN, Kirstin [UNC Chapel Hill] kirstinf@live.unc.edu, presenting author
NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina] nguyen@unc.edu, co-author
ROHE, William M. [University of North Carolina] Brohe@unc.edu, co-author

Bridging the Gap: Differences in Community Building Plans in HOPE VI and Choice Neighborhoods in Chicago and Seattle
ID #1227
JACKSON, April [Florida State University] ajackson5@fsu.edu, presenting author

The Housing Choice Voucher Program and Its Recipients’ Opportunities from Their Neighborhood
ID #1109
PARK, Han [Texas A&M University] hpark@tamu.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Gold Coin-LL1
4 PAPERS

5.58 Pre-Organized Session: Development Pressure in the Context of Abandonment: Tensions in Collective Property Ownership, Public Benefit and Entrepreneurial Urbanism

Moderator/Discussant: WEST, John [Ball State University] jhwest@bsu.edu

Community Land Trusts in Context: The Impact of Municipal Sponsorship
ID #0844
CAHEN, Claire [The Graduate Center at CUNY] ccahen@gradcenter.cuny.edu, presenting author

Land Trusts and Land Banks in the Suburbs: Challenges and Opportunities
ID #0966
NIEDT, Chris [] presenting author

Community Control, Contracting, and Development: Lessons from an Activist Community Land Trust

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Growing Civic Capacity with Abandoned Property: Land Bank Formation in the Context of Austerity

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado H-LL2
4 PAPERS

6.14 Restructuring Urban Space

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Place for Decent Housing: The Impact of Affordable Housing Provision on the Spatial Segregation of the Urban Poor in Chengdu, China

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado I-LL2
4 PAPERS

7.29 Pre-Organized Session: Comparative Transfer of Development Rights (TDR): A Tug-of-War Between Planning and Market

Moderator: SHIH, Mi [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mi.shih@ejb.rutgers.edu
Discussant: KAYDEN, Jerold [Harvard University] jkayden@gsd.harvard.edu

Transfer of Development Rights in Theory and Practice: The Restructuring of TDR to Incentivize Development

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado I-LL2
4 PAPERS

Terra Firma and Air Rights Politics: The Case of Boston

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
The Infinite Elasticity of the Transferable Development Right: Notes from New York City Experience
ID #0243
SCLAR, Elliott [Columbia University] eds2@columbia.edu, presenting author

Transfer of Planning Power to the Market? Two Decades of Transfer of Development Rights Practices in Taiwan
ID #0242
SHIH, Mi [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mi.shih@ejb.rutgers.edu, presenting author
POPPER, Frank [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] fpopper@rutgers.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado D-LL2
5 PAPERS
8.4 Obesity and Built Environment Influences

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Exploring Geographic Access to Primary Healthcare and Its Relationship to Built Environment
ID #1112
YOON, Sulhee [University of Florida] sulhee777@ufl.edu, presenting author
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu, primary author
BUMBACH, Michael [University of Florida] mbumbach@ufl.edu, co-author
HARMAN, Jeffrey [Florida State University] jeffrey.harman@med.fsu.edu, co-author
LUTZ, Barbara [University of North Carolina Wilmington] lutzb@uncw.edu, co-author
NEFF, Donna [University of Central Florida] donna.neff@ucf.edu, co-author
STEINER, Ruth [University of Florida] co-author

The Relationship Between Physical Activity, Socioeconomic Status, Neighborhood Environment and Obesity, in South Korea: Structural Equation Modeling Analysis
ID #0261
CHOO, Yunwon [Seoul National University] yunwon.choi@snu.ac.kr, presenting author
YOON, Heeyeun [Seoul National University] hyyoon@snu.ac.kr, co-author

Reinventing Public Transportation Programs to Fight Obesity Epidemic: A Pilot Study in El Paso, Texas
ID #1429
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu, presenting author
LEE, sungmin [Texas A&M] saint83@tamu.edu, co-author
LI, Wei [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu, co-author
ORY, Marcia [university] mor@spth.tamhs.edu, co-author
WON, Jaewoong [Kyung Hee University] jwon@khu.ac.kr, presenting author
XU, Minjie [Texas A&M University] mxu@tamu.edu, co-author

Micro-level spatial predictors of obesity
ID #0967
MOHAMED, Rayman [Wayne State University] rayman.mohamed@gmail.com, presenting author
ARNETZ, Bengt [Michigan State University] bengt.arnetz@hc.msu.edu, co-author

Neighborhood’s Influence on Health: Role of Built Environment and Sociodemographic Factors on Obesity

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
5 PAPERS
8.6 Greenspace and Health

**Moderator/Discussant: TBD**

Urban Greenery Impacts on Public Health: Utilizing an Advanced Three-Dimensional (3D) Analysis
ID #0067
CHUN, Bumseok [Texas Southern University] bum.chun@tsu.edu, presenting author
HUR, Misun [East Carolina University] HURMI@ecu.edu, co-author
WON, Jaewoong [Kyung Hee University] jwon@khu.ac.kr, presenting author

Investigating the Impact of Urban Form and Urban Agriculture on Local Climate
ID #1060
HABEEB, Dana [Georgia Tech] habeeb@gatech.edu, presenting author

BRACE for Impact: How Urban Planners Can Facilitate Public Health Adaptation to Climate Change
ID #1195
HOLMES, Tisha [Florida State University] ttholmes@fsu.edu, presenting author

Physical Activity and Extreme Heat: How Apparent Temperature Modifies the Effect of Built Environment Features on Outdoor Physical Activity Levels
ID #0098
LANZA, Kevin [Georgia Institute of Technology] lanza.kevin@gatech.edu, presenting author
STONE, Brian [Georgia Institute of Technology] stone@gatech.edu, co-author

Trees, Aesthetics and People’s Choices of Physical Activity: A Case Study of Denver’s Residential Streets
ID #0150
TABATABAIE, Sara [University of Colorado Boulder] sara.tabatabaie@colorado.edu, presenting author
MULLER, Brian [University of Colorado Boulder] brian.h.muller@colorado.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado J-LL2
4 PAPERS
10.22 Pre-Organized Session: Cities in Evolution: The Legacy and Contemporary Impact of the Work of Sir Patrick Geddes

**Moderator: YOUNG, Robert [The University of Texas at Austin] ryoung@utexas.edu**
**Discussant: Sandoval, Gerardo [University of Oregon] gsando@uoregon.edu**

An Integral Lens on Patrick Geddes
ID #0199
EISENMAN, Theodore [University of Massachusetts Amherst] teisenman@umass.edu, presenting author
MURRAY, Tom [University of Massachusetts, Amherst] tmurray@cs.umass.edu, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Geddes Resurrected: The Legacy of Sir Patrick Geddes in Contemporary Urban Planning in Tel Aviv
ID #0489
MUALAM, Nir [Technion-Israel Institute of Technology] nirmualam@hotmail.com, presenting author

Planning in the Energy-Water Nexus Using Place-Work-Folk and Energy Balance Theories of Patrick Geddes
ID #0884
TAJCHMAN, Kristina [The University of Texas] kristina.tajchman@gmail.com, presenting author

Civics and Technics-Patrick Geddes and Living City-Regions
ID #0195
YOUNG, Robert [The University of Texas at Austin] ryoung@utexas.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado C-LL2
5 PAPERS
12.57 Pre-Organized Session: Contesting "Community Development": Politics, Discourse, and Value

Moderator: RIVERO, Juan [Rutgers University] jj_rivero@yahoo.com

Discussant: CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] sdcamp@umich.edu

On the Political Meanings of the Transformation of Property and Ownership in the United States
ID #0666
DEFILIPPIS, James [Rutgers University] jdefilip@rutgers.edu, presenting author

EB-5: A New Financing Model for Community Economic Development?
ID #0667
HUM, Tarry [City University of New York] Tarry.Hum@qc.cuny.edu, presenting author

“There Goes the Neighborhood”: Contesting Local Uniqueness
ID #0929
RIVERO, Juan [New York University] jj_rivero@yahoo.com, presenting author

Negotiating Equitable Development in West Philadelphia’s University City
ID #0663
WOLF-POWERS, Laura [City University of New York Graduate Center] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu, presenting author

Black Feminist Politics and Atlanta’s Public Housing Demolition
ID #0680
RODRIGUEZ, Akira [University of Pennsylvania] Akirad@upenn.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Penrose 1-LL1
4 PAPERS

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
14.11 Fare and Equity in Transportation Services

Moderator/Discussant: GUERRA, Erick [University of Pennsylvania] erickg@design.upenn.edu

Equitable Access: Measuring Transportation Inequality Using Composite Indices of Accessibility
ID #0557
SEHATZADEH, Bahareh [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] sehatzadeh@gmail.com, presenting author
NOLAND, Robert [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] rmland@rutgers.edu, co-author

Fair Fares? How Flat and Variable Fares Affect Transit Equity in Los Angeles
ID #0033
BROWN, Anne [UCLA] aebrown0316@gmail.com, presenting author

The Equity Dimensions of Mass Transit Funding Sources
ID #0655
LOWE, Kate [University of Illinois at Chicago] kaelow@uic.edu, presenting author

The Effectiveness of Grassroots Activism in Addressing Transportation's Public Health Impacts
ID #0406
MCANDREWS, Carolyn [University of Colorado Denver] carolyn.mcandrews@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
DEAKIN, Elizabeth [University of California, Berkeley] edeakin@berkeley.edu, co-author
TURNBACH, Sarah [University of Colorado Denver] sarah.turnbach@ucdenver.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Matchless-LL1
4 PAPERS

14.21 Travel Demand Management

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Randomized Controlled Trial to Reduce Parking at MIT
ID #1086
ROSENFIELD, Adam [MIT] airosen@mit.edu, presenting author
ATTANUCCI, John [MIT] jattan@MIT.EDU, co-author
ZHAO, Jinhua [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu, co-author

The Distributional Effects of Lotteries and Auctions—License Plate Regulations in Guangzhou
ID #0173
WANG, Shenhao [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] Shenhao@mit.edu, presenting author
ZHAO, Jinhua [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu, co-author

Vehicle Quota System and Vehicle Usage: Evidence from Singapore
ID #0839
DIAO, Mi [National University of Singapore] rstdm@nus.edu.sg, presenting author
FENG, Chen-Chieh [National University of Singapore] chenchieh.feng@nus.edu.sg, co-author
SONG, Siqi [National University of Singapore] siqi.song@u.nus.edu, co-author

The Case Study of Seven Universal Transit Pass (U-Pass) Programs in the US

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
ID #1089
ISEKI, Hiroyuki [University of Maryland, College Park] hiseki@umd.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Penrose 2-LL1
5 PAPERS
15.8 Designing Streets for Walking

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Tactical Pedestrianization—Then and Now
ID #0602
GREGG, Kelly [University of Toronto] kelly.gregg@mail.utoronto.ca, presenting author

Walkability and Travel Behavior in Compact Urban Neighborhoods: The Impact of Pedestrian, Transit and Automobile Infrastructure on Walking
ID #1020
MCASLAN, Devon [University of Michigan] dmcaslan@umich.edu, presenting author

Urban Design Qualities in Downtown Dallas: Examining the Relationship between Urban Design Qualities and Walking Behavior in Downtown Dallas
ID #1071
MOAZZENI, Somayeh [University of Texas, Arlington] somayeh.moazzeni@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] co-author
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] co-author

Transferring the Pedestrian Index of the Environment
ID #1214
ORREGO-OÑATE, Jaime [Portland State University] jaime9@pdx.edu, presenting author
CLIFTON, Kelly [Portland State University] kclifton@pdx.edu, co-author
SCHNEIDER, Robert [University of Wisconsin Milwaukee] rjschnei@uwm.edu, co-author
SINGLETON, Patrick [Portland State University] singletonpa@gmail.com, co-author
TOTTEN, Joseph [Portland State University] jtotten@pdx.edu, co-author

The Effects of Visual Properties and Evaluative Features on Walking Behavior
ID #1081
ZHANG, Xin [The Ohio State University] zhang.1977@buckeyemail.osu.edu, presenting author
NASAR, Jack [Ohio State University] nasar.1@osu.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Independence-LL1
3 PAPERS
1.7 Water and Risk Management

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

A Review of Methodological Approaches for Evaluating Road Flood Risk Using Secondary Data and GIS

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Does Compact Growth Residential Development Reduce Water Use? (Strategies for More Sustainable Urban Water Use and Residential Development Pattern)

Integrating Heterogeneous Sources of Data to Estimate Composite Social Hazards

2.1 Roundtable: Economic Development Planning at a Crossroads? A Critical Conversation about our Sub-field

Moderator: CHURCH, Sarah [Purdue University] church9@purdue.edu
Discussant: DYCKMAN, Caitlin [Clemson University] cdyckma@clemson.edu

Science, Risk, Uncertainty and the Challenges of Public Communication

Broadening the Watershed Planning Network: Leveraging Crop Advisors in Conservation Initiatives
PROKOPY, Linda [Purdue University] lprokopy@purdue.edu, presenting author
EANES, Francis [Purdue University] feanes@purdue.edu, primary author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Penrose 1-LL1
3 PAPERS

4.8 Placing Women at Center of Planning: Gender and Planning Leadership

Moderator/Discussant: TAKAHASHI, Lois [University of Southern California] lmtakaha@usc.edu

From the Women’s Movement to Planning Scholarship: An Intellectual History of Feminist Planning
ID #1009
GAUGER, Bri [University of Michigan] bgauger@umich.edu, presenting author

Chicanas Restructuring Gentrification: Gender, Race, and Politics in the Barrio
ID #0702
SANDOVAL, Gerardo [University of Oregon] gsando@uoregon.edu, presenting author

The Gender Gap in the Infrastructure Industry: An Examination of Women in Senior Leadership Positions
ID #0908
SIEMIATYCKI, Matti [University of Toronto] siemiatycki@geog.utoronto.ca, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Colorado G-LL2

5.3 Roundtable: Current Topics in Urban and Suburban Housing Policy and Planning
ID #0481

ANACKER, Katrin [George Mason University] kanacker@gmu.edu, organizer/moderator
FREEMARK, Yonah [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] yfreemark@gmail.com
HANLON, Bernadette [The Ohio State University] hanlon.42@osu.edu
HOWELL, Kathryn [Virginia Commonwealth University] klhowell@vcu.edu
KLEIT, Rachel [The Ohio State University] kleit.1@osu.edu
MCCLURE, Kirk [University of Kansas] mcclure@ku.edu
NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina] mai@unc.edu
STEINER, Ruth [University of Florida] rsteiner@dcp.ufl.edu

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Colorado H-LL2

6.3 Roundtable: Towards a Relational Understanding of Urban Informality and Planning II
ID #1341

RIVERA, Danielle [University of Colorado Boulder] dzr118@gmail.com, organizer
CHALANA, Manish [University of Washington] chalana@uw.edu, moderator
FREITAS, Clarissa [UFC] clarissa@arquitetura.ufc.br
KAMEL, Nabil [Western Washington University] nabil.kamel@wwu.edu

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
PERERA, M.C. [Ball State University] mperera@bsu.edu
RISHI, Susmita [University of Washington, Seattle] srishi@uw.edu
SAMPER, Jota [University of Colorado Boulder] jotasamper@gmail.com

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Colorado I-LL2
7.2 Roundtable: Smart Growth at Twenty
ID #0485

KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland] gknaap@umd.edu, organizer/moderator
CHAPIN, Tim [Florida State University] tchapin@fsu.edu
LEWIS, Rebecca [University of Oregon] rclewis819@gmail.com
SILVA, Enrique [Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] esilva@lincolinst.edu

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Colorado C-LL2
3 PAPERS
7.4 Green Space and Conservation Policy

Moderator/Discussant: ULIBARRI, Nicola [University of California Irvine] ulibarri@uci.edu

Green Gentrification in Chicago: Development, Displacement, and Community Activism
ID #0064
RIGOLON, Alessandro [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] rigolon@illinois.edu, presenting author
NÉMETH, Jeremy [University of Colorado Denver] jeremy.nemeth@ucdenver.edu, co-author

Pricing Visual Accessibility of Environmental Land uses in Housing Markets: A Geographically Weighted Regression Approach
ID #0957
MITTAL, Jay [Auburn University] jzm0029@auburn.edu, presenting author
BYAHUT, Sweta [Auburn University] sweta.byahut@auburn.edu, co-author

Connecting Conservation and Comprehensive Planning: An Evaluation of the Integration of the Florida Communities Trust Program with Local Government Planning
ID #1291
SCHINDEWOLF, Jamie [Florida State University] jschindewolf@gmail.com, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Colorado D-LL2
9.1 Roundtable: International Planning Education: Refresh Your Syllabus!
ID #0149

RUMBACH, Andrew [University of Colorado Denver] andrew.rumbach@ucdenver.edu, organizer
HOEY, Lesli [University of Michigan] lhoey@umich.edu, moderator
DAS, Priyam [University of Hawaii] priyam@hawaii.edu

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
SHIRGAOKAR, Manish [University of Alberta] shirgaokar@ualberta.ca

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Gold Coin-LL1
9.3 Roundtable: A Resilient Infrastructure Design Curriculum: Addressing Integration Challenges Across Planning and Design Programs
ID #1407

BRODY, Samuel [Texas A&M University] brodys@tamug.edu
SPENCER, James [Clemson University] jhspe@clemson.edu
WESSELLS, Anne [University of Washington Tacoma] atw5@uw.edu

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
3 PAPERS
9.6 Climate Action, Green Infrastructure, Eco-System Planning: Pedagogical Approaches

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Green Infrastructure, Planning and Education
ID #0644
FRANK, Andrea [Cardiff University] franka@cardiff.ac.uk, presenting author
SILVER, Christopher [University of Florida] co-author

Climate Action Planning & Community Planning Studios - Student Learning Outcomes and Lessons for Curriculum
ID #0614
GREVE, Adrienne [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] agreve@calpoly.edu, presenting author

For an Engaged Learning Agenda in Ecosystem Planning Education: Lessons learned by The Community Planning and Environmental Design (CoPED) Summer School in The Simeto River Valley (Sicily, Italy)
ID #1050
RACITI, Antonio [University of Massachusetts Boston] antonio.raciti@umb.edu, presenting author
SAIJA, Laura [University of Memphis] co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
3 PAPERS
9.12 Pre-Organized Session: Active Learning Methods for Teaching Urban Planning

Moderator/Discussants: WIETERS, K. Meghan [University of Oklahoma] kmeghanwieters@ou.edu

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
The Medium is the Message: Teaching Negotiation and Communication Skills Through Team-Based Learning
ID #0136
BOYER, Robert [UNC Charlotte] rboyer1@uncc.edu, presenting author

Challenges and Opportunities Engaging Students in Post-Disaster Recovery: Lessons from Hurricane Matthew
ID #0139
NGUYEN, Mai [UNC] mai@unc.edu, presenting author

Revisiting Don Schön's Theories of Reflective Practice: Synthesizing Experiences from Five Planning Studios
ID #0138
RAMASUBRAMANIAN, Laxmi [Hunter College] laxmi@hunter.cuny.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Colorado J-LL2
12.4 Roundtable: Democratic Public or Populist Rabble: Reconsidering an Equitable Path from Process to Outcomes in the Age of Trump
ID #1147
RIVERO, Juan [New York University] jj_rivero@yahoo.com, organizer
ZITCER, Andrew [Drexel University] awziter@gmail.com, moderator
SOTOMAYOR, Luisa [York University] sotomay@yorku.ca
ZANOTTO, Juliana [University of California - Irvine] jzanotto@uci.edu

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Matchless-LL1
3 PAPERS
14.23 Economic Impacts of Transit-Oriented Developments

Moderator/Discussant: SANCHEZ, Thomas [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] sanchezt@vt.edu

Sustainable and Affordable Housing Near Rail Transit: A Scenario Planning Tool for Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego and Sacramento
ID #0554
EISENLOHR, Andrew [University of Southern California] eisenloh@usc.edu, presenting author
BOARNET, Marlon [University of Southern California] boarnet@usc.edu, primary author
BOSTIC, Raphael [University of Southern California] bostic@usc.edu, co-author
JAMME, Hue Tam [University of Southern California] jamme@usc.edu, co-author
RODNYANSKY, Seva [University of Southern California] rodnyans@usc.edu, co-author
SANTIAGO-BARTOLOMEI, Raul [University of Southern California] raulsant@usc.edu, co-author

Comparing Economic Outcomes of TOD, TAD, and Hybrid Station in the US
ID #1080
ESFANDYARI, Sahar [University of Texas at Arlington-College of Architecture Planning and Public Affairs (CAPPA)] sahar.esfandyari@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
HAFIZ, Mohammed [University of Texas at Arlington-College of Architecture Planning and Public Affairs (CAPPA)] mohammadf.hafez@yahoo.com, co-author
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington], co-author

Impact of Rail Transit Stations on Housing Value Changes: The Dallas Fort-Worth Metropolitan Area as a Case Study
ID #1185
ANJOMANI, Ard [University of Texas at Arlington] anjomani@uta.edu, presenting author
ALQUHTANI, Saad [University of Texas at Arlington-College of Architecture Planning and Public Affairs (CAPPA)] alguhtani@hotmail.com, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Penrose 2-LL1
15.2 Roundtable - Street Livability, Health and Humanity in the Era of Driverless Cars: Roundtable for the Future
ID #1006

APPLEYARD, Bruce [San Diego State University] bapplyard@mail.sdsu.edu, organizer/moderator
AL, Stefan [University of Pennsylvania]
MERLIN, Louis [Florida Atlantic University] lmerlin@fau.edu
MILLARD-BALL, Adam [University of California, Santa Cruz]
RIGGS, William [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo]

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Mattie Silks-LL1
6 PAPERS
Track 14 Lightning Session 1

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Street-Network Sprawl, Worldwide
ID #1123
MILLARD-BALL, Adam [University of California, Santa Cruz] adamb@ucsc.edu, presenting author
BARRINGTON-LEIGH, Chris [McGill University] Chris.Barrington-Leigh@mcgill.ca, co-author

Explaining the Determinants of Car Restriction Policies Across 287 Chinese Municipalities
ID #1216
WANG, Shenhao [MIT] Shenhao@mit.edu, presenting author
ZHAO, Jinhua [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu, co-author

Embodied Freight Transportation in US Goods and Services, 2007-2012
ID #1025
FEI, Da [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] feidanju@gmail.com, presenting author

The Relationship Between Urban Form and Concentrations of Air Emissions
ID #1114
LEE, Changyeon [University of Florida] idealcity78@gmail.com, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
The Usability of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for Pedestrian Traffic Monitoring
ID #0114
PARK, Keunhyun [University of Utah] keunhyun.park@utah.edu, presenting author
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu, co-author

The Bicycle Infrastructure and Bicycle Use in Portland: Is the Relationship Changing over Time?
ID #1074
SHI, Wei [Portland State University] shiwei@pdx.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Penrose 2-LL1
4 PAPERS

2.64 Pre-Organized Session: The Hidden Politics of Arts, Placemaking and Preservation
Moderator: ZITCER, Andrew [Drexel University] awzitcer@gmail.com
Discussant: RIVERO, Juan [Rutgers University] jj_rivero@yahoo.com

When Planners Meet Placemakers: The Role and Impact of Planners, Artists, and Community Builders in Creative Placemaking as a Revitalization Strategy
ID #1271
 Foster, Nicole [University of Texas at Arlington] nicole.foster@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author

Creative Rural Placemaking: From Cowboys to Creatives in the Rural American West
ID #1268
SHELBY, Jennifer [University of Colorado, Boulder] jennifer.shelby@colorado.edu, presenting author

Placing Artists in the Creative City: How Artists Live and Work in Richmond and Philadelphia
ID #1045
ZITCER, Andrew [Drexel University] awzitcer@gmail.com, presenting author
TERESA, Benjamin [Virginia Commonwealth University] beteresa@gmail.com, co-author

The Possibility of Equitable Development through Arts & Preservation: A Case Study of Cleveland’s Detroit Shoreway Neighborhood
ID #1044
ASHLEY, Amanda [Boise State University] amandaashley@boisestate.edu, presenting author
RYBERG-WEBSTER, Stephanie [Cleveland State University] s.ryberg@csuohio.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Colorado C-LL2
4 PAPERS

3.9 Roads, Trees, Degrees: Modeling and Mapping Urban Heat Islands
Moderator/Discussant: LARSEN, Larissa [University of Michigan] larissal@umich.edu

Influence of the Road Characteristics on the Spatial Variability of Urban Heat Island: A Case Study of Ulsan, Korea
ID #0220

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
KIM, Minjun [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] min2412@unist.ac.kr, presenting author
CHO, Gi-Hyog [Ulsan National University of Science and Technology] gicho@unist.ac.kr, co-author

Extreme Heat Mortality Model Validation of Heat Vulnerability Mapping in Dallas, Texas
ID #1197
MALLEN, Evan [Georgia Institute of Technology] esmallen@gatech.edu, presenting author
LANZA, Kevin [Georgia Institute of Technology] lanza.kevin@gatech.edu, co-author
STONE, Brian [Georgia Institute of Technology] stone@gatech.edu, co-author

The Microclimatic Effects of Urban Tree Shade in Cold Climate Cities
ID #0796
TAYLOR, Robert [United States Geological Survey/University of Colorado] bobvtaylor@gmail.com, presenting author
TROY, Austin [University of Colorado] austin.troy@ucdenver.edu, co-author

Urban Heat Islands and Urban Heterogeneity: Finding Highly Determinant Physical Land Surface Characteristics and Socioeconomic Characteristics Contributing to the Formation of Urban Heat Islands of Indianapolis, IN
ID #0709
YOO, Sanglim [Ball State University] syoo@bsu.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
4 PAPERS
3.14 All Politics is not Local: Environmental Plans, Policy, and Implementation at the State and Regional Levels

Moderator/Discussant: DOUTHAT, Thomas [Georgia Institute of Technology] tdouthat@gatech.edu

Harnessing the Opportunities and Understanding the Limits of America’s State-level Climate Action Plans
ID #0582
ALEXANDER, Serena [San Jose State University] serena.alexander@sjsu.edu, presenting author

Measuring Fragmentation of Water Governance in US Cities: Theory and Evidence Examined
ID #0854
GOMEZ FERNANDEZ, Edna-Liliana [University of Arizona] elgomezfernandez@email.arizona.edu, presenting author
HENRY, Adam [University of Arizona] adhenry@email.arizona.edu, co-author
PIVO, Gary [University of Arizona] gpivo@email.arizona.edu, co-author
SANDERFORD, Andrew [University of Arizona] sanderford@email.arizona.edu, co-author

Analyzing the Effectiveness of Different Policy Implementation Processes on Urban Heat Mitigation
ID #1338
HERIS, Mehdi [University of Colorado Denver] mehdi.heris@colorado.edu, presenting author

Can Transportation Planning Put Greenhouse Gas Reduction in the Express Lane? Evidence from California’s SB 375 and Oregon’s SB 1059
ID #1322

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
PROFFITT, David [University of Utah] david.proffitt@utah.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Independence-LL1

**4.2 Roundtable: Planning Beyond the Gender Binary**
ID #1380

FRISCH, Michael [University of Missouri-Kansas City] frischm@umkc.edu, organizer/moderator
DOAN, Petra [Florida State University] pdoan@FSU.edu
GAUGER, Bri [University of Michigan] bauger@umich.edu
GROOMS, Wes [University of Louisville] wes.grooms@louisville.edu

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Colorado D-LL2

**4.3 Roundtable: Indigenous Feminisms: Keywords in the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls Crisis**
ID #0625

HARJO, Laura [University of New Mexico] harjo@unm.edu, organizer/moderator
DORRIES, Heather [Carlton University] HeatherDorries@cunet.carleton.ca
FLORES, Nina [California State University, Long Beach] nina.flores@gmail.com
IRALU, Elspeth [University of New Mexico] iralu@unm.edu
LIRA-PEREZ, Norma [University of New Mexico] nlira@unm.edu
WHITE, Christian [University of New Mexico] caw2157@unm.edu

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Pomeroy-3rdFL

**4.56 Pre-Organized Session: Mapping the Unmapped: Resistant Pedagogies and Epistemologies**

Moderator: BRAND, Anna [University of New Orleans] abrand@uno.edu
Discussant: SIMPSON, Sheryl-Ann [UC Davis] ssimpson@ucdavis.edu

How it Slips Away/We Still Here
ID #0628
BATES, Lisa [Portland State University] lkbrates@pdx.edu, presenting author

Mapping the Unmapped, Space as Counter-Frame: Re-Presenting the Temporality of Black Meccas
ID #0630
BRAND, Anna [University of New Orleans] abrand@uno.edu, presenting author

Tarimas: An Interdisciplinary Platform for Spaces of Resistance
ID #0856
SARMIENTO, Carolina [UW Madison Wisconsin] csarmiento@wisc.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
"Until the Lord Come Get Me, It Burn Down, Or the Next Storm Blow It Away": Principles of Place Preservation in Deep East Texas' African American Vernacular Landscapes
ID #0629
ROBERTS, Andrea [Texas A&M University] aroberts318@tamu.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Colorado G-LL2
4 PAPERS
5.37 Pre-Organized Session: Preserving Housing in Detroit's Weak Market Conditions
Moderator: DEWAR, Margaret [University of Michigan] medewar@umich.edu
Discussant: VIDAL, Avis [Wayne State University] a.vidal@wayne.edu

Inherent Instability: Post-Crisis Urban Housing Markets and Speculative Activity
ID #0374
AKERS, Joshua [University of Michigan-Dearborn] jmakers@umich.edu, presenting author
SEYMOUR, Eric [University of Michigan] eseymour@umich.edu, co-author

Outcomes for Detroit's LIHTC Housing After Year 15
ID #0373
DEWAR, Margaret [University of Michigan] medewar@umich.edu, presenting author
DENG, Lan [University of Michigan] landeng@umich.edu, co-author

Urban Regeneration in Detroit: Examining Issues of Housing Affordability
ID #0376
MAH, Julie [University of Toronto] julie.mah@mail.utoronto.ca, presenting author

The intensification of displacement processes in Detroit's non-gentrifying neighborhoods
ID #0971
SEYMOUR, Eric [University of Michigan] eseymour@umich.edu, presenting author
AKERS, Joshua [University of Michigan-Dearborn] jmakers@gmail.com, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Colorado H-LL2
6.4 Roundtable: Regional and Urban Planning Across Borders in the Face of the Extension of the Wall Between Mexico and the United States
ID #1350

VAZQUEZ CASTILLO, Maria Teresa [Universidad Autónoma de Ciudad Juárez] ma.tere.vazquez@gmail.com, organizer
AUDIRAC, Ivonne [University of Texas, Arlington] audirac@uta.edu, moderator
FUENTES, Cesar [El Colef] cfuentes@colef.mx
LARA, Francisco [Arizona State University] fcolara@asu.edu
PENA, Sergio [El Colef] spena2@utep.edu
RIVERA, Danielle [University of Colorado Boulder] dzn118@gmail.com

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
7.50 Pre-Organized Session: Emerging Trends in the Demand for Responsible Development

Moderator/Discussant: NELSON, Arthur [University of Arizona] acnelson@email.arizona.edu

Conservative Assumptions and the Density They Prevent: The Case of Transportation Impact Studies and Scaled Development
ID #0642
CURRANS, Kristina [University of Arizona] curransk@gmail.com, presenting author

The Effect of Green Building Certification on Default Risk and Loan Terms in Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities
ID #0640
PIVO, Gary [University of Arizona] gpivo@email.arizona.edu, presenting author
AN, Xudong [Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia] xudong.an@phil.frb.org, co-author

Adoption and Diffusion of Energy Star Certifications in US Housing
ID #0641
SANDERFORD, Andrew [University of Arizona] sanderford@email.arizona.edu, presenting author
GABE, Jeremy [University of Auckland] replace@replace.com, co-author
ROBINSON, Spenser [Central Michigan University] replace@replace.com, co-author
SIMONS, Robert [Cleveland State University] replace@replace.com, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Matchless-LL1
8.9 Roundtable: Progressive Food Systems Planning in the Trump Era
ID #1211

HORST, Megan [Portland State University] mhorst@pdx.edu, organizer/moderator
BRINKLEY, Catherine [University of California, Davis]
KELMENSON, Sophie [UNC, Chapel Hill] soph@live.unc.edu
NASR, Joe [Ryerson University] jnasr@ryerson.ca
SUERTH, Lauren [University of Wisconsin] lsuerth@wisc.edu
TEWARI, Meenu [UNC, Chapel Hill] mtewari@unc.edu

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Colorado J-LL2
3 PAPERS
11.3 Participatory Planning Process Innovations

Moderator/Discussant: JOHNSON, Bonnie [University of Kansas].bojojohn@ku.edu

Communicative Planning Within the Fire Adapted Community Learning Network: Solving the Paradox of Two System Traps
ID #0788
GOLDSTEIN, Bruce [University of Colorado Boulder] brugo@colorado.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Social Learning in Planning Contexts: How Community Engagement Works as a Tool for Discovery for Expert Planning Committees
ID #1282
MILZ, Daniel [Plattsburgh State University of New York] dcmilz@gmail.com, presenting author
GERVICH, Curt D. [Plattsburgh State University of New York] cgerv001@plattsburgh.edu, co-author
GRAY, Stephanie [Plattsburgh State University of New York] sgray008@plattsburgh.edu, co-author
THAYER, Shannon [Plattsburgh State University of New York] thay4727@plattsburgh.edu, co-author
WALSH, Shane [Plattsburgh State University of New York] swals013@plattsburgh.edu, co-author

Bottom-Up Rural Planning Process Research
ID #1139
ZHANG, Xinxin [Tongji University] ilikeitsomuch@163.com, presenting author
LI, Jingsheng [Tongji University] 1875590257@qq.com, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Room: Gold Coin-LL1
12.3 Roundtable: Western Properties and Subversive Imaginaries
ID #1015
CARD, Kenton [University of California, Los Angeles] kentoncard@ucla.edu, co-organizer
GONICK, Sophie [New York University] sophie.gonick@nyu.edu, co-organizer
GORDON, Douglas [San Jose State University] moderator
PIMENTEL-WALKER, Ana [University of Michigan] appiment@umich.edu
WEGMANN, Jake [The University of Texas at Austin] jakewegmann@gmail.com
WIDEMAN, Trevor [Simon Fraser University] twideman@sfu.edu
WILSON, Hilary [CUNY Graduate Center] hawilson10@gmail.com

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Penrose 1-LL1
14.3 Autonomous Vehicles in City Planning
Moderator/Discussant: MANVILLE, Michael [University of California Los Angeles] mmanvill@ucla.edu

Integrating Shared Autonomous Vehicle in Public Transit System: An Example of the First-Mile Problem
ID #0172
ZHAO, Jinhua [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu, presenting author
SHEN, Yu [Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology] yushen@smart.mit.edu, co-author
ZHANG, Hongmou [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] hongmou@mit.edu, co-author

Modeling the Land Use Impacts of Autonomous Vehicles
ID #0963
ENGELBERG, Daniel [University of Maryland, College Park] dengelberg2@gmail.com, presenting author
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland, College Park] gknap@umd.edu, co-author
SEVGI, Erdogen [University of Maryland, College Park] serdogan@umd.edu, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Autonomous Transit for America: What We Can Learn From the European Cities?
ID #0855
HAJJAFARI, Hamid [University of Texas at Arlington] hamid.hajjafari@mavs.uta.edu, presenting author
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington, CAPPA – College of Architecture, Planning and Public Affairs] shima.hamidi@uta.edu, co-author
WEINREICH, David [University of Texas, Arlington, CAPPA – College of Architecture, Planning and Public Affairs] david.weinreich@uta.edu, co-author

What’s Steering Consumer Preferences for Autonomous Vehicles in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area?
ID #0237
LAIDLAW, Kailey [Ryerson University] kailey.laidlaw@ryerson.ca, presenting author
SWEET, Matthias [Ryerson University] matthiassweet@ryerson.ca, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Colorado B-LL2
3 PAPERS
15.35 Pre-Organized Session: Urbanism Next I: Autonomous Vehicles, Effects on Urban Design and Development
Moderator: LARCO, Nico [University of Oregon] nlarco@uoregon.edu
Discussant: CIRCELLA, Giovanni [Georgia Institute of Technology and University of California, Davis] gcircella@gatech.edu

Will Cities Get Run Over by Shared Autonomous Vehicles?
ID #0316
FISHER, Tom [University of Minnesota] tfisher@umn.edu, presenting author

Secondary Effects: A Framework for Urban Design in the Age of Autonomous Vehicles
ID #0314
LARCO, Nico [University of Oregon] nlarco@uoregon.edu, presenting author

How Driverless Vehicles May Impact Bicycle Transportation: Framing the Field
ID #0313
SCHLOSSBERG, Marc [University of Oregon] schlossb@uoregon.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Colorado B-LL2
5 PAPERS
2.9 Innovation, Inclusion and the Environment
Moderator/Discussant: DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu

The Wider Impacts of the High-Tech Industry: Evidence from the United States
ID #1355
OSMAN, Taner [UCLA] tanerosman@ucla.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
KEMENY, Thomas [University of Southampton] tomkemeny@gmail.com, co-author

Location Decisions of Technology Companies in the Region of Seattle and Bellevue
ID #1265
WANG, Tianzhe [University of Washington] wangtz@uw.edu, presenting author
SUN, Feiyang [University of Washington] yangfei.sun@yahoo.com, co-author

Be Careful What You Wish For: Reasserting Economic Development’s Role within Urban Planning Scholarship in an Age of Urban Triumphalism, Rising Inequality and Climate Disruption
ID #0355
CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] sdcamp@umich.edu, presenting author

Greenovation: How Some Cities Are Winning in the High Stakes Green Economic Development Game
ID #1193
FITZGERALD, Joan [Northeastern University] jo.fitzgerald@neu.edu, presenting author

Health Care, Biomedical Innovation, and Economic Development in Central Cities: "Arring at” Similar Approaches to Development
ID #1430
HABANS, Robert [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] rhabans@gmail.com, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Gold Coin-LL1
5 PAPERS

2.60 Pre-Organized Session: Recent Trends in the Geography of Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Moderator: RENSKI, Henry [University of Massachusetts Amherst] hrenski@larp.umass.edu
Discussant: SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University] gschrock@pdx.edu

Informed Industry Targeting: Grow Clusters for Innovating Industries at Optimal Sizes
ID #0779
FANG, Kerry [University of Maryland] kfang@umd.edu, presenting author

What Kinds of Jobs Do Entrepreneurial High Growth Firms Create? Linking the Employment Growth and Job Quality Using the Case of Incheon
ID #0777
JUNG, Namji [Incheon Development Institute] nj33@cornell.edu, presenting author

Growing Local Business: An Analysis of Spinoff Activity in Burlington, Vermont
ID #0778
MACK, Elizabeth [Michigan State University] emack@msu.edu, presenting author

The Evolution of Industrial Structure Through Entrepreneurship: Identifying Optimal Pathways for Local Economic Development
ID #1315
CHO, Jae Beum [Cornell University] jc2664@cornell.edu, presenting author

The Location Decisions of Remote Workers
ID #0776
WALLACE, Ryan [University of Southern Maine] rdwallac@larp.umass.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Matchless-LL1
3 PAPERS
3.3 Batteries, Trees and PVs: Planning for Renewable Energy

Moderator/Discussant: BOSWELL, Michael [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] mboswell@calpoly.edu

Assessing Integrated Approaches to Regional Renewable Energy Infrastructure Development and Retired Vehicle Battery Management: A Case Study in California
ID #1051
ZHENG, Junjun [University of Illinois at Chicago] j.j.zheng2012@gmail.com, presenting author
AI, Ning [University of Illinois at Chicago] ain@uic.edu, primary author

Determinants of Solar PV Adoption
ID #0599
COFFMAN, Makena [University of Hawaii] makenaka@hawaii.edu, presenting author
ALLEN, Scott [University of Hawaii at Manoa] sfalle2@hawaii.edu, co-author
WEE, Sherilyn [University of Hawaii at Manoa] swee@hawaii.edu, co-author

Modeling the Distribution Grid Impacts of Solar PV on Residential and Commercial Buildings
ID #1005
PITT, Damian [Virginia Commonwealth University] dpitt@vcu.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Colorado C-LL2
5 PAPERS
3.7 Water, Wind, and Fire: Perspectives on Environmental Justice and Natural Hazards

Moderator/Discussant: CHENG, Chingwen [Arizona State University] chingwen.cheng@asu.edu

Flood Vulnerability and Environmental Justice: A Case Study of Flood-Prone Indigenous Communities in Alaska
ID #0638
SHEN, Suwan [University of Hawaii] suwans@hawaii.edu, presenting author
RISTROPH, Elizaveta Barrett [University of Hawaii] ristroph@hawaii.edu, co-author

A Longitudinal Analysis of Household Recovery After 2012 Hurricane Sandy
ID #0200
CHANDRASEKHAR, Divya [University of Utah] D.Chandrasekhar@utah.edu, presenting author
FINN, Donovan [Stony Brook University] Donovan.Finn@stonybrook.edu, co-author
XIAO, Yu [Texas A&M University] yuxiao@tamu.edu, co-author

Local Debris Management Planning and FEMA Policies on Disaster Recovery
ID #0468
CROWLEY, Julia [Western Carolina University] crowleyj@hawaii.edu, presenting author
FLACHSBART, Peter [University of Hawaii] flachsba@hawaii.edu, co-author
KIM, Karl [University of Hawaii] co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Fire Risk and Environmental Justice in the Wildland-Urban Interface
ID #0283
DEBATS GARRISON, Jessica [University of California, Irvine] jdgarris@uci.edu, presenting author
HUXMAN, Travis [University of California, Irvine] thuxman@uci.edu, co-author

3 Years Following Typhoon Yolanda: Tracing Governments’ Rebuilding Decisions, Actions and Community Rebuilding Status
ID #0860
IUCHI, Kanako [Tohoku University] iuchi@irides.tohoku.ac.jp, presenting author
MALY, Elizabeth [Tohoku University] maly@irides.tohoku.ac.jp, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Colorado G-LL2
4 PAPERS

5.29 Building Community at the Neighborhood Scale

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Ties that Bind: Connecting Small Scale Action Projects for Long Term Gains
ID #1004
SORENSEN, Janni [UNC Charlotte] jsorens2@uncc.edu, presenting author
BENGLE, Tara [UNC Charlotte] tarsmith@uncc.edu, primary author
MORRELL, Elizabeth [UNC Charlotte] eshockey@uncc.edu, co-author

Planning Policy in the Works for Healthy Communities: Lessons from the Mueller Community in Austin, Texas
ID #1358
ZHU, Xuemei [Texas A&M University] xuemeizhu@tamu.edu, presenting author
GRIFFIN, Greg [Texas A&M Transportation Institute] co-author
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu, co-author
ORY, Marcia [Texas A&M University] mory@sph.tamhsc.edu, co-author
XU, Minjie [Texas A&M University] mxu@tamu.edu, co-author

The Formation of Social Capital in Newly Constructed Neighborhoods
ID #0169
CURRIE, Melissa [University at Albany] mcurrie@albany.edu, presenting author

Kriging for Community Development: Building Institutional Capacity Through the Application of a Quantitative Method for Neighborhood Housing Assessment
ID #1073
JONES, Paula [Texas State University] prj15@txstate.edu, presenting author
KNIGHT, Jason [State University College - Buffalo] knightjc@buffalostate.edu, co-author
WEAVER, Russell [Texas State University] rcoweaver@txstate.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Colorado H-LL2
5 PAPERS

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
6.8 Equitable Infrastructure Provision

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Climate Adaptation, Green Infrastructure and Urban Citizenship: Insights from Mexico City
ID #1030
SOSA LOPEZ, Oscar [UC Berkeley] oscar.sosa.lopez@gmail.com, presenting author

It’s Organizational, Not Technical – A New Way to Understanding Bus Rapid Transit System Shortcomings in China
ID #0828
THOMAS, Alainna [Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool U] allietberkeley@gmail.com, presenting author

Study of Rail Transportation Led Urban Growth China Model
ID #0759
XIA, Haishan [Beijing Jiaotong University] zici0723@126.com, presenting author

Informal Water Service Providers: Water Access in Kibera Informal Settlement in Nairobi, Kenya
ID #0366
CROSSON, Courtney [University of Arizona] ccrosson@email.arizona.edu, presenting author
NGITO, Kepha [Map Kibera] keffja@gmail.com, co-author

Coordinated Mexican Metropolises: Are Equity and Social Inclusion Considered?
ID #1079
DEMERUTIS-ARENAS, Juan [University of Guadalajara] juan.demerutis@cuaad.udg.mx, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Independence-LL1
5 PAPERS
6.15 Informal Urbanism

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

A Critical Appraisal of the Impact of Recent Pacification and Upgrading Programs on the Urban Dynamic of Two Informal Settlements in the City of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
ID #0727
COUTINHO-SILVA, Rachel [Federal University of Rio de Janeiro] rachelcc@acd.ufrj.br, presenting author

Governance of the Urban Poor: Transformation of the Informal Settlements of Ankara, Turkey
ID #0622
ROSHKO, Tijen [University of Manitoba] tijen.roshko@umanitoba.ca, presenting author

Urban Informality and Planning Challenges: A Case study from Patna, India
ID #1253
ALAKSHENDRA, Abhinav [University of Florida] alakshendra@ufl.edu, presenting author

Materializing the Collective: Everyday Practices in São Paulo’s Favelas

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
DE TOLEDO BASILE, Patricia [University of Virginia] pdb2df@virginia.edu, presenting author
BASSETT, Ellen [University of Virginia] bassette@virginia.edu, co-author

How Do Slum-Dwellers Choose Upgrading Strategies between Multiple Options? Comparison between In-Situ Upgrading in Yogyakarta and Resettlement in Surakarta, Indonesia
ID #1222
PARK, Jaehyeon [University of California, Los Angeles] jaehpark@ucla.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Penrose 2-LL1
5 PAPERS
6.45 Pre-Organized Session: Urban Water, Sanitation, and Wastewater: Emerging Issues and Future Directions I - Planning and Management
Moderator: DAS, Priyam [University of Hawaii] priyam@hawaii.edu
Discussant: CAROLINI, Gabriella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] carolini@mit.edu

Sprawling Cities and Splintered Networks: Relationships between Urban Form and Water Service Quality and Equity in Brazil
ID #0451
ONDA, Kyle [UNC Chapel Hill] konda@unc.edu, presenting author

Water “Blind” Planning: How Development Driven Planning Affects the Food-Water Nexus in a Changing Climate?
ID #0450
RAJ, Subhashni [University at Buffalo, State University of New York] subhashn@buffalo.edu, presenting author

How Can Rainwater Harvesting be Implemented in the United States?
ID #1335
FRICANO, Russell [Minnesota State University, Mankato] russell.fricano@mnsu.edu, presenting author
ABDULLLE, Abudullahi [Minnesota State University Mankato] abdullahi.abdulle@mnsu.edu, co-author
GRASS, Alison [Alabama A&M University] alison.grass@gmail.com, co-author

A Social-Ecological Framework for Understanding the Dynamics of Wastewater in Hawaii
ID #0452
SPIRANDELLI, Daniele [University of Hawaii] daniele@hawaii.edu, presenting author

Planning for Informality: The Case of Delhi’s Drain-Adjacent ‘Slums’
ID #0453
SYAL, Shruti [University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign] syal2@illinois.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Colorado D-LL2
4 PAPERS
8.5 Pre-Organized Session: Planning as Process: Interactions of Community, Land, and Food
Moderator: SUERTH, Lauren [University of Wisconsin-Madison] lsuerth@wisc.edu

Discussant: LINKOUS, Evangeline [University of South Florida] elinkous@usf.edu

Geo-Social Networks Built Around Local Food
ID #0072
BRINKLEY, Catherine [University of California-Davis] cbrinkley@ucdavis.edu, presenting author

The Changing Future of Farmland Ownership in Oregon, USA and Possible Planning Responses
ID #0071
HORST, Megan [Portland State University] mhorst@pdx.edu, presenting author

Decentering the Academy in Community Engaged Food Systems Evaluation Research
ID #0469
ISAAC, Claudia B. [University of New Mexico] cisaac@unm.edu, presenting author

Accessing Agricultural Land
ID #0069
SUERTH, Lauren [University of Wisconsin-Madison] lsuerth@wisc.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Colorado J-LL2
5 PAPERS
12.33 Pre-Organized Session: Planning a Progressive City: Actors, Institutions, and the Durability of Transformative Practices

Moderator: RESTREPO-MIETH, Andrea [Cornell University] ar866@cornell.edu

Discussant: IRAZABAL, Clara [University of Missouri – Kansas City] irazabalzuritac@umkc.edu

Planning a Progressive City: Where Did Bogotá Go Wrong?
ID #0306
BERNEY, Rachel [University of Washington] rberney@uw.edu, presenting author

Progressive Enough? The Evolution of Planning in Surabaya
ID #0305
DAS, Ashok [University of Hawaii at Manoa] ashokdas@hawaii.edu, presenting author

Beyond Rainbow Coalitions: Urban Equity Moments Since the 1970s
ID #0304
DOUSSARD, Marc [University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign] mdouss1@illinois.edu, presenting author
SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University] gschrock@pdx.edu, co-author

Communicative Socialization: Rethinking Neighbourhood and Community
ID #0738
PARK, Jinhee [Leeds University] ginnypark0715@gmail.com, presenting author
POTTER, James [university] cuzpotter@korea.ac.kr, co-author
Elements of Institutionalization: How State and Non-State Actors Attempt to Give Progressive Urban Planning Practices Continuity
ID #0303
RESTREPO-MIETH, Andrea [Cornell University] ar866@cornell.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Penrose 1-LL1
5 PAPERS
14.19 Transportation Planning and the Future

Moderator/Discussant: GODDARD, Tara [Portland State University] goddard@pdx.edu

Innovative Approaches to Transit Infrastructure Funding and Financing through Public-Private Partnerships: A Denver Case Study
ID #0043
GOETZ, Andrew [University of Denver] agoetz@du.edu, presenting author
BRADY, Sylvia [University of Denver] sylvia.brady@du.edu, co-author
JONAS, Andrew [University of Hull] A.E.Jonas@hull.ac.uk, co-author

Assessing the Effects of Transport Infrastructure on New Firm Formation, New Evidence from the National Establishment Time Series
ID #0918
CHEN, Xueying [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mirabel244@gmail.com, presenting author

The Future of Urban Transportation: A Roadmap to the 21st Century
ID #1334
DUMBAUGH, Eric [Florida Atlantic University] eric.dumbaugh@fau.edu, presenting author

Public Goals, Private Actions: Active Promotion of Equitable Transit-Oriented Development Under Entrepreneurial Urbanism
ID #0985
GUTHRIE, Andrew [University of Minnesota] guth0064@umn.edu, presenting author
FAN, Yingling [University of Minnesota] yingling@umn.edu, co-author

Linking Planning with Budgeting: Examining Linkages between General Plans and Capital Improvement Plans
ID #0390
MATHUR, Shishir [San Jose State University] shishir.mathur@sjsu.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
5 PAPERS
14.27 Immigrants, Low-Income Households and (In)equity in Transportation

Moderator/Discussant: SMART, Michael [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mike.smart@rutgers.edu

Vehicle Loan Financing in Low-Income and Minority Households

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
ID #1251
BRUMBAUGH, Stephen [University of California Los Angeles] stephen.brumbaugh@gmail.com, presenting author
BLUMENBERG, Evelyn [University of California Los Angeles] eblumenb@ucla.edu, primary author
POLLARD, Jane [Newcastle University] jane.pollard@ncl.ac.uk, co-author

Urban Mobility Inequality: Impact of Subsidies for Low-Income Transit Riders with RCT
ID #1228
ROSENBLUM, Jeffrey [MIT] jeffreyr@mit.edu, presenting author
ARCAYA, Mariana [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] marcaya@mit.edu, co-author
ZHAO, Jinhua [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jinhua@mit.edu, co-author

Immigrants, Immigrant Neighborhoods, and Travel by Alternative Modes
ID #0395
SCHOUTEN, Andrew [University of California Los Angeles] schouten@ucla.edu, presenting author
BLUMENBERG, Evelyn [University of California Los Angeles] eblumenb@ucla.edu, co-author
SMART, Mike [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mike.smart@rutgers.edu, co-author

Hidden Costs of Carpooling in the Family Life of Hispanic Immigrants
ID #0731
MATSUO, Miwa [Kobe University] mmatsuo@rieb.kobe-u.ac.jp, presenting author

Learning from Close Calls: A Glimpse into Bicyclists and Pedestrians Near-Miss Experiences
ID #1075
NOSTIKASARI, Dian [Rice University] diann@rice.edu, presenting author
SHELTON, Kyle [Rice University] kyle.k.shelton@rice.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Mattie Silks-LL1
3 PAPERS
Track 14 Lightning Session 2

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Impact of HOV-to-HOT Conversion on Carpoolers
ID #1443
KWEUN, Jeong Yun [George Mason University] jkw@gmu.edu, presenting author

An Equity Analysis of the U.S. Public Transportation System Based on Job Accessibility
ID #1290
JEDDI YEGANEH, Armin [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] yeganeh@vt.edu, presenting author
HALL, Ralph [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] co-author
HANKEY, Steve [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] co-author
PEARCE, Annie [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] apearce@vt.edu, co-author

Effect of Toll Road Accessibility on Journey to Work Distance
ID #1288
POULADI, Raha [University of Texas at Arlington] raha.pouladi@gmail.com, presenting author
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] shima.hamidi@uta.edu, co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
HISSONG, Rod [University of Texas at Arlington] hissong@uta.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Colorado A-LL2
4 PAPERS
1.9 Analyzing Property Values

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Walkability and Single-Family Property Values in Shrinking Cities: A Spatial Hedonic Study in Buffalo, NY, Cleveland, OH, Pittsburgh, PA, and Detroit, MI.
ID #0147
ZHANG, Hao [University at Buffalo, SUNY] hzhang34@buffalo.edu, presenting author
PATTERSON, Kelly [University at Buffalo, SUNY] klp27@buffalo.edu, co-author
SILVERMAN, Robert [University at Buffalo, SUNY] rms35@buffalo.edu, co-author
YIN, Li [University at Buffalo, SUNY] liyin@buffalo.edu, primary author

Informing Planning Practice Through Outlier Analysis: The Case Study of Hippietowns
ID #0076
GABER, John [Clemson University] jhngbr@gmail.com, presenting author

Connections Between Social Theory and Regional Planning and Their Importance for a Theoretical Framework for Agent-Based Simulations in Planning
ID #1076
MARIN, Marielos [University of Massachusetts Amherst] marielosmari@larp.umass.edu, presenting author

Revisiting Municipal Fiscal Sustainability: A Comparative Study of Detroit and New York City
ID #0073
WEI, Emma Rongrong [Virginia Tech] rrw1988@vt.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Colorado B-LL2
4 PAPERS
2.7 Urban Retail and the Entertainment Economy

Moderator/Discussant: LESTER, Bill [University of North Carolina] twlester@email.unc.edu

Urban Redevelopment in the New Berlin: An Update on the Europacity Masterplan
ID #1433
PETERS, Deike [SUA] dpeters@soka.edu, presenting author

Understanding retail clusters; what causes their growth and decline? - A case study of Seoul, South Korea
ID #1202
YOON, Heeyeun [Seoul National University] hyooyeun@snu.ac.kr, presenting author

Mapping the Success of Sports Districts: The Role of Formal Planning Initiatives on Development Outcomes
ID #1063

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
GERRETSEN, Stephanie [University of Michigan] sgerrets@umich.edu, presenting author  
GRANT LONG, Judith [University of Michigan] jglong@umich.edu, co-author  

The Accidental Commercial District? Exploring the Relationship Between Retail Gentrification, Transit Neighborhoods, and Safety  
ID #0292  
LOUKAITOU-SIDERIS, Anastasia [University of California Los Angeles] sideris@ucla.edu, presenting author  
CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California Berkeley], co-author  
GONZALEZ, Silvia [University of California Los Angeles] sil.rgonzalez@ucla.edu, co-author  
POIRIER, Joseph [UC Berkeley] jpoirier20@berkeley.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM  
Colorado H-LL2  
4 PAPERS  

2.15 Pre-Organized Session: Urban Policy After the Great Recession

Moderator: KIM, Yunji [University of Wisconsin-Madison] ykim535@wisc.edu  
Discussant: DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois at Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu

The Complete Package? Workforce Development, Sector Strategies, and Improving the Success of Traditional Economic Development Incentives  
ID #0207  
FREYER, Allan [NC Justice Center] freyer.allan@gmail.com, presenting author  
LOWE, Nichola [University of North Carolina] nlowe@email.unc.edu, co-author

Incentives and austerity: economic development during the recession in eight U.S. cities  
ID #0209  
HINKLEY, Sara [University of California-Berkeley] hinkley@berkeley.edu, presenting author  
WEBER, Rachel [University of Illinois at Chicago] rachelw@uic.edu, co-author

Crowding Out Development: The Impacts of State Austerity Policy on Local Governments  
ID #0206  
KIM, Yunji [University of Wisconsin-Madison] ykim535@wisc.edu, presenting author  
ALDAG, Austin [Cornell University] ama296@cornell.edu, primary author  
WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University] mew15@cornell.edu, co-author

Shrinking Cities in Urbanized China: The Geographic Diversity of State Rescaling  
ID #0208  
XU, Yuanshuo [Cornell University] yx246@cornell.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM  
Colorado C-LL2  
4 PAPERS  

3.10 With or Without You: Planning for Water Use on a Pacific Island and in the Arid West

Moderator/Discussant: OLSHANSKY, Rob [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] robo@illinois.edu

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Climate, Water, and the Built Environment: Understanding Patterns of Water Use on an Urban Pacific Island
ID #0974
DEMAAGD, Nathan [University of Hawaii-Manoa] demaagdn@hawaii.edu, presenting author
ROBERTS, Michael [University of Hawaii-Manoa] mjroberts@hawaii.edu, co-author
SPRIANDELLI, Daniele [University of Hawaii] daniels@hawaii.edu, primary author

Survey Design on Potable Water Reuse: Lessons Learned from Focus Groups in Albuquerque, New Mexico
ID #1184
SCRUGGS, Caroline [University of New Mexico] cscruggs@unm.edu, presenting author
DISTLER, Lauren [University of New Mexico] distler@unm.edu, co-author

Building Water Efficient Cities: A Comparative Analysis of How the Built Environment Influences Water Use in Four Western U.S. Cities
ID #0878
STOKER, Philip [The University of Arizona] philipstoker@email.arizona.edu, presenting author
BONNETTE, Matthew [Portland State University] mbonn2@pdx.edu, co-author
CHANG, Heejun [Portland State University] changh@pdx.edu, co-author
CROW-MILLER, Britt [Arizona State University] bcrowmiller@gmail.com, co-author
JEHLE, Gabrielle [University of Arizona] gabrielle.jehle@gmail.com, co-author
WENTZ, Elizabeth [Arizona State University] wentz@asu.edu, co-author

The Thirsty Urban Landscape: Analyzing the Relationship Between Yard Trees and Irrigation in a Semi-Arid City
ID #0203
TROY, Austin [University of Colorado Denver] austin.troy@ucdenver.edu, presenting author
FOLLINGSTAD, Gretel [University of Colorado Denver] gretel.follingstad@ucdenver.edu, co-author
HERIS, Mehdi [University of Colorado] mehdi.pourpeikariheris@ucdenver.edu, co-author
TAYLOR, Robert [United States Geological Survey/University of Colorado] robert.taylor@ucdenver.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Independence-LL1
4 PAPERS
3.11 Go Green! Green Infrastructure & Landscape Patterns, Social Capital, Disaster Resilience, and Climate Change

Moderator/Discussant: ZELLNER, Moira [University of Illinois at Chicago] mzellner@uic.edu

Adaptive GSI Management and Climate Change in the Midwest
ID #0987
CONROY, Maria [The Ohio State University] conroy.36@osu.edu, presenting author
WILSON, Jessica [The Ohio State University] jessicapwilson1@gmail.com, co-author

Green Infrastructure, Social Capital, and Equitable Development
ID #0907
FISCH, Jessica [Georgia Institute of Technology] jfisch@gatech.edu, presenting author

Green Infrastructure for Disaster Resilience: Exploring the Role of Scenario Planning

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
HILDE, Thomas [The University of Texas at Austin] thom.hilde@gmail.com, presenting author

Towards Green Infrastructure Planning: Linking Plans and Landscape Patterns
ID #0883
KIM, Hyun Woo [Texas A&M University] urbanist25@gmail.com, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Gold Coin-LL1
4 PAPERS

3.13 Countering Environmental Injustice: Understanding Cumulative Impacts, Linking Measurements to Modeling, and Communicating Risk

Moderator/Discussant: SHETH, Alpen [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] alpens@gmail.com

Planning for Heat: Can Green Infrastructure Reduce Exposure of the Most Vulnerable Neighborhoods?
ID #0272
WOODRUFF, Sierra [Texas A&M University] sscheleg@email.unc.edu, presenting author
SHARMA, Ashish [University of Notre Dame] asharma7@nd.edu, co-author

Climate Justice, Risk Communication, and Planning: A Case for Michigan’s Huron River Watershed
ID #0814
CHENG, Chingwen [Arizona State University] Chingwen.Cheng@asu.edu, presenting author
ESSELMAN, Rebecca [Huron River Watershed Council] reseelman@hrwc.org, co-author
TSAI, Jiun-Yi [Northern Arizona University] jtsai8@asu.edu, co-author
YANG, Yi-Chen [University of Massachusetts Amherst] yceyang@engin.umass.edu, co-author

Quantifying the Cumulative Impacts of Hazardous Land Uses, Social Vulnerability, and the Protective Effects of the Urban Tree Canopy on Mortality Related to Particulate Matter Air Pollution in Metropolitan Detroit
ID #1087
LARSEN, Larissa [University of Michigan] larissal@umich.edu, presenting author
CLARK, Sarah [Southwest Detroit Environmental Vision] sarahclark.sdev@gmail.com, co-author
MARKARIAN, Evan [Southwest Detroit Environmental Vision] evanmarkarian.sdev@gmail.com, co-author
MENTZ, Graciela [University of Michigan] gmentz@umich.edu, co-author
SCHULZ, Amy [University of Michigan] amy@schulz.com, co-author

Cooling the City: Integrating Ground-Based Measurements with Modeling Scenarios to Address Urban Heat Stress Among Vulnerable Populations
ID #0853
SHANDAS, Vivek [Portland State University] vshandas@pdx.edu, presenting author
MAKIDO, Yasuyo [Portland State University] ymakido@pdx.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Nat Hill-3rdFL
4 PAPERS

3.15 Sounds, Playgrounds, and What’s Underground: Regulating Amenities and Nuisances

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Moderator/Discussant: VAN MAASAKKERS, Tij [The Ohio State University]
avanmaasakkers.1@osu.edu

The Environmental Outcomes of Public Open Space in Residential Subdivisions
ID #0426
LYNCH, Amy [Ohio University] lyncha@ohio.edu, presenting author

Exurban Residential Development and Groundwater Contamination Risks in Southeastern Wisconsin:
Spatial Patterns and Processes in a Changing Policy Context
ID #0391
VOWELS, Bradley [University of Wisconsin Madison] btvowels@gmail.com, presenting author
LAGRO, JR., James [University of Wisconsin-Madison] jalagro@wisc.edu, primary author

Trends in Underlying Land Uses Associated with Conservation Easement Parcels
ID #0600
DYCKMAN, Caitlin [Clemson University] cdyckma@clemson.edu, presenting author
BALDWIN, Robert [Clemson University] baldw6@clemson.edu, co-author
FOUCH, Nakisha [Clemson University] nakishf@clemson.edu, co-author
LAURIA, Mickey [Clemson University] mlauria@clemson.edu, co-author
OGLETREE, Scott [Clemson University] sogletr@clemson.edu, co-author
STOUT, Anna [Clemson University] atradeo@clemson.edu, co-author
WHITE, David [Clemson University] whitedl@clemson.edu, co-author

Noise Pollution Control –Since Reagan’s Devolution Revolution, How are Cities and States Doing?
ID #0061
SOLITARE, Laura [Texas Southern University] solitarelg@tsu.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Colorado D-LL2
4 PAPERS

4.16 Pre-Organized Session: Examining the Contours of Racial Equity and Planning: Where might Planning Practice intersect Movements such as Black Lives Matter (#blm)?

Moderator: SHIRGAOKAR, Manish [University of Alberta] shirgaokar@ualberta.ca
Discussant: LOWE, Jeffrey [Texas Southern University] lowejs@tsu.edu

Planning, Policing, & Public Policy
ID #0153
DUNN, Ronnie [Cleveland State University] r.dunn@csuohio.edu, presenting author

Black Women, Personal Safety, and Neighborhood Conditions: Policy Perspectives from the ‘Women of Northeast Oklahoma City Photovoice Project’
ID #0421
GULILAT, Eyakem [University of Oklahoma] eyakemg@gmail.com, presenting author
HARRIS, John [University of Oklahoma] johncarris@ou.edu, co-author
MORRISON, Vanessa [Palomar: Oklahoma City’s Family Justice Center] v.lorren.m@gmail.com, co-author
SOFOLA, Gina [University of Oklahoma] gsofola@sofolaassociates.com, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Tracing the Geography of Fatalities from Policing in the United States: What do Transportation-related Incidents tell us?
ID #0152
SHIRGAOKAR, Manish [University of Alberta] shirgaokar@ualberta.ca, presenting author

Non-State Policing at Anchor Institutions: Race, Development, and Mapping the Police Power with Mobile Technology
ID #0276
SHERMAN, Stephen [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] sashermn@illinois.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Colorado G-LL2
4 PAPERS
5.49 Pre-Organized Session: Local Causes and Consequences of Gentrification

Moderator: GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] agreen4@illinois.edu
Discussant: MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California Los Angeles] paavo.monkkonen@ucla.edu

When the Neighborhood Goes: Rising House Prices, Displacement, and Resident Financial Health
ID #0510
BUNTEN, Devin [Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve] devinbunten@gmail.com, presenting author

Assessing the Spatial and Temporal Evolution of Gentrification-Induced Residential Mobility Pathways for the Chicago Metropolitan Area (2006-2015)
ID #0507
GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] agreen4@illinois.edu, presenting author

New Gentrifiers? The Socio-spatial Effects of Charter Schools in Los Angeles
ID #0509
LENS, Michael [University of California Los Angeles] mlnens@ucla.edu, presenting author

Gentrification Debates: Identifying Gentrification and its Effects in Minneapolis-St. Paul
ID #0508
LEWIS, Brittany [University of Minnesota] lewis965@umn.edu, presenting author
CALHOUN, Molly [University of Minnesota] calho079@umn.edu, co-author
DAMIANO, Tony [University of Minnesota] damia025@umn.edu, co-author
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@umn.edu, co-author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Penrose 2-LL1
4 PAPERS
5.51 Pre-Organized Session: Managing Informality II- Land and Development

Moderator/Discussant: DEVLIN, Ryan [John Jay College, CUNY] rdevlin@jjay.cuny.edu

Informality in U.S. Housing Markets: Planning Problem or Planning Solution?

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
ID #0522
DURST, Noah [University of Texas at Austin] noahdurst@gmail.com, presenting author

Coming to Matter, Breaking the Norms: Informal Building Practices of Everyday Life
ID #0817
LIETO, Laura [Federico II University Napoli] laura.lieto@gmail.com, presenting author

Planning for Unplanned Suburbs: Growth Management and Informal Land Development in the United States
ID #0523
NEVAREZ MARTINEZ, Deyanira [University of California, Irvine] nevarezd@uci.edu, presenting author
DURST, Noah [The University of Texas at Austin] noahdurst@gmail.com, co-author

ID #0524
PIMENTEL WALKER, Ana Paula [University of Michigan] appiment@umich.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Matchless
3 PAPERS

6.9 Planning for Environmental Impact

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Towers on the Steppe: International Compact City Plans and Local Perceptions of Urban densification in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
ID #0335
HOOPER, Michael [Harvard University] mhooper@gsd.harvard.edu, presenting author
ANDERSON, Raven [Harvard University] raven.ander@gmail.com, co-author
TUUVSHINBAT, Aldarsaikhan [Harvard University] aldaraat@gmail.com, co-author

How Professional and Public Documents Impact Expert Perceptions of Climate Change Images
ID #0079
LAYCOCK, Katherine [University of Waterloo] katherine.laycock@gmail.com, presenting author
MITCHELL, Carrie [University of Waterloo] co-author

Negotiating the Costs and Risks of Adapting to Climate Change: The Case of Plan Jarillon’s Social Housing and Resettlement Strategies in Santiago de Cali
ID #0996
SARMIENTO, Hugo [UCLA] hugos@ucla.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Pomeroy-3rdFL
4 PAPERS

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
11.28 Pre-Organized Session: Free Speech, Sense of Place, Communication, Economic Development: Signage in the Contemporary City

Moderator: AUFFREY, Christopher [University of Cincinnati] chris.auffrey@uc.edu

Discussant: LOWERY, Bryce [University of Oklahoma] bryce.c.lowery@ou.edu

Does Anyone See the Signs?
ID #0322
AUFFREY, Christopher [University of Cincinnati] chris.auffrey@uc.edu, presenting author
HILDEBRANDT, Henry [University of Cincinnati] hank.hildebrandt@uc.edu, co-author

Beyond Consultation
ID #1375
JOURDAN, Dawn [Texas A&M University] Dawnjordan@exchange.tamu.edu, presenting author
STRAUSS, Eric [Michigan state] Strausse@msu.edu, co-author

Letter Forms as Communicative Urban Artifacts for Social Narratives
ID #0325
RAHMAN, Muhammad [University of Cincinnati] rahmanmd@mail.uc.edu, presenting author
MEHTA, Vikas [University of Cincinnati] vikas.mehta@uc.edu, primary author

Legal Considerations in Sign Code Development
ID #0324
WEINSTEIN, Alan [Cleveland State University] a.weinstein@csuohio.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Colorado J-LL2
4 PAPERS

12.52 Pre-Organized Session: Planning’s Outside: Being Normative in the Face of Egregious State Action

Moderator: GOH, Kian [University of California Los Angeles] kiangoh@ucla.edu

Discussant: DAVIS, Diane [Harvard University] davis@gsd.harvard.edu

This Political Climate: Urban Age For/Against Ideology
ID #0941
GOH, Kian [University of California Los Angeles] kiangoh@ucla.edu, presenting author

Speculative Pasts and Decolonial Futures: Getting Outside Contemporary Planning Through the Archive
ID #0940
KOH, Annette [University of Hawaii at Manoa] koha@hawaii.edu, presenting author

Wasting Well? Turning the Normative Lens of Planning Outside In
ID #0942
POLLANS, Lily [MIT] lilyp@mit.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Blues Epistemology from the Undercommons: Making the Case for Afro-Optimism in an Age of State Violence
ID #0943
WHITE, Mia [The New School] miawhite@newschool.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Colorado I-LL2
4 PAPERS
12.6 Land, Justice and Rights in Planning

Moderator/Discussant: CAROLINI, Gabriella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] carolini@mit.edu

Blurring the Boundaries of ‘Private’ and ‘Public’ Interests: Exploring the Meaning and Governance Implications of Indigenous-Led Property Development
ID #0337
BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] janice.barry@umanitoba.ca, presenting author
KITSON, Alex [University of Otago] kital183@student.otago.ac.nz, co-author
THOMPSON-FAWCETT, Michelle [University of Otago] michelle.thompson-fawcett@otago.ac.nz, co-author

Epistemic Injustices? Public Opposition to Shale Gas Development
ID #0786
BEEBEEJAUN, Yasminah [University College London] y.beebeejaun@ucl.ac.uk, presenting author

Dispossession and its Limits: Coal, Land and the Environment in South India
ID #0909
KUMAR, Mukul [University of California, Berkeley] mukul.kumar@berkeley.edu, presenting author

The Right to the City vs. the Responsibility for the City: Environmental Stewardship and Urban Survival
ID #1233
MACEDO, Joseli [Curtin University] joseli@ufl.edu, presenting author

Saturday, October 14, 2017, 5:15 PM - 6:30 PM
Penrose 1-LL1
2 PAPERS
12.7 Reflections on Communicative and Critical Planning

Moderator/Discussant: BARRY, Janice [University of Manitoba] janice.barry@umanitoba.ca

Beyond Advocacy and Communicative Planning: Transformative Planning in Institutional Change
ID #0984
UMEMOTO, Karen [University of Hawaii] kumemoto@hawaii.edu, presenting author
MIAO, Tai-An [University of Hawaii] taian@hawaii.edu, co-author

Memphis in the Face of Austerity: is the Public Interest still a Planning Concern?
ID #0861
SAIJA, Laura [University of Memphis] saija.laura@gmail.com, presenting author
RACITI, Antonio [University of Massachusetts Boston] antonio.raciti@umb.edu, co-author
SANTO, Charles [University of Memphis] casanto@memphis.edu, co-author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Sunday, October 15

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado B-LL2
5 PAPERS

2.38 Pre-Organized Session: Shifting Occupational Structures’ Impact on Local Economic Development

Moderator: ANDREASON, Stuart [Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta] stuart.andreason@atl.frb.org

Discussant: WOLF-POWERS, Anna Laura [Center for Urban Research, City University of New York Graduate Center] lwolfpowers@gc.cuny.edu

Uneven Opportunity: Exploring Employers' Educational Preferences for Middle Skill Jobs
ID #0361
ANDREASON, Stuart [Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta] stuart.andreason@atl.frb.org, presenting author
DE ZEEUW, Mels [Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta] mels.dezeeuw@atl.frb.org, co-author

Linked Through Skill: Interdependencies in the Automotive Value Chain
ID #0362
FORBES, Allison [UNC Chapel Hill] allisonf@live.unc.edu, presenting author

Local Economic Development Impacts of Shifts in Manufacturing Demand for Workers and Robots
ID #0419
LEIGH, Nancey Green [Georgia Institute of Technology] nleigh@design.gatech.edu, presenting author
KRAFT, Benjamin [Georgia Institute of Technology] Ben.Kraft@gatech.edu, primary author

The Geography of Occupational Concentration among Low-skilled Immigrants
ID #0363
LIU, Cathy [Georgia State University] cyliu@gsu.edu, presenting author
VAN HOLM, Eric [Georgia State University] EricVanHolm@gatech.edu, co-author

Occupational Skill Demand and Regional Wellbeing
ID #0804
STEWART, Fran [Ohio State University] franstewart@ameritech.net, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado G-LL2
4 PAPERS

5.65 Pre-Organized Session: When Planning Doesn't Work: How People Push Back

Moderator: KIM, Anna [Georgia Institute of Technology] anna.kim@design.gatech.edu
Discussant: KOH, Annette [University of Hawaii at Manoa] koha@hawaii.edu

Pushing Back the BID: Immigrant Communities Resistance Strategies to Gentrification

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
ID #1344
MARTINEZ, Arianna [LaGuardia CC - CUNY] amartinez@lagcc.cuny.edu, presenting author
SARMIENTO, Carolina [University of Wisconsin-Madison] carolina.sarmiento@wisc.edu, co-author

Is Green the New Gold? Landscape Equity in Times of Drought
ID #1416
SIMPSON, Sheryl-Ann [UC Davis] ssimpson@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
FUENTES-ORTIZ, Arturo [University of California, Davis] aafuentesortiz@ucdavis.edu, co-author

Defining and Locating Community Vulnerability to Climate Change in Oregon Cap-and-Trade Legislation
ID #0687
ZAPATA, Marisa [Portland State University] mazapata@pdx.edu, presenting author
HARRIS, Matthew [Portland State University] harris2@pdx.edu, co-author
LIU, Jenny [Portland State University] jennyliu2@pdx.edu, co-author

From Global City to Refugee City: Pushing Boundaries of Power and Planning in a Small Southern Town
ID #1418
KIM, Anna [Georgia Institute of Technology] anna.kim@gatech.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado H-LL2
5 PAPERS
6.47 Pre-Organized Session: Urban Water, Sanitation, and Wastewater: Emerging Issues and Future Directions IV – Stakeholders and Outcomes

Moderator: ACEY, Charisma [University of California Berkeley] charisma.acey@berkeley.edu
Discussant: DAS, Priyam [University of Hawaii] priyam@hawaii.edu

The Power of Proximate Peers: Practical Learning and Teaching Among Water and Sanitation Operators in Argentina And Brazil
ID #0459
CAROLINI, Gabriella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] carolini@mit.edu, presenting author
CRUXEN, Isadora [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] isa.cruxen@gmail.com, co-author
GALLAGHER, Daniel [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] dgv@mit.edu, co-author

Experimentalism in Post-Socialist Water Governance: The Promise of Havana, Cuba
ID #0461
GALLAGHER, Daniel [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] dgv@mit.edu, presenting author

Urban Health and Sanitation Provision in Latin America
ID #0458
HADDAD, Monica [Iowa State University] haddad@iastate.edu, presenting author

Sustaining Success? Revisiting Bangalore’s Program to Connect the Poor to the City’s Piped Water System, Ten Years Later
ID #0460
TEWARI, Meenu [UNC Chapel Hill] mtewari@email.unc.edu, presenting author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Muddled Waters: Unraveling Public-Private Relations in Mixed-Ownership Water & Sanitation Companies in Brazil
ID #0515
CRUXEN, Isadora [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] cruxen@mit.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado I-LL2
4 PAPERS

7.63 Pre-Organized Session: Regional Lessons from the Political Ecology of Exurbia

Moderator/Discussant: Linkous, Evangeline [University of South Florida] elinkous@usf.edu

Conserving the Landscape Features In-Between: Political Ecology and Developer-Advocate-Planner Negotiated Exurban Transitions
ID #1038
HURLEY, Patrick [Ursinus College] phurley@ursinus.edu, presenting author

Planning for Exurbia: The Role of Land-Use Planning in the Rural to Exurban Transition
ID #1037
TAYLOR, Laura [York University] taylorl9.yorku@gmail.com, presenting author

Rural Gentrification in Landscapes of Risk: A Review of States’ Retiree Attraction Policies and their Socio-Environmental Impacts
ID #1313
ENRIQUEZ, Jared [Cornell University] jre92@cornell.edu, presenting author

Exception Areas, Farmland Conservation, and Exurban Development in Oregon’s Statewide Planning
ID #1349
MCKINNON, Innisfree [University of Wisconsin Stout] mckinnoni@uwstout.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado D-LL2
5 PAPERS

8.8 Domestic Food Systems: Actors, Access, and Culture

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Understanding Food Access: Exploring Objective and Perceived Measures of Access through the Healthy in a Hurry Corner Store Initiative in Louisville, Kentucky
ID #1191
USHER, Kareem [The Ohio State University] usher.21@osu.edu, presenting author

Variables Affecting Daily Fruit and Vegetable Intakes in a Hispanic Low-Income Community Of Austin, Texas
ID #0179
JIAO, Junfeng [The University of Texas at Austin] hkujf@gmail.com, presenting author
EVANS, Alexandra [The University of Texas School of Public Health] Alexandra.E.Evans@uth.tmc.edu, co-author
FAN, Lingyun [Suzhou University of Science and Technology] 25581910@qq.com, co-author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
SALVO, Deborah [The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston] Deborah.Salvo@uth.tmc.edu, co-author

Mission Driven Intermediaries in Building Out the Agriculture of the Middle
ID #0670
KELMENSON, Sophie [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] soph@live.unc.edu, presenting author
COLLOREDO-MANSFELD, Rudi [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] collored@email.unc.edu, co-author
CUMMING, Gabriel [Working Landscapes] gabriel@workinglandscapesnc.org, co-author
GUINN, Andrew [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] arguinn@live.unc.edu, co-author
TEWARI, Meenu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mtewari@unc.edu, co-author

From Pizza to Taco: How Does the Interaction Between Italian and Mexican Food Entrepreneurs Impact the Food Landscape of South Philadelphia?
ID #0765
KHOJASTEH, Maryam [University of Pennsylvania] maryamkh@upenn.edu, presenting author
VITIELLO, Domenic [University of Pennsylvania] vitiello@design.upenn.edu, co-author

Neighborhood Built Environment and Food Consumption
ID #0870
PENG, Ke [UNC-DCRP] lvpengke@gmail.com, presenting author
KAZA, Nikhil [University of North Carolina] nkaza@unc.edu, co-author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Colorado A-LL2
4 PAPERS
11.61 Pre-O rganized Session: Serious Games for Collaborative Planning and Stakeholder Engagement

Moderator: SCHENK, Todd [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] tschenk@vt.edu
Co-Discussant: RUMORE, Danya [University of Utah] danya.rumore@law.utah.edu
Co-Discussant: POPLIN, Alenka [Iowa State University] apoplin@iastate.edu

The Serious Potential of Fun Games
ID #0945
BARCHERS, Camille [Georgia Institute of Technology] camille.tigerlily@gmail.com, presenting author

Incorporating Public Health into Local Climate Adaptation Planning: Face-to-Face Role-Play Simulations and Online Games in Cambridge, MA
ID #0717
KIM, Ella [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ella@mit.edu, presenting author

Usability of the Energy Game e-footprints: Empirical Results
ID #0946
POPLIN, Alenka [Iowa State University] apoplin@mail.iastate.edu, presenting author

Role-Play Simulation Exercises for Social Learning and Collaborative Problem Solving: Lessons from the Harboring Uncertainty Project

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
ID #0944
SCHENK, Todd [Virginia Tech] tschenk@vt.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Penrose 2-LL1
4 PAPERS

12.41 Pre-Organized Session: Managing Informality I: Urban Labor

Moderator: TUCKER, Jennifer [University of New Mexico] jennifertucker@unm.edu
Discussant: DEVLIN, Ryan [John Jay College, CUNY] rdevlin@jjay.cuny.edu

Regulating Street Vendors in Mexico City: Has Anything Changed?
ID #0857
CROSSA, Veronica [The College of Mexico] vcrossa@colmex.mx, presenting author

Uncertainty and the Management of Street Vending in New York
ID #0498
DEVLIN, Ryan [John Jay College, CUNY] rdevlin@jjay.cuny.edu, presenting author

Self-Organization in the 21st Century, or the Inherent Unease with Managing Street Work
ID #0499
EHRENFEUCHT, Renia [University of New Mexico] rehrenfeucht@unm.edu, presenting author

Street politics: Managing Vendors through Uncertainty
ID #0500
TUCKER, Jennifer [University of New Mexico] jennifertucker@unm.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Independence-LL1
4 PAPERS

13.3 Crossing the Regional Divide via Governance

Moderator: GREEN, Timothy [Clemson University] tgreen8@clemson.edu
Discussant: VIDYARTHII, Sanjeev [University of Illinois at Chicago] svidy@uic.edu

State-Sponsored Integrated Regional Planning in the United States: Where Did it Come from and Where is it Going?
ID #0615
GREEN, Timothy [Clemson University] tgreen8@clemson.edu, presenting author
FINN, Donovan [Stony Brook University] donovan.finn@stonybrook.edu, co-author

Private Developer and Municipality Conflict: Project Relocation Threats of Developers
ID #0517
KANG, Ki Eun [Binghamton University] kkang6@binghamton.edu, presenting author
HOMSY, George [Binghamton University] ghomsy@binghamton.edu, co-author

Crossing Regional Divides? Collaborative Regional Economic Development in the Polarized Milwaukee Region
ID #0280

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
EISENBURGER, Max [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] meisen4@illinois.edu, presenting author

New State Spaces and New State Politics
ID #1263
SHAKE, Joshua [University of São Paulo] jdshake@umich.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Penrose 1-LL1
5 PAPERS

14.7 Pre-Organized Session: Novel Methods in Bicycle Research

Moderator: THIGPEN, Calvin [University of California, Davis] cgthigpen@ucdavis.edu
Discussant: BUEHLER, Ralph [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] ralphbu@vt.edu

The Relationship Between Vicarious and in Situ Surveys of the Influence of Road Characteristics on Bicycling Comfort
ID #0156
FITCH, Dillon [UC Davis] dtfitch@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
HANDY, Susan [UC Davis] slhandy@ucdavis.edu, co-author

Integrating Explicit and Implicit Methods an Travel Behavior Research: A Study of Driver Attitudes and Behaviors
ID #0158
GODDARD, Tara [Portland State University] goddard@pdx.edu, presenting author

Development and Testing of a Real-Time WiFi-Lidar System for Pedestrian-Bike Network Monitoring, Classification and Data Extrapolation
ID #0160
MIRANDA-MORENO, Luis [McGill University] luis.miranda-moreno@mcgill.ca, presenting author

Insights into Differences Among US Metropolitan Region Bicyclist Fatality Rates
ID #0159
SCHNEIDER, Robert [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] rjschnei@uwm.edu, presenting author
SANATIZADEH, Aida [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] sanatiz4@uwm.edu, co-author
VARGO, Jason [University of Wisconsin-Madison] jvargo@gmail.com, co-author

The Value of a College Education: Changes in Students’ Bicycling Skills and Attitudes at a Bicycle-Friendly University
ID #0157
THIGPEN, Calvin [University of California, Davis] cgthigpen@ucdavis.edu, presenting author
HANDY, Susan [UC Davis] slhandy@ucdavis.edu, co-author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 8:00 AM - 9:30 AM
Matchless-LL1
4 PAPERS

14.17 Mode Choice and Travel Behavior

Moderator/Discussant: KARNER, Alex [Georgia Institute of Technology] alex.karner@design.gatech.edu

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Mode Choice Behavior of a Midwest College Community: The Case of the University of Toledo, Ohio
ID #1238
AKTER, Taslima [University of Arkansas] takter@uark.edu, presenting author
AMIALCHUK, Aliaksandr [The University of Toledo] aliaksandr.amialchuk@utoledo.edu, co-author

Can We Explain Changing Travel Behavior? An Application of the Oaxaca Blinder Approach
ID #1364
MCDONALD, Noreen [University of North Carolina] noreen@unc.edu, presenting author

Modeling the Mode Choice of On-demand Ride Service and Its Impact on Accessibility
ID #0583
WANG, Fangru [Georgia Institute of Technology] fangru@gatech.edu, presenting author
ROSS, Catherine [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@design.gatech.edu, co-author

Socio-Economic Accessibility to App-Based, On-Demand Ride-Hailing Services: A Case Study in Shanghai
ID #1117
XU, Ruoying [UC Berkeley] xuruoying@berkeley.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado C-LL2

2 PAPERS
1.8 New Methods in Land Use Research

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Detecting Development Opportunities Using Quality of Life Research and Land Use Suitability Modeling: A Case Study of the City of Tampa
ID #1295
DUAN, Leilei [University of Florida] dll1989@ufl.edu, presenting author

Exploring the Determinants of Variation in Land Use Policy Outcomes: What Constitutes the So-Called Context?
ID #0188
KIM, Jae Hong [University of California Irvine] jaehk6@uci.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado B-LL2
4 PAPERS
2.6 Ethnicity, Migration and the Economy

Moderator/Discussant: LIU, Cathy [Georgia State University] cyliu@gsu.edu

Which Chinese Cities Are More Inclusive, and Why?
ID #0691
HU, Wanyang [University of California, Los Angeles] wanyang@ucla.edu, presenting author
WANG, Rui [Johns Hopkins University] ruiwang@jhu.edu, primary author

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
Ethnic-Based Credit Networks and Socio-Economic Impacts: The Case of Corporate Sponsored Program
ID #0095
KIM, Jihwan [University of Illinois at Chicago] jkim512@uic.edu, presenting author
LEE, Aujean [University of California, Los Angeles] aujean@ucla.edu, co-author

The Geography of Race, Place, and (Cultural) Entrepreneurship – Initial Findings from the 2012 Survey of Business Owners in California
ID #1069
MILLER, Matthew [University of Southern California] mattrd90@gmail.com, presenting author

Disparities and Divided Growth: Ethnic Entrepreneurship in Greater Los Angeles Area
ID #0703
WANG, Qingfang [UC Riverside] qingfang.wang09@gmail.com, presenting author
HAO, Huili [University of North Carolina Wilmington] haoh@uncw.edu, co-author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado G-LL2
4 PAPERS
4.9 Embodied space and planning as social control

Moderator/Discussant: BURGA, Fernando [University of Minnesota] hfburga@umn.edu

The Embodiment of Social and Spatial Inequality: How Environmental Disparities and Illegality Impact the Health of Latino Communities
ID #1072
ZUÑIGA, Michelle [University of California, Irvine] mzuniga@uci.edu, presenting author
HOUSTON, Douglas [University of California, Irvine] houston@uci.edu, co-author

Toilets, Locker Rooms, and the Public Imagination: Planning for Safe and Inclusive Spaces
ID #0740
DOAN, Petra [Florida State University] pdoan@fsu.edu, presenting author

Transit Crime: Gendered Effects, Experiences, and Attitudes in Colombia and Bolivia
ID #0413
KASH, Gwen [UNC Chapel Hill] gwenkash@email.unc.edu, presenting author

Violence off the Streets: Qualitative Analysis of Interviews with Workers in Sexually Oriented Massage Parlors in Los Angeles
ID #0340
TAKAHASHI, Lois [University of Southern California] lmtakahah@usc.edu, presenting author
BAIK, Yeonsoo [UCLA Fielding School of Public Health] ybaik10@gmail.com, co-author
CHIN, John [Hunter College, City University of New York] john.chin@hunter.cuny.edu, co-author
WIEBE, Douglas [University of Pennsylvania] dwiebe@upenn.edu, co-author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Gold Coin-LL1
4 PAPERS
5.9 Foreclosures and Accessing Capital

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Bank Adaptation to Neighborhood Change: Mortgage Lending and the Community Reinvestment Act
ID #0060
LEE, Hyojung [University of Southern California] hyojung.lee@usc.edu, presenting author
BOSTIC, Raphael W. [University of Southern California] bostic@price.usc.edu, co-author

The Investor’s World: Understanding the Factors that Influence an Investor to Purchase an REO Property
ID #1116
MCMILLAN, Andrew [The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] andrewjmcmillan@gmail.com, presenting author

Redlining Again? Spatial Differences in Residential Mortgage Accessibility during Boom and Bust in Ohio
ID #0187
NAGASE, Daisuke [The Ohio State University] nagase.1@osu.edu, presenting author
KLEIT, Rachel [The Ohio State University] kleit.1@osu.edu, co-author

Foreclosure and Housing Market Resilience: The Characteristics Associated with Neighborhood Resilience to Economic Shocks in the United States
ID #1398
WANG, Kyungsoon [Georgia Institute of Technology] kyungsoon.wang@gatech.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado H-LL2
5 PAPERS

6.48 Pre-Organized Session: Planning, Real Estate, and Transnational Urbanism in Asia

Moderator: POTTER, James [Korea University] cuzpotter@korea.ac.kr
Discussant: SHATKIN, Gavin [Northeastern University] g.shatkin@northeastern.edu

When Planning Ideas Land: The Development of a Grounded Planning Method in Sri Lanka
ID #1143
PERERA, M.C. [Ball State University] nperera@bsu.edu, presenting author

Global Real Estate, International Gating, and the Production of Transnational Urbanism at Singapore’s Edges
ID #1141
SMITH, Nick [Yale-NUS College] nick.r.smith@gmail.com, presenting author
LAVI, Diamanta [Yale-NUS College] diamanta.lavi@u.yale-nus.edu.sg, co-author

Planning for Development: Transnational Urbanism and the Transformation of Cross-border cities in China and Myanmar
ID #1142
SU, Xiaobo [University of Oregon] xiaobo@uoregon.edu, presenting author

Inscribing the State Imagination of the Middle East in the Urban Built Environment as Heritage-Making in Northwestern China
ID #1031
YANG, Yang [University of Colorado, Boulder] Yang.Yang@colorado.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
Planetary Gentrification as Neocolonial Process: Korean Large-Scale Residential Projects in Hanoi
ID #1140
POTTER, James [Korea University] cuzpotter@korea.ac.kr, presenting author
PARK, Jinhee [Leed University] ginnypark0715@gmail.com, co-author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado D-LL2
5 PAPERS
8.7 International Community Health and Wellbeing through Food Systems and Disaster Response

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

Measuring the Vulnerability of the Regional Food System in Japan
ID #0648
AKUNE, Yuko [Reitaku University] yakune@reitaku-u.ac.jp, presenting author
ANACKER, Katrin [George Mason University] kanacker@gmu.edu, co-author

Happiness and Urban Parks: Estimation of the Monetary Value
ID #0695
KIM, Danya [University of Wisconsin-Madison] dkim233@wisc.edu, presenting author

Access to Food Systems in a Developing Country: The Culture and Practice of Purchasing Food Items in Mumbai, India
ID #0175
KOTVAL-K, Zeenat [Michigan State University] kotvalze@msu.edu, presenting author

Panacea or Problem: Comparing Parallel Governance Structures for Disaster Recovery
ID #0004
MUKHERJI, Anuradha [East Carolina University] mukherjia@ecu.edu, presenting author
GANAPATI, Emel [Florida International University] ganapat@fiu.edu, co-author

Mottainai! Using a Cultural Concept to Promote Sustainable Food Waste Behavior in Tokyo and Kyoto
ID #1182
YUI, Sahoko [UC Davis] syui@ucdavis.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado J-LL2
4 PAPERS
12.9 Assemblage Thinking, Networks, and Infrastructures in Planning Theory

Moderator/Discussant: WESSELS, Anne [University of Washington] atw5@uw.edu

The Ecology of Urban Space: Cyborg, Communicative Action, Crucible
ID #1176
TAUFEN WESSELS, Anne [University of Washington Tacoma] atw5@uw.edu, presenting author

Assemblage Thinking and Indigenous Community Planning
ID #1423

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
BEGGS, Wayne [University of British Columbia] wbeggs@ubc.ca, presenting author

"The Uses of Stories and the Imaginary Infrastructure of Cities" Or "Weesakeechak’s New Condo"
ID #0656
DORRIES, Heather [Carleton University] heather.dorries@carleton.ca, presenting author

Making Infrastructure Visible
ID #0619
HSU, David [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ydh@mit.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Independence-LL1
5 PAPERS
13.4 Testing out Regionalism in Practice

Moderator: GOUGH, Meghan [Virginia Commonwealth University] mzgough@vcu.edu
Discussant: BATES, Lisa [Portland State University] lkbates@pdx.edu

Making a Case for Social Innovation as a Structural Counterpart to Public Participation in Regional Planning
ID #0477
ADIKESAVAN, Manju Aishwarya [The Graduate Center at the City University of New York]
manjuaiswarya@gmail.com, presenting author

HUD Sustainable Communities Initiative: Enabling Regionalism through a Collective Impact
ID #1011
REECE, Jason [Ohio State University] reece.35@osu.edu, presenting author
GOUGH, Meghan [Virginia Commonwealth University] mzgough@vcu.edu, primary author

Policy and Governance in the ‘Resilient’ Region
ID #0912
COWELL, Margaret [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] mmcowell@vt.edu, presenting author

Testing the Epistemic Communities Hypothesis: Impacts of the SCI-RPG on Regional Governance
ID #0520
MATTIUZZI, Elizabeth [UC Berkeley] emattiuzzi@gmail.com, presenting author
CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California Berkeley] chapple@berkeley.edu, co-author

Unbranded or Branded: Identity of Place as Reflected in the Built Environments of Western Gateway Communities
ID #1242
SLEIPNESS, Ole [Utah State University] ole.sleipness@usu.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Matchless-LL1
5 PAPERS
14.25 Public Transportation

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
The First Mile- Last Mile Connections: Opportunities and Challenges for Public Transit Use in Abu Dhabi
ID #0558
MAGHELAL, Praveen [Khalifa Institute of Science and Technology] pmaghelal@masdar.ac.ae, presenting author
ALMARDOOD, Mayada [Khalifa Institute of Science and Technology] malmardood@masdar.ac.ae, co-author
ZHU, Pengyu [Khalifa Institute of Science and Technology] pzhu@masdar.ac.ae, co-author

Verkehrsverbund: The Evolution and Spread of Fully-Integrated Regional Public Transport in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland
ID #0081
BUEHLER, Ralph [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] ralphbu@vt.edu, presenting author
PUCHER, John [Rutgers University] johnpucher@gmail.com, co-author

Apples to Apples: Comparing BRT and Light Rail while Avoiding the “BRT Lite” Trap
ID #0274
LEVINE, Jonathan [University of Michigan] jnthnlvn@umich.edu, presenting author
GRENGS, Joseph [University of Michigan] grengs@umich.edu, co-author
MERLIN, Louis [Florida Atlantic University] lmerlin@fau.edu, co-author
SINGER, Matan [Taubman College, The University of Michigan] matan.singer@gmail.com, co-author

The Effect of Light Rail Systems on Urban Form: A Spatio-Temporal Analysis of Selected Light Rail Systems on Urban Density
ID #1213
NEOG, Dristi [Westfield State University] neog.dristi@gmail.com, presenting author

Bus Rapid Transit Comes to Barranquilla: Perspectives from Metropolitan Area Residents
ID #0621
SANTANA, Manuel [University of California, Berkeley] manuel.santana@berkeley.edu, presenting author
BELL, Corwin [University of California Berkeley] corwin@berkeley.edu, co-author
CHATMAN, Daniel [University of California Berkeley] dgc@berkeley.edu, co-author
COCHRAN, Abigail [University of California, Berkeley] abigailcochran1@gmail.com, co-author
HERNANDEZ JIMENEZ, Ulises [University of California Berkeley] ulises4@berkeley.edu, co-author
LESHNER, Eleanor [University of California Berkeley] eleshner@berkeley.edu, co-author
TREJO MORALES, Francisco [University of California Berkeley] ft452@berkeley.edu, co-author

Moderator/Discussant: TBD

The Geography of Car-Free Housing

*A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.*
MILLARD-BALL, Adam [University of California, Santa Cruz] adammmb@ucsc.edu, presenting author
GUO, Zhan [New York University] co-author
LI, Fei Li [New York University] fei.li@nyu.edu

The Impact of Land Use on Vehicle Travel by Urban Structure: A Case Study of Calgary, Canada

CHOI, Kwangyul [University of Calgary] kchoi0701@gmail.com, presenting author

Does Increasing Neighborhood Density Mean Safer Streets?

GUERRA, Erick [University of Pennsylvania] erickg@design.upenn.edu, presenting author
KONDO, Michelle [US Forest Service] michellekondo@fs.fed.us, co-author

Does Sprawl Hold Down Upward Mobility? A National Study of the Association between Urban Sprawl and Upward Mobility

HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] shima.hamidi@uta.edu, presenting author
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] co-author

Trip and Parking Generation Rates for Different Housing Types: Effects of Compact Development

TIAN, Guang [University of Utah] guang.tian@utah.edu, presenting author

Sunday, October 15, 2017, 9:45 AM - 11:15 AM
Colorado I-LL2
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14.54 Pre-Organized Session: Equity in Transportation Policy

Moderator: HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] shima.hamidi@uta.edu
Discussant: WEINREICH, David [University of Texas, Arlington] david.weinreich@uta.edu

Poverty, Policy, and Access to Automobiles

BLUMENBERG, Evelyn [UCLA] eblumenb@ucla.edu, presenting author

Bridging the Gap between the Mobility Haves and Have-Not with the Rise in Shared Mobility

TAYLOR, Brian [UCLA] btaylor@ucla.edu, presenting author
BROWN, Anne [UCLA] aebrown0316@gmail.com, primary author

Access, Opportunity and Isolation: A National Assessment of Transportation Equity and its Policy Implications

WELCH, Timothy [Georgia Tech] tim.welch@design.gatech.edu, presenting author

Smart, Equitable, and Inclusive Urban Transport

GEBRESSELASSIE, Mahtot [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] gmahtot@vt.edu, presenting author

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.
SANCHEZ, Thomas [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] sanchezt@vt.edu, co-author

Caught in the Service Gap: Understanding the Link between Transportation Equity and Metropolitan Fragmentation
ID #0821
WEINREICH, David [University of Texas, Arlington] david.weinreich@uta.edu, presenting author
HAMIDI, Shima [University of Texas, Arlington] co-author
SKUZINSKI, Thomas [Virginia Tech] skuzinsk@vt.edu, co-author

See you in Denver!

* A green asterisk next to the paper title indicates a full paper is completed and submitted to conference organizers.